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I . Scope

a . This manual d xihes military rockets (fig. 1) having solid
propellants. It contains technical information necessary for their
identifical-iun, care, handling, prese Tatian, use, and, destructiori

c . Thla Manual dzffers from TM 9--1950, 17 July 1950 t

	

1, 7 -AlaX
1 05

	

; and

	

,

	

9 September 1953, as fa llmvs
(1) Adds information onX

27-mm subca liher rocket .
2,0-ir eh -aireraft rockets.
2 .75-inch aircraft racket9 .
.5-inch rock-et Mq,

3 .5-inch rocket M 5A 1
3 .5-inch rocket -M36.
4 .5-ineh ro-eket M

	

.
4_5-inch rocket TNI

	

.
4 .5-inch rocket x'16-4E1 .
BD .

	

D rocket fuze M409 .
Du rnmv rocket fuze -Nf405,
Dummy rocket fuze M410.
BD r

	

ket fuze'K404A2 .
PT, ED fuze

	

408_
Pi r .B

	

fuze M40SEL
Vurnmy fuze -1,173 .
ore rocket fu7.e Mk 154 'Y1o s 0, 2, and

	

.
(

	

De[et

	

infor-mation on-
2 .36- inch rockeLc; .
3,25- -Inch rockets,
2,5-inch rocket HE M 8

	

1
; ,,5- i nc r] recket practice N1

	

.
;.5-inch aircraft rocket .
4,5- :rich rocket. folding fin type .

CHAPTER I

GENERAL

Section 1 . INTRODUCTION

b . The appendix contain-9 a list of ctirrent references, including
supply and technical manuals, and other available publications ap-
plicable to the rock-ets,
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4.5--iiach beach image r

	

et.
7.2-inch rockets .
11 .75-inch aircraftresets .
PD rocket fuze Iii 4

	

and modifi

	

tion.

Forms and Report

a,.

	

t

	

ized For=. For a wing of all forms, refer

	

DA Pam
f

	

or

	

actions on use o these forte, refer

	

1rM

	

-10.
b . Field Reports of Acci ent&.

(1) Injury to pers

	

l or damage to rwteriel, The reports
n ew

	

comply with the requirements of the Army
safety pa

	

'-,. are prescribed in detail

	

R 3$5-10--40.
These reports are regnir-&d wherever a iden

	

involving
injury to personnel or damage

	

materiel occur .
Ammunition. Whenever an accident or malfunction in-
volving the use of arnmu nition o

	

, firing of the lot
wbieb malfunctions will

	

i=

	

late

	

discontinued. In
addition to any applicable reports required in (1) above,
details of the accident or malfunction should 1 i edi-
ateli reported as prescribed in R 70C--4" and
38"S.

c . Report of U sat rf

	

to

	

Publ atXom, W-henever technical
inaccuracies are -noted in Department

	

the Army publications,
they will be reported as indicated in A

	

70G-38 .
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. Rocket Terminology

eciion

61

.

GENERAL DJ CU IO

A

r ket (fig

.

1) is a missile which is propelled by the reaction

of

a discharging jet of gas rOrn the burning of a charge of propel-

]ant

within th rocket

.

A mili ry rocket consists -essentially of a

head,

fuze, and a motor

.

The head comprises the

element necessary

t

o produce the desired effect at

the targets

usually an explosive or

chemical

filler

.

The fuze provides nears of initiating the explosion

-of the head at the time

and circumstances desired

.

The motor

cornpr i s e el-emenis

necessary to propel the r ket

}

including the

propellant charge, -nozzle

or ncz zlas, and means of igniting the

propellant. Stabilization i accomplished either b

	

s attached

to the motor Oin

type) or, in the case of multiple no=le rockets,

by

so locating the nozzle that the rocket is rotated in fight (spin

type) . In

order that

a

roc'ket may

be

launched

on a de nite irajeci

tore,

a

device called,

a launcher is required

.

Aside from providing

Means

for initiating ignition of the rocket propellant, the launcher

i

s required only to aim the rocket

.

Consequently, rocket lauu che r-s

may

be se light and portable that rockets can he fired from airplanes

and

from ground areas in a essibl e to conventional artillery

.

The

eat

ployr'nen t of rocketry

is

more

economical

than that of artillery

ag,si

nst 1ig-ht and, i n same instances, beavy targets a t relatively

short ranges .

A further advantage of the use of r ke	

lies

in the

fact

that the forces of setback are relatively small but spread

over

a

comparatively long period of acceleration, thus

p

e	

i

	

ng

the use

of lightca.se

projectiles of higher capacity and less expensive con-

struction

than artillery hell of similar caliber, and the use of fuzes

of

1ess rugged cox tructbont	

rocket

is relativel	

fine

peDsiveT ea-sily

1

auriched, and economical as to use of personnel ,	

,

disadvantage

of

rockets, a

.X

compared with conventional artillery rounds

.,

i s that

operating

personnel and flammable rnaterial must he Protected from

the

rearward blast of hot gas, fragrnent

.c;

of propellant, wiring, and

nozzle

closures

.

4 .

The Rocker Principle

The

basic prYrlciple of rocket propulsion may be described and

illustrated

asfa11OWsf

a .

When a gas i s compressed in a closed vessel, pressure is tran -

rn

itted equally in all directli ons (Pascal's law X

;

hence, the force in

ore

direction is counterbalanced b an equal force in the opposite

direction

with no resulting motion of the closed vessel,	

This

is

i11u

strated diagrammatically b	

ar

ro s in figure	

representing

a

cio

sod tube

.

	

-Note

that although the equal and opposite forces on



the side walls of the tube are represented in fires , they are

omitted in figures and 4 because they cancel each other and there-

fore- are not nee-essary in the further discussion of the rocket prin-

ciple.

Fiaw6, 2, Rock eI

	

pZe (pressure in doped tub0 .

Figure .S. Rocket p-j'ncjpIe (mo-uevent of t be-cpening 1-7t gito enil) .

I PD II32M .

RA PD 113285

Fi gjXre -4_ Rock et principle, (

	

ov

	

f 6F{ tit Xe-;Z-Ozzlc a-2 an e .6 Rd) .

;cX :s--4i11



p. When an opening 10 the atmosphere i s made in one end of the

tube (fig . 3), the pressure at the, opening drops to nor atmospheric

while the pressure on the closed end remains momentarily

	

eater

than atmospheric;

	

a consequence, the tube tends to move in the

direction of the closed end while a stream or jet of g

	

is ejected

f turn- the open end. During the time that gas is being generated

wi th in the tobXe, as b

	

the burn ing o f a propellan t, high

	

all pressure

is mairit-alned at the c1cised end while near-atmospheric pressure

prevails at the opening. Thus, the high pressure at the closed end,

acting on a wall area equal to the area of the Gpening, results in a

force or thrust i n the direction of the closed emd .

	

For relatively

small openings, as i n the

	

se of are actual rocket motor, the wall

pressure at the open end may be considered substantially the same

as that at the closed end, except at the actua lapening where the

pressure ig atmospheric . Hence, the forco at the elosed and open

ends are practically equal except on the area of the opening . At

the opening, this force is zero whereas at the closed end it Is equal

to the pressure times an area equal to the area of the opening . The

forces causing motion in the direction of the closed end while the

propellant is burning are represented diagrammatically i n figure 3.

Thus, burning of a propellant in a tube, closed at one end and with

a n opening in the other end, results in the utilization of heat energy

through the production of gas pressure which by reaction, tends

move the tube

	

gas escapes through the opening.

r, . Gas passing by the square corners near and at the opening

(fig, 2), would subject to substantial frictional losses due to

turbulence which is represented by the curlicues i n the shading near

the opening, These losses are largely ov ereDm e by using the shape

shown i n figure 4, forming a nozzle. This type of opening has a

smooth contour which preyides fDr a nonturhulergt, hence relatively

fr i cti cn l ess, flow ofgas represented b

	

the smoothness of the shad-

ing,

	

e constricted opening, ca De d the thr oaf limits the flow of

gas and thereby maintains pressure witb in the tube while the pro-

pellant is burning. The gas, while flowing through the nozzle, is

still under a pressure which decreases from the throat

	

the open
end of the nozzle. Referring to ligu re 4, forces, such as (c) and (c')

resulting from pressure on the approac±rl side of the nozzle are sub-

stantially the same magnitude as (may be

	

lightly less due to some-

what lower pressure at the nozzle end) but i n the opposite- direction

4o those on

	

equivalent area at the closed end t hence, they balance

-each other . Since force components represented b (b) and

:are equal and opposite to (b') and, (e') they have no effect on rrio-

uiori . Pressure represented by (d) and (d) normal to the wall

of the nozzle result in force components () and (f') in the direction

of flight . Hence, energy which otherwise would be lost, if the gay

AGO IASIR



Were discharged through an opening such a -.hat in ire , is
convert

	

to additional thrust by u of the nozzle. Thus, the
p ri nciple forces producin

	

motion of the tube cores i t of those result-
ing from the internal -pressure actin at the closed end on an ax
equivalent to that of the throat, plus the axial forces (f) and (f')
resulting from the pressure within the nozzle.

Classification
. Use,

	

Rackets are c la

	

ified according to use as ground or air-
craft.

b . Purposo. Rockets are classified according to p ur

	

-e

	

service,
Practice, drill, or sube-ahber . Service xo

	

e

	

are used for effect in
combat .* prattire roc kets a re used for training and target pr

	

ti

	

;
drill rxkeis are used for training and handling ; subealiher rockets
are smaller rockets designed for practice purposes and for remons
of economy, and are fired from standard launchers with the airy of
a Tiber Launcherink in the bore.

c. Filler . Rockets are classified ace-ording to the filler as high-
explosive, cherni

	

l, and inert .
(1 High--explosive rockets contain a filler of high-e losive

for blast' fragmentation, mining, or demolition eff

	

t. The
high-explosive antitank (ICE,

	

T) rocket, which contains
a filler consisting of a shaped charge of composition B or
other high-explosive, is used for penetration,

	

armored
targets. (The designation HE, T identifies mmu tian
a li og the shaped charge principle.)

X ) Chemical rockets contain a chemical agent and a burster
or an ign i t er to disperse or ignite the agent at the ta

	

ct.
The chemical agent may

	

a gas for producing a toxic
or harassing ofect, a

	

rnoke producer for

	

r

	

n

	

g or
s ignalfg, a n incendiary, or a combination of these.
The h cad of rwke

	

h i ch are intended for target practice
are completely inert aid fuzed with inert (dummy) fuzes ;
the motor con

	

;.ns the same propelling charge and i

	

iUr
as the service rocket. Drill rockets, iatended for training
i n service of the piece, are completely inert-both head and
motor .

Identification
a. General . Rockets, in common with other types of ammunition,

are identified b the standard nomenclature and a lot number of
the item . Such identification is marked on all containers and, un-
less the item i too small, on the ammunition itself.

7X . Lot Number- When ammunition is manufactured, a lot nurn-



ber is assigned in accordance with pertinent specifications,
l ot" , consists of a number of items} manufactured from -similar

materials under similar condition which may he expected to fun-

ticn alike* The lot number consists, in geXaeral, of the loader's

initial or symbol, and the number of the lot . The ammunition lot

system for rockets provides a means by which an adequate record

may be maintained at the components assembled into this type

am2'n unitier, The ammunition lot serves a

	

s unit b

	

which de-

fective components may be withdrawn from use or restricted from

issue. In addition, the ammunition lot is used for control purposes

in recording, storing, and shipping ammunition.

c . :model. To identify a p.a rt icular design, a model. designation

i assigned at the tine the model is clansified as an adopted tyPea

This model designation becomes an essential part of the nomen-

clature and is include-d in the marking on the item. The. present

system of mcdel d e-sign atio n consists of the letter "M'# followed,

by an Arabic numeral ; for example "M28-" Modifications are

indicated by adding the letter "A" and the approp nate Arabic

numeral . Tbus, "M28 AY" indicates the first modification of an

items for which the original model designation was 64M28."

	

her-

ever a `jBx° suffix appears in a model designation it indicates an

item of alternative (or substitute) design, material, or mantifac-

tu re . Certain items standardized for use by both Army and Navy

are desi

	

ated by "'AN" preceding the model . Development items

are in dieated by letter "`T} ' and an Arabic numeral and modi ication

b y the addition of "Eat and an Arabic numeral. Designation

	

of

iterrL of Navy design consist of the -word "mark" (Mk), followed

by an Arabic, numeral, together with a modification (Moos) numb-er,

thus . Nfk

	

Mod 2.

d. Painting . Service

	

muniticn is painted with lusterless paint

to prevent rust and to camouflage it and in various Col0rS

	

pro-

vide Tnean s cf iden tip eat ion . in general, rocket motors are painted

-olive drab. The cc)lors used for painting rocket beads are as fol-

lows :

arki

	

. Ammunitioxk iten

	

are marked, by stamping in the

metal or by stencilling, with the type, size, model, and let number .

A-oc V97S

AMY Saw

Righ-exp losi-ve---- mark ing in--- olive drab ; Olive drib,, marking it

yellow, white.

hemieal (easllaltX, Gray;band and rn ark ire g Gray ; green hand, l tt rin

gas) . i ri green. in white.

Chemical (smoke) Gray;band ind mark ,r19 Gray ; yellow batrid t j-etteri rig

in yellow. in white.

__Blue ; marking try white. Blue ; marking in whit .

Drill (inert) __Black ; marking irL white . Black ; marking in white .



The sate temperature limits for sforage an4 use is shown on the
rocket motor,

t. Data Card.

	

5- by 8-inch card for each lot is supplied with

each shipment of ammunition . This card gives the arnmunition lot

number- of the iterns, the lot number of each oornponent of the item,

and other pertinent data such

	

muzzle velocity, Federal stock

number and Department of Defense Identification Code, and as-

sernblin and firing instruction when required .

. Federal Stock Number and Departme at of Def

	

e Ide ti -

rat

	

ode. These are ascd to facilitate the SUPPIY of aMMuniti.n

in the field. The Federal stock number (F I) i

	

an I 1-digit num-

ber consisting of a 4-digit Federal supply Class (F SC) number

and a 7--digit Federal item identification number (MIN) . The

Department of Defense Identification Code (D DI ) is a four-

place (one letter afld three digits) code.

	

Federal item identii-

p:ation number (FU r) is assigned to each ammunition item in

a specific pa-eking, When requisitioning ammunition, a combination

of the Federal supply class (FSC) number and the D-spartment

O f Defense Identification

	

ode (D

	

DI

	

) may be used, in which

case the rest uisitioner

	

ill receive the ammunition or any author-

ized substitute in any authorized packing. If

	

specific item in a

.Xpeeific packing is required, the requisitioner must make a j ustifl-

-cation therefor and use the complete Federal t

	

k number (F

	

)

together with the Department of Def en8e Identification Code

7. Complete Round

a. Genered . The ccrnp lute round eon sists of all the components of

the rocket necessary to fire one wound . The complete -round may be

l ssued a

	

s single assembled unit or

	

separate components to

assembled in the field . The separate components are described

below.
(1) The motor which propels the rockets contain the propel-

ling charge and the ign iter ariid is as sembl

	

the rear

e f the knead or base detonating f uz o.

	

It consists of a tube,

closed at the forward end and having one or more nozzles

at the rear end. The propelling charge in stick form is

held in place b

	

a trap, grid, or cage . Provision is made

in the f orrn of contact rings, fixed connections to fin

shrouds, or cable and plu'cra dependent upon the design of

the launcher, for electrically connecting the miter to

the external firing circuit . Details are described to the

sections pertaining t o spedfic rockets .

(2) The rocket head ys that component which contains the

Ace AWTE



b.

	

'xp ,si

	

Traa X The large giuantiti

	

of explosives in rocket

h e .ds

	

-nd raotors must he comparatively insensitiv-e

	

permit

safe handling in storage and transit.

	

'et, depewlable means of

initiating these explosives at the 6esired time must be available .

These requirements give rise to the high-explosive train in the

rocket h

	

and the propellent explosive train in the rocket motor,

(1)

	

igh-e p Wi-z"" e

	

trai-n.

	

Sensitive e pl osim

	

that can he

detonated by the impact of a flring pin or by eleetrica I

means are safe to handle when they are fn small quanti-

ties, highly compressed and enclos-ed in a capsule . T

are used in that form in fuze primers, de

	

natDrs, and

squibs. Since the small flange from a primer, detonator,

-or -squib will rLot properly detonate a large charge of

'

	

comparatively insensitive explosive, 2"t is n-ecessary to

interpose a rnedium quantity of explosive of medium sen-

sitivi ty .

	

Such an arrangement of explosives is called a

high-explosive train,

	

This train, wbich is i n the rocket

head, consists essentially o f a primer, detonator, or squib'

a booster, and the high-explosive charge. A delay element

sometimes is incorporated in the fuze to meet require-

menis for delay action.

(2)

	

rope ent

	

xp'tost'vs train.

	

Sensitive explosives that can

be detonated by electrical means are safe to handle when

in small quantities, highly compressed and enel wed in a

capsule.

	

They are used 'in that form in ele tric squibs.

Since the small pit of flame from an electric squib will

not properly ignite a large charge of comparatively in-

sensitive Propellant, it is necessary to interpose a medium

quantity of explosive of medium sensitivity. Such an ar-

rangement of explosive is called a propellent

	

plosive

train. This train, which is in the rocket motor, consists

_

	

essentially of an electric squib, igniter black powder

charge, and the propellent charge .

high-explosive charge or other filler, the booster, and the

fUZe a l is PUTpoee is to produce the dwired effeet at the

target.

. Head

a. High-Explosive .

	

orne h i h--explosive rocket heads ar, of

thin-walled construction for maximum capacity of explosive and

blast effect f some have hea -vy walls to permit penetration of light

armor before eXplodin g t and others have walls of medium thick-

ness to provide a maximum number of -effective fragments. Higb-

explosive rocket heads are designed for use with point fuzes, base

fuzes, or both .

AGO .99 130411B



b .

	

W-Explosive, A titan

	

X

	

, AT) . I-leads of these rockets
are of special shape and contain a shaped charge for penetration
of armored or other resistant targets . They are designed for u-se
with inertia type bas-e det Dnating fuzes or with point inftiati

	

`
base detonating fuzes to achieve faster fuze functioning thereby
mereasing overall efficiency of the shaped merge head.

c, Ghemw*aL Chemical rocket heads usually are of grin-walled
construction. They may be designed for a point fine of a lease
fuze and have a hurs r well extending along the axis of the head
from the fuze seat. Chemical racket heads may

	

loaded -with
casualty or harassing gas, or smoke.

d. Practice, Practise rocket headz are inert and match the
weight of the high-explosive heads . They consist either of the
high-explosive head. metal parts loaded with inexFt material or of
hollow metal heads specially designed to have the same weight,
They may have an in-ert or dummy fuze or no fuze.

Fuze
a.

	

fuze i s devi-ce used with an item of ammunition to cause
i t to function at the tune and under the eircumLances desired .

b . Rocket fuzes are classified according

	

location in the head
as P D (point detonating) (the Navy term is " .1nose") or BD (base
detonating) . Fuzes are classified according to functioning as time,
VT (proximity), PI (point initiating), or impact. Fuzes are c -
si fied also acco rdiiig to a combination of location and funtionin
a

	

PI,ED (point initiating, lease detonating) . Time fuzes function
a preselected number of seconds after the round is find . Impact
fuzes function upon impact with sup erqu ick, andclay, or delay
action .

	

In the case. of su peril u iek action, the shell functions prac-
tically instantaneously on impact, initiated by a firing pin driven
into a det-ariator. Nondelay action occurs in imps-et fuz"s initial

y inertia-driven firing pins or detonators, being only slightly
slower than superquic.k action. In delay action fuzes, the shell
functions a fixed time after impact (the amount of delay, usually
between 0.025 and 0.15 second, is dependent upon the delay element
i n corporated in the fu z e) to perm it pentitration of th e target before
the shell explodes.

	

Arming may be accomplish

	

by rnechani ca I
means utilizing gear

	

trains, air stream

	

(air

	

ar

	

i ng ,

	

spring
action, centrifugal force or inertia, as pressure (pressure arm-
ing), o r a combirt ation thereof .

.c. The

	

T fuze detonates the rocket head at a distance from the
target to produce optimum b l a3t effect .

	

It lis essentially a radio
transmitting and re-cewing unit and requires no prier setting or
ad a.ctrment. lipon firing, after elapse of the minimum arxlirig

AGO MM



a . A rocket mot-or is that con1ga n-en t which propels the rocket
_; nd is assembled to the rear cf the head or of a base detonating
fuse . it. consists of a steel tube which is closed at the forward end

b its attachment to the head or base detonating fuze . In some
types, the tube is constricted at the -rear end to form the throat of
s single nozzle . l n other types, there are several nozzles located
in ,he base . The motor contains the propelling charge, the propel-
ling charge support, and the igniter. The flight of the rOCk-et is
stabilized by fire attached to the rear of the motor, or by the
rotati n of a rocket about its

	

, called spin.

	

'his spire is pro-
.0duee d b

	

the -reaction of the gas passing at high velocity through
the base nozzle, the axis of vhich are at an angle but not in the
,-.a rn e plane as the axis of the motor . The openings in the motor

r e sealed for protsction against the entrance of dirt and moisture
by closures Ob er a metal, plastic, or other ape diskm) wb ivh are
blown out when the roelket is fired .

Lime, the fuze arms and contiiiually emits radio waves

	

hi

	

, as
the rocket approaches the target, are reflected back tc> the fuze .
The r eflee

	

d waves produce a 4 `beat } which, when received by the
fuze with a predetermined intensity ? a s on approaching close
the target, operates an electronic switch in the fuze. This permits
electric current to flow through an el-ectxic squib, i-nitiating the
explosive train an-d detonating the rocket .

	

T fuzes are -of two
types----one for ground type rockets, the other for aircraft type

i-coket.s . VT fuzes are physic-ally interchangeable with other starld-

ard fuzes in ground type rockets having deep fuze cavities .
Caution :

	

Dckets fuzed with

	

T fuzes may fu n ti on prematurely
i f fired too close,

	

trees or other intervening objects. 'there sbo uld

be at least 250 feet clearance from objects short of the target.

d. The SIBD fuze detcn ate s the rodiet on impact with th e

	

rget.

The fuze consists of a nose asseTnbly and a base assernbl connected
bar a wire passing through a conduit in the rocket head. The pres-
sure of impact -on a piezoelectric crystal i n the nose a

	

embly
generates a minute surge of electricity which is transmitted to a

low energy detonator in the base assembly, detonating it. If the

impact i s insufficient to actuate the -piezoelectric cry st a), a spring-

loaded firing pin in the base funedons the fuze.

e. B ore afe rocket fuzes are those iii which the explosive ele-
ent are separated in such a manner that e Plosion of the rocket

1, ead before the 'rocket leaves its launcher is prevented, even if

the ore sensitive elements (primer or detonator) should a ciX

dental]y function .

13



L The igniter -consists of a charge of black powder and an
electric squib in a plastic or metal conta'ner. In general, the squib
lead wires emerge from the igni r and are connect to contact

points o r rings on the outer surface o f the rocket which engage
the launching contacts when the rocket is ebambered in the

launcher. In some types of rockets, the lead wires a connected

to fin shrouds or to a standard electric plug .

c, The prope 11ing eh:a rge in rockets generally consists -of a double-
base propellant. In recent years, new prop-ellant formulations,
such as perch lorate and nitrate composites, have been extensively
use1 The Pharge may be formed into a single large gain or a

number of smaller grains and held in place b a ge-like support
trap assembly) (fig . 65) or by susipension an screws . The
weight of the propelling charge i s generally adjusted for each lot

of propellant to give uniform flight characteristics . See chapter 4
for detailed discussion,

d. The burning rate of propellant varies with itz initial tem-
perature and burning surface area. The higher the initial tempera-
ture or burning surface area the faster the propellant bur-as .

	

bon

ro-kets are fired at initial temperature higher than those for
which they are specified, the higher pressure built up in the motor
causes longer than normal, and hence erratic, ranges. rockets
are ]handled roughly at low temperatures, the propellant may

crack creating more burning surface causing higher pressure
build up in the motor and erratic ranges. In extreme cases, the
motor may detonate. When rockets are fired at temperatures below

those spe-cifled, the propellant burns stow-er causing shn er than

no al, and hence erratic, range and longer "afterburuing."

11 . Launchers
a. o ral. The rocket launcher serves to hold and aim the

rocket, to provide electric contacts for firing, sad, in some cases,
to protect the operator against the blast of the rocket. 3n some
launchers the source of electricity for ignition is integral With ate
launcher as a magneto or batteries ; in other launchers, electrical

energy is derived frcnrn an outside -source such as an aircraft's

electrical s ys tern,

b, Tube Type La achers . The launcher proper, as distinct from
the mount, -consists of a tube or a set of tubes with a means of
holding the rocket. its place and a system of electrical contacts.
There is no reco il sim.e the propulsion of the rocket is accomplished

by the jet ae ti orY c f the propellant in the motor tube o the rocket

and does not depend upon gas pressure built up inside the launeher
tube . Therefore, -the launcher tube reed be only heavy enough to

1 4
A r.0
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Prevent denting or bending during handling and

	

prevent

	

ce ;S-

ive heating at normal rates of fire. Some launchers are expendable
(f below) ; that is, the

	

are used for only one firing or a rocket .
In some

	

sip, the launcher eon ists of the tube in which the r

	

ket
is shipped. Other 1a unche

	

may he of semiper nanent construction,
des ig'zi ed f c>r firing a limited n umber o f ro unds or perrnannt, de -

i ed for firing a -substantial number of rounds, Single tub
launchers can he fired .'turn the shoulder in standing, kneeling and
sitting position .

	

bipod and rear monpod are normally used
for firing in a prone position . Multiple tube launcher!5 consist of
a number o f tubes in a cluster mounted on a carriage or vehicle.
Rockets are muzzle loaded in the cluster and are fired singly it

preset sequence .
.c . Po 6 t

	

a nc

	

rs%

	

This type X ARL

	

k 5--Navy) consists of
front and rear pains of posts attached to base plates, which are.
is torn, attached t o the underside of airplane wings . The number
of pairs used is suited to the type of plane . This type of launeher
is designated the "zero-length" because the rocket i free of the
launcher after iX) to

	

inches of travel from its initial position .
The r

	

ket (Navy fixed-firs type) can be attached

	

the front post.
with a button-type stud and to the roar post by means of a loop-
type lug. The fuze-arming control is built into the front post, and
a latch and pigtail (the electric cable and plug) receptacle is built
into the rear post .

d. T- 'lot a.unch i-_ This type of launcher (

	

L Mk 4-Navy)
consists of an assembly of s ing I e rails, each of which has a 7-slot
ru nning its entire length for engaging button-type suspension lugs.

spring patch at the rear serves as a backstop and allows the
entry and removal of the suspension lugs. An electriisl receptacle
for the rocket igniter plug and a look for attaching the igniter
cable are mounted at the rear of each rail .

	

snap for t1he attach-
rrrenX. of tlXe arming wire is mounted on

	

e side of each rail near
the midpoint,

Retractable Jettisoning Launcher. This type consists of front
ar d rear pet meeh a.ni sm

	

installed in an aLirpla rye. The mechanism
consists of a retracting post which may be

	

used to protrude from
the lower surface of the wi

	

a In the bo

	

om of the for-ward post 1s
a 3 g-inch hole into which a rearward pointiTig log attached to the luX
band of the 5.0-inch

	

AR rocket, as modified ( .par. 74) for these
launchers b rocket kit M34, may be inserted and held by a shear
wire . The rear meeb an i sm consists of right and loft rear posts, oa r-

rying lead wires from the source of electricity in the airplane .
These posts, when in the operating position } protrude from

AGO V071H



the

lower surface of the Wings and, when a rocket is mounted on the

launcher,

extend into electrical sockets provided on the trailing ied

of

the rocket fins

.

	

second

rocket (lover rocket

.)

may be hung

under

the first rocket (upper rocket)

; the

lug (finger)

on

the forward

lug

band of the lower r	

et

is hooked into a hole on the bottom of

the

for	

a

rd ug ha nd of the upper rock et, an d two fins of the lower

rocket engage slots i

n the leading edges of fins of the upper rocket

.

Near

the leading edge of the airplane wing, there is a	

mV-arming

control

from which fuze nrrn in	

wires

extend	

the

raze fuzes of

the

xo	

ets .

Provision is mad-e in the forward post for jettisoning

the

rockets

.

f .

	

p",dable

	

w

cher

a There

is one general type of expendable

launcher

which consists of a shipping tube with tripod mount and

represented

by the M12 series fc)r 4

.5-inch

rock

.

Long wires are

c

ennected with the i	

ifer

leads to provide for firing from a safe

distance.

The M1	

type

launcher consists Of a plastic or metal ahO

tube

in which the rocket and fuze are Whipp	

,

and	

light

adjustable

tripod

for mounting

.

Sights and mounting clamps are a eTnbled to

the

launcher as shipped, ain d aecess-ories, such a	

spades,

batteries,

and

reels of wire, are packed in the spacers within

.

Ire using this

type oa launchex,

the covers are removed and the rocket is fazed

.

The

tripod then is set up and, adjusted and the launcher attacked and

aimed .

The lead wires are unreeled to reach a safe lrir	

position

and

the- rockets are Bred alone or in salvo b	

rn

eans cXf the batteries

or

magneto-ape firing de-vice

.

12 .

Inspection of Ro&ets prior to Use

When

r kets are unpacked in preparation for use, the following

eoriditions

should prevail

:

All

safety devices,	

such

as safe	

wires,

safety pin-s, short

C:ircuit

devices (shertin	

strips

o r clips, and the like) should be in

place .

b

t AIotox should be free of serious dents or deformations and fins

should

be straight

.

Motor

seal i-ng disks and caps should be securely i n place

.

Loose

disk

should be replac l and the rocket used if it can be ascertained

that

no moisture or other foreign material bas entered the motar

.

All

components should be free of corrosion, dirt grease, or

other

fo-reign material

.

This applies particularly to electrical con-

tact-,z

(fig

.

) , threads, and fuze seats

.

Tem

ratuie range, marked on the rocket, should not be

cee

de d at th e time	

use.

1 6
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1 _s r

r-T4y 4Ftia

	

A X

rust of -the rocke-t
rtica l -P

	

itio.n, nose
Woven ted in the
ditieu, a proper
from

	

e test

f . Excluding high-explosive heads zma, be cleaned and used ; leak-

ing chemical heads and exuding maters should be carefully segre-
gated and destroyed .

13 . Testing Circuit Continuity of Rocket

.

	

en oral .

	

The follew i ng requ a rerp eats for testing

	

ircuit conti

nu it

	

will aDPIY wherever electrical energy is applied to the igniti

svst cm -of a rocket

18

The device selected for testing purposes will not he used

unless prior approval has been obtained from the chief of
the technical

	

rvice concerned .
Testing operations will be conducted in an area

	

here it
has been determined that there is T1o possibility of induced
currents from ether sources o f -ele-etric ity igniting the

rocket .

M W
ill" :X "

;fjdC
L''LjX,

LIjAfaI I XS a
(capable of withstanding the fuff -6lr

Xy, Dreferably in a ve :
down, in such a manner that flight will be i
event cf are accidental motor function . In ad

contained iii the motor become ignited .
Test connection arrangements will be -onducted in such
manner that no individual is exposed to the unit at the
time of the test. Mirrors or other remote -control features
should b e utilized to perform testing operations .

b . Tester, Circuit 'o ti . itY, With COW"fing Case .
(1) The circuit continui- tester 1'7-T-5505-57 (fig . ) is a

general supply item issued for testing the electric compo-
nents in rockets. This tester provides a mean for deter
miniing definitely whether -or net the electric -circuit in the
rocket, motor i defective . When the resistance of a circuit
is "high" or "low" %s shown on the tester scale, the reset
-will not be used .
The circuit continuity tester i s an electric instrument based
on the 'A'heaistone bridge principle . The instrument con-
sists ot, a meter, a switch, two external sockets, a battery,
and Cwotest leads.

(

	

The scale of the instrument (fig . 6) indicates the resistance
in ohms of the electric circuit in the rocket motor.

.AGO aaX1X"c3



(e) Remove the r ket plug from the socket and return
shorting device to the plug . Turn the switch to the OFF
position .

() Rockets with contact

	

s, shrouds, or contact disks .
Test the batter,- an accordance with e above .

(b) -Connect the arming type pl-ug of the test leads firmly
into the Army socket on the instrument.
Turn the switch to RO

	

COIN .
(d) Remove shorting strip, shorting clip, or firs protector

from rocket . Touch one prod of the test lead to c)ne
shroud, one -contact ring, or one conto-et disk of the
rocket.

	

t the same time tuueh the other prod to the
other shroud, contact ring, contact disk, -or body of the
rocket and note the movemetn 4 of the. pointer .

(

	

If the pointer -comes to rest within the space marked OK,
the rocket is satisfactory for use . D o not use the racket
if the pointer comes to rest within the LOW or HIGH
sections of the scale .
R erao-ve the prods from the rocket and remove the test
1-ea d

	

fTom the iri sirument. Turn the

	

itch to 0FF. Re-

Figure S .

	

ircuzf covtimrtt

	

St --t X ¬ a

	

X_
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22

place shorting strip, shorting clip} or firs protector on

r ket .
( ) s.5-inch. rockets (ail models) and -4 .5-incit rockets M20

and M-21 .
(a) Test the battery in ac ccrdaTice with c above .

Connect the Army type Plug of the test leads firmly into

the

	

y socket crL the instrument .

Turn the switch

	

ROC

	

CONT.

(d) Remove the shorting device from the rocket . When

testing' the 3,5-inch r ket, withdraw the blue auxiliary

lead -wire from the tail fin of the rocket and wrap tbip-

unin sulated portion -of this wire several times around

one of the prods of the test lead. 11 ke sure that the

igrite r wire does not touch the tail fin of the rocket..

Touch the other prod t u the tail fin of the rocket at a

point whorE the bare metal i s exposed. If completely

painted over, scratch the metal with the prod. Note the

movement. of the -pointer. When testing the 4,5-inch

rocket ?N1 0 or M21 series, remove the spacer from the

launcher and rap each of the two uninsulated wire end

f rore the spacer around the prods, one to each prod and

proceed as before.
Noie When testing the ca n ti nuity of 3.5-ir-ch rock-e

	

i$

	

,

N1 9A , M30x and T1 7E2 also clhpck as indicated :n (2) above .

(e

	

If the pointer eoines .o rest within the space mark

	

,

the rocket i s satisfactory for use . Do not use the rocket

if the pointer come-7s to rest within the LOW or HIGH
seeti Qns of the scale .
Disce nnec t the prods from the rocket and return the

shorting clip to the rocket . Remove the l-eads from the

instrurnepi.

	

'urn the switch to OF-F,

Cautions.

(I) Keep switch i n OFF position at all times when the instru-

ment is not in use, Failure to do so will cause the battery

to run do

	

b .
(2) Handle the instrument carefully a ti. all tunes to prever t

damage tA> the internal and external parts.

(3) Prevent the instrument and earning case from getting

et.
(4) When placing the instrum-ent in the -carrying case, make

su ir e the meter end is towards the

	

0m.

14. General Precautions
a . RXo eke ts, in comrncn with other type of armrxun itiont are de-
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si

	

ed to be

	

safe in hand ling as is cc na istent with their funetio n,

and are packed t withstand all conditions ordinarily encouatered in

s ra arnd transit. In order to insure that the ammunition will

.

	

i-n Serviceable coedition when required far use and to provide the

highest p sible protection

	

personnel and materiel, the preeau-

tions outlirn ed ixj ibis paragraph and M paragraphs 1 D and 16, whYCh

apply to all rocke% and the pr8ca Utiarns S c if in the description

of each item will be observed .

b. 13oxeS of ammunition should not be handled roughly, drop

	

dX

slid, tumbled, "walked'x ou the corners, or struck, as in lining up a

stack. Particular care should be taken in very cold weather to avoid

dropping or rough handling -of the r .ke , Since at temperatures

below -401, F., rocket propellant subjected to severe impact may

break or crack making the motor likely to detonate when fired .

c. Rockets should 1 protected fram sources o f high temperatures

such

	

steam lines and direct X>unlight . Rockets

	

ill not

	

stored

where the temperature ma

	

ex-coed 16V F., for periods as long

	

4

hours per day . Rockets which are known to have been eased to a

temperature higher than that indicated as their upper limit (firing

temperature limits are marked on the item) for more than

	

Mum

will not be fired until they have been cooled down . They will he

placed in cool storage ii ntil they hay o returned to a safe temperature,

and then they may be fired. Rockets should not be exposed to ex-

;A and

	

current variations in temperature beyond the
617rapid!
temperature li

	

i

	

preseribed for them .

	

kets th at sbow sign of

Series deteriorationa as a result of exposure t o extrernes of ternpe r-

a.ture t will not be fired.

P nkinvs Fill not be opened until the items are required -for

use or for -ipSp'ecticrn. Partly e d containers and repa cked items

will be resealed a,-ad marked . They will be used first for subsequent

requirement. t in order that stocks of open d packages may be kept

to a

PL.-)-plosives are adversely affected ' y moisture do not

break the moisture r-esi-stars t seal en the container unti 1 ready to use

the roeketf Rockets removed fturn airtight containers, particularly

in warm, damp climates, are subject to accelerated corrosion and

deterieration, thereby causing them to become -unserviceable .

. pocket components which are issued separately, should not be

assembled in adv auce of anticipated requirements . Those assembled

for use but not u E5ed will be returned t o their origan al condition aud

packing.

f .

	

ofety d-eviccs

	

ill he removeda as sp ecifi ed, in preps ration for

firing, but at no other time.,

AGO 3X9ST{
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Damaged

	

ings will

	

repaired or replaee4, and special

-care will be given in transferring all markings to new parts of the
Container.

i. Packings will not

	

opened, repaired, or replaced within 100

feet of a magazine or other store of eXPlagives.

.

	

o rocket or component will be disassembled except as spec i fi-

ealjy authorized bar the chief of the technical s ervi Ce conterned.

15 . Precautions in Storage, Handling, and Use

The composition

	

f rocket propiel

	

nts is such that they, are

somewhat more susceptible to deterioration than other

types of propellants, if stored under adverse storage ondi-

tions. They should be stored in a dry, cool place, if pos-

sib!e, never in the d-Irest rays of the sun. Rockets must be

stored and transported within such temperature limits that

the propellant will net be permanently impaired . Except

a

	

otherwise indicated, these hrrl its am-

2424

Lower IMit ____,______ .._____ .

	

-$04 F . for ptriDd of not more
than days.

Upper HM-It

	

160' F, for periods of not more

than 4 hours per day .

They should n-Ot he stored

	

here temperatures are beyond

the limits marked on the rocket. The p rclo ng-ed exposure

of rocket motors to either high or low- temperatures will

i nc re as-e the normal rate -of deterioration, or render the

propellant more susceptible to ma3 furic Lion, if subsequently

handled improperly .
Separate rocket heads will he stored in accordance with
re ulati ergs in TM 9-1909 for items of comparable load ixng,
that is, HE-loaded heads as class 10, P-Ioaded heads as

class ,and F -IDaded heads as class 11 .

1 Rocket -motors that are eloSled at the forward end with a

closure havi rig substo ntinl ly the same strength as

	

the

motor body

	

ill he treated as rockets, Doable-base, rocket

propellants are sensitive and on strong initiation may

detonate ra&her than burnt a s a consequen cot separate

rocket motors will be stored the same as feed rounds
(class 4), -with the propellant computed as high-explosive-

(4) Separately issued rocket fuzes are stared as class 6 fps,

(5) Assembled rockets (complete round) are similar

	

rounds

of find artillery ammunition with two important o cep-

tionsX The first, as meted above, is that the propellant will

ACO 3$9- F
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Figure 9 . Back=bbst oiVer area.

tore and possible subsequent formation of ice or frost within the

rn Otor .

(1)

	

h-e k for loose nozzle, closures to Prevent o {"short rave"
Or `r h

	

ng" rocket. Wide and frequent temperate flue-
tuations, es mally repeated fluctuations at -temperatures

7



16. Misfires, Hang resp Cook-mss, and Duds

28

below 0 11 Ft may loos

	

the n

	

zle closure which is usual
of plastic material -cemented in the nozzle. The See ri

	

of
closure can be cb k

	

b pulling gently on lead wires
passing through the nozzle closure or by visual inspection.

loose closure may result in a rocket falling short or
{ch

	

' (intermittent burning with a puffing noise),
wher fired .

	

"ch

	

e' rocket is hazardous sin

	

it may

fall

	

the ground a short distance from the laun

	

'*
smolder and then resume burning and bXe propelled in
unpredictable direction. A loose nozzle closure could also

permit the entrance

	

moisture into the motor

	

h re it

would free or wet the propellant or igniter mousing a
T ire" or "h

	

gfire,"

(2) Prated the fuze cavity afai t tie entrance of

	

t .re.

During fuzing operations, the entry of moisture or snow

may prevent insertion or full seati-ng of the nom fuze in

the rocket head. Therefore, it is important -that the nose

plug only

	

removed immediately before fuzing the rocket

and that. the rocket

	

kept dry. The safe

	

band -of

	

5-

in

	

ground rocket seals the BD fuze against the entry of

moisture . In fr eeziiig temperatures, it

	

especially im

par nt that the safety band only

	

removed 1 -rn

	

ediate_X

before firing.
(3) r

	

t cwnt

	

of e

	

frost

	

rockets . Accumu-
lation of ice or frost on the rocket may cause freezing
the rocket to the launcher . If the ice on the rocket apPr

	

li-

ably affects its weight and balance, accuracy of night and

rangy mill be affected adversely,
(4) Ham l e rockets careft&ll . Care should he exercised to pre-

vent subjecting an unpuked rocket severs impacts or

drops at temperature below -401 F . Rough handling may
cause breakage of the, propellant and stywent bursting

of the motor body when the rocket is

	

.red .

a. J

	

re.

	

misfire i

	

cc)rnplete failure to fire, which may be

due

	

a faulty firing mechanism or a faulty element in the propelling

charge explosive train.

	

misfire in itself i s not dangerous, but Since

i t cannot. be-, immediately dirtinguisly ed from a delay in the function-

ing of the firing mechanism or fr

	

a hanOre (b below), it should

be considered as a possible delay fining, until such possibility has

been eliminated . Sue. delay in the fanctioning of the firing switch,

for maple, could result from the presence of foreign matter such

a,.s gnt, sand, frost, is e, or improper or

	

ccessive of 1 or grease. These
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conditions might create, initially, a partial mechanical or electrical
restraint which, after some indeterminate delay, is overcome as a
result of additional attempts to fire.

	

this connection,

	

u-nd
should heft in a hot weapon an long

	

than circurrustances re-

quire, due tD the possibility of ;a cook-off ( below) .

b. Hang re .

	

hanere is a delay in the functioning of a propel-
ling charge explosive train at the time of firing. The amount of the

delay is unpredictable but in mwt cases will fall within the range

of a split ser-ond, to several minutes. Therefore,

	

hangfire cannot
be distinguished immediately from a misfire .

Caution: Do not assume that an initial failure of a round to fire

is a misfire F it may be a banere. Allow an interval of time to elapse

before approaching the launcher, During the time interval, the

launcher

	

ill be kept trained on the target and pens=nl will stand

clear of the muzzle and path of the .knack-blast (fig . 9) . The time

intervals described in (d (

	

below), must

	

c)bse ed after a

failure to fire. Those time intX-_rv alt, based on experience and con-

siderations of safety, have been established to rninim iz e the danger

associated with a hangfire a and to prevent the occurrence Df a -cook-

c . Cook-Off .

	

cock-oiT is the functioning of any or all of the

explosive components of a round chambered in a very hot launcher

due tci the hit oXf the launcher, The izniter and propelling charge,

respectively, are more likely to cools-off than the head or the fuze .

If the igaiter or propelling charge sh ould cook-off, the round may be

propelled (fired) from the launcher with normal velocity, even

though no attempt was made to fire the Ign iter b actuating the

firing sl;Xritch. Although there may be uncertainty as to when or

whether the round

	

ill lire, the pr

	

utions to be observed are the

same

	

those pre ribed for a hangfire .

Warning: If a bursting cbarge explosive train should cook f,

injury per onniel and destruction of the rocket launcher may -re-

sult, To prevent a cook-off, a round of am -munition, which has

loaded

been

into a v

	

hot launcher, should be fired . or removed within

the tirne prescribed i n (al

	

) below) to prevent heating to the point

Y ,,hel e a c
au

	

n: In the case of an explosive round, charn

	

red in a very

hot launcher, which can neither

	

fired nor removed

	

prescribed

in a above, all personnel will stand clear of the launcher until such

time as the launcher and -chambered round are cool, to avoid the

danger from a possible cook-off of the explosive pro) ectile,

d.

	

Fa

	

i gisn

	

-n redRound.

Ace S8'MX

l . After a fallure to 8ret due to the possibility

	

a
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bangfire or

	

cook-off,

	

the followin general precautions,
applicable, will b e observed untii tlle round has b-een re-
moved from the launcher and the cause of failure deter-
mined .
Keep the launcher trained on the target, and all person-
nel clear of the mu

	

l e and path of back-blast (fig .,q) .
(b Make additional attempts to fire as prescribed in

below.
Before r mo vaI of the round . D-efi nite inter-vais, for waiting
after failure fire and after additional attempts to fire,
have b Bern established on the basis of experience and char-
act erist ic s of the launcher as fal lo s

Warning : After a failure to fire, actuate the firing
switch two additional times i n attempts to fire. If the
rocker launcher still fails to fire, wait 1 seconds from
the last attempt to fire, then -check the electrical circuit
for breaks, shorts, and poor contacts before another at-
tempt t o fro, After making any necessary adjustments,
main actuate the firing switch three times . If the
launcher still fails to fire, wait 15 seconds from the last
attempt to fire before again checking the electrical cir-
cuits. After making arty other necessary adjustments
main actuate the firing switch three times in attempts
to fire . If the launcher still fails to fire, wait 15 seconds
biefore removing the round ' which is to be considered at
fault unless subsequent examination reveals a defect in
electrical circuits -not previously detected .

() After removal o the round. The round, after removal
from the launcher will be kept separate from other rounds
until it has been determare e.d whether the round or the
rim mechanism was at fault. If the round has been

doterFnined to bc at fapt1t. coatin ue to keep it separate from
other rounds until disposed of . However, i f examination
reveals that the firing mechanism was at fault, the round
may be released and fired after correction of the faulty
finite' mechanism .

Buds. A dud rocket is Dne which has been launched but has
failed to function . It must be regarded as 1 ikely to function at any
time. Unless the -cause of the malfunction is evident without moving
the dud (for example, fa ilu re to remove sofsty p in or fuze dropping
off i u flight), it will not moved but will b e d8stroyed in place by
authorized personnel in accordance with the provisions of
T -1903.
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7. Packing
Ground rockets are generally packed as assembled complete

rockets in sealed fiber or metal containers (fig. 10) which* in t ,
are packed in wooden }poxes. Exceptions are the 3.25-inch 'rocket

which is shipped -with firms unassembled but present in the
packing; the 4 .5-Inch rockets (Navy), which are shipped with head

and motor unassembled;and the 4.5-inch rockets 0 and M21

series, which are packed in their expendable launchers . Aircraft.

rockets are packed with had and motor unassembled . Complete
air uaft rockets may be shipped unassembled Iu cne box or compo-
nents may be shipped separately . Rocket nose fuzes are packed in

individual sealed containers which, in turn, are packed in boxes (fig,

11) . Base fuzes are shipped assembled t-he rocket had. Dimen-

sions, veights, and other packing and shipping data are published

i n the Department of the Army Supply Manual 9-5-1340.
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These rockets (fig. 1) of the fixed-fin stabilized type, are fired
from the sh ouIder or from a bipod ared rear support with la uriche rs
M20,

	

0A1,

	

0A1B1, and MOB 1 or from a tripod mount with
launchers 1431 and M 1B 1 . The rockets comprise two types-
rockets

	

5, 3I AI, and

	

6 with velocity approximately 486
feet per seeon d and rock et s M 8, M 28A2,

	

9A1,

	

9A2, T1 7 E2t
and

	

0 with velocity approximately 320 feet per secornd. The 3 .5-
inch rockets

	

, MM1, and

	

6 burn completely within the
launcher at all operating temperatures .

	

t normal operating
temperatures, the 3.415-inch rockets

	

8# M28A2, M29.4.1, M 9

	

,
T1 7E2, and M30 burn almost completely i n the launcher .

	

At
freezing temperatures the rockets M29, -M28A2, M 9

	

1, M 9A ,
T1 7E , and M30 may continue to burn ( t iafter burning") after
the rocket has been fired from the launcher. Rockets with high-

.

	

explos ivc head are used again, armored targets. Smoke rockets
are used for smoke screening . Rockets with inert head arxd sub-
caliber rockets are used for practice . Dependent on the type of
head, these rockets are designated high-explosive, antitank (HE,
AT), practice or smoke (WP) . Practice rockets of small-er caliber
are designated suboalibe r.

	

rocket X135,

	

5

	

I, or M36 consists
of a head assembly and motor assembly.

	

rocket M28, M28A ,
9A I , M 9

	

, T1 7E x cr M30 consists of a head assembly and
fuze and motor ass ernbly .

. Head Assembly .
(1) Rockets

	

, X 35AI, and

	

86 . In external contour, the
head assemblies of these rockets are similar being e lin-
drical -with tapered couv-ex gear portion, tapered concave
ogive, and flat nose. The HE,

	

T rockets M

	

aTid M35-
Al differ from the practice rocket 'M36 in haying an -un-
painted ajurn i burn nose and fuze system.

	

The head is
threaded internally at the rear end to receive the motor
assembly.

()

	

oc

	

ts

	

8 t	8A, M29A1,

	

9A , T1

	

7E2, and

	

0.
In external contour, the lead assemblies o f these rockets

ACIO MMNS

4375 7 F2 0-58-3
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CKET M.28A.2, AS PACKED

R-ROCKFET M21a,2, AS FRED

C+-RCCKE7 M35, A PACKED

D-rZCC_KET M35r AS FIRED

Figure 12 . s_S=X

	

h rockets (ag Fred -and pcckad) .

RA PD 1 131520

are sirnilar being -cylindrical with -tapered forward and

rear position . The head i s threaded externally at the

rear end to receive the faze .
. Fuze used with the .5-inch rockets are base detonat-

ing (BD.) type 404, 404A I, and 3NA404A t the point initiating

base detonating (FIBD) type M40 and 11408E1, and the durum

(1) PIRA -fuzes 1408 (T 0 O 4) and M40S ' 1 . The fuze is

contained in the head of the HE, AT rocket and -consists

of a nose asse bly and base assembly connected elec-

trically by an insulated wire gassing through a conduit



in the h

	

d. A safety band fig. 1) , which fits around
the rear portion of the b

	

d and is in place during ship-
ping and handling, prevents accidental functioning of
the fuze . It is removed immediately, before loading the
rocket in the launcher . See para g-r aph 41 through 5.1 for
fuze des criptian.

(2) RD
,
fuzes M-404, M404A1, and 31404A2 and du?n7ny fXXzp

The fu2e, - which serves also as a coupling for the
head and motor assembly, is cylindrical . It is -threaded
externally at the forward -end to fit. intG the hcad assembly
and internally at the rear end to receive the Toofor assem-
bly.

	

safety band Xfiga 14), which

	

around the froze
and i's in place during shipping and handling, seals the
fuze against the entry of T'nof sture and prevents acci
dental fry nc oni ng.

	

It is removed irnmedi ately before
loading the rocket in the launcher . See paragraphs 41
through

	

t for fine description .
r . .motor Assembly.

(1) Rockets MSS,

	

35 I, and J1186 . The motor assembly is
threaded externally at the forward e-nd to engage the
head. It. consists of the motor body, motor closure, tail
a. X,semb ly, propelling charge, shorting clip assembly, and

- " to1lX,.
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(b) Prope in

	

c

	

r,Q .

	

The propelling charge conais

	

of
19 monoperforated cylindrical extruded grains of
solvent propellant M7.. Each grain is 5.7 inches long
and 0.98 inches in diameter . The grain are length-
wise in the motor suspended from screws at the head

Ref er to para

	

aph 93.
(c) I

	

iter.

	

The igniter

	

8 i s a short cylindrical plug
hollowed out

	

mqtain a charge of black powder and
an electric squib. The ign i ter, which serves as nozz I e
closure for the motor, is positioned in the nozzle. The
lead wires from the squib pan through the no

	

le into
the extension cone of the tail assembly

	

here one lead
ire i connected to the ground lead terminal (red) .

() Racketo 8t M 8A , i . AI, I A , T127'2, and O .
The motor assembly (fig. 14) is thread

	

externally at

	

e
forward end to engage the fuze, It consists of the meter
body, tail assembly, shorting clip assembly, nozzle -closure,
propelling charge, igniter M20, trap and spacer aspembl ,
and disk and closure assembly. The tail assembly is press
fitted ever the knurled rear portion of the motor body. The
motor hod

	

contains the trap and spacer assembly, propel-
ling charge, and iii tor. The mo

	

r is sealed at. the rear
by a plastic nozzle closure and at the forward end by the
disk and closure assembly . The motor body i s a steel tub
threaded iii

	

rnall

	

at the for ax d end

	

receive the disk
and closure assembI

	

(fig . 14), co

	

trieted to a nozzle in
ternally at the rear and tapered

	

the knurled surface ex-
ternally at the rear . The trap and spacer assembly consists
of the disk-like trap to which the s pac-er blades are staked
a nd is p

	

itioned in the motor lengthwise so that the Mades
divide the -motor chamber into four ec>mpa

	

ent.S .
(a)

	

ail

	

mbl .

	

The tail assembly i s similar to that of
the 3 .5-Inch r

	

kets Xr 5, M35A1, and M36.
(b

	

Propelling charge. The propelling charge co

	

iste of 1
mono-perforated cylindrical -extruded grains of solvent
propellant 17. Each grain is 5 inches lcii

	

and 3/& inch
i n diameter . The propsli ent

	

rains ar-e lengthwise, three
fir. each of the four compartments formed by the spacer
blades, Refer to paragraph M.

(c) Igniter.

	

The igniter

	

-Dt

	

Fhich consists of a short
cylindrical plastic case containing a black powder charge
and an electric squib, is positioned in the forward end
of the motor fitting in the recessed portion -of the motor
closure. The lead -ixir from the electric Bqufib pass
from the i nitex, running parallel to the propell t

AGO M73



grai n.%, to the nozzle where one lead wire is connected
to the ground lead cable (green) and the other to the
live lead cable (red) .

d, EZecftic Circuit.
(1)

	

tickets M35, M5A Ix and 31r36 . The electrical circuit
which comprises the igni ter, the ground terminal, the live
terminal, the support ring, the contact ring, and the short
ing

	

p, provides for :firing the ro

	

e t from the laun

	

er
and -for -short cirtuiti

	

the reset during shipping amd
handling . Live contest is made b direct contact between
the launcher and the contact. ring (launchers

	

0A1,
M2 G

	

1BI,

	

1, and MUM) . The contact ring iz con
rlc cted to one igniter lead wire .

	

The launcher makes
grow nd contact with the groove of the support ring, The
other igniter lead

	

ire is connected to the support ring .
The shorting clip spring i;s assembled over the edge of the
contact ring and support. ring providing a direct ce-nnec-
tion between the support ring (ground contact) and, con-
tact ring (live contact) and thin "short circuiting" the
igniter . The rocket cannot be flared while the shorting
clip is in place .

,

	

J

	

,

	

X

	

i

The electrical circuit for the

	

ro ets comprises the ig-
n iter, the terminal lead assembly (ground), the terminal
lead assembly (live and auxiliary), the support ring, the
contact ring, and the shorting clip. Live contact is made
by withdrawing the blue auxiliary lead cable coiled in
the nozzle extension and attaching i t. to the launcher con-
tact spring (launchers

	

'D and

	

0BI) . Both the con-
tact ring and the blue auxiliary lead table are connected
to the red live lead cable which i s -connected to one ignite}
lead wire. The launcher makes

	

round contact with the
-oeve of the support ring. The green lead able i con-

nected to the support ring and also

	

the other i gni

	

t
lead

	

ire. The shorting clip is assembled the same as for
rockets

	

35 and

	

6 ((1) above) .

&

	

Ide

	

i

	

cati

	

.

(1X Pockets AM,

	

305AI, and .1M. The rocket may be identi-
fied by the concave nose with flat end and the removable
safety band near the motor eTid of the head. Painting and
inarkin

	

for identi ncation are in accord ante with the basic
mherrse prescribed. i n TM 9-1900.
Rockets

	

8, A .

	

A 7

	

9AI , J

	

9A , T'1 7

	

j, and

	

O .

Ace 3

	

13 37



The ro-eket may

	

identified by the removable, safety band
which i s fitted around the base detoMati ng fuze l

	

atOd
b-et een the head. and motor . Painting and marling for
id-e ntifficati on are in accordance

	

i C h the basic scheme in
TM -1900.

f. P

	

ki q and Shipping . The rockets are packed arid shipped one
per fiber or metal conto 1ner t three containers per wooden box. Pack
ing and shipping data appear in SDI

	

'-1340*

b i

	

er

	

oes

	

e t2vc

	

odi cat

	

of 3.5-Inch

	

oacct

	

8
Series, M9-Series, T1 7 'S, amd X30, The modifications of HE,

	

T

rocket M

	

series

	

and practice rocket M29 series differ principally in

the trap and spacer a sernb ly and in the tail assembly (fig. 13) . The

modifications of practice rocket N129 series differ from each other

also in the construction of the head . The modifications of WP smoke

rocket Y30 and T1 7E2 differ in the internal construction of the

head, both mDdification using the same motor ass-embly.

. Precaution ?In Firing, General firing precautions are given in
paragraphs 2 through 97 . In addition x the following are applicable
io .5-inch rockets

Rockets M35 t ..,11 5AI, and .41'6 .
t temperatures below freezing, it is important that

the -safety band not be removed until jinst before firing
and that the rocket be kept dry-. When the band, is re-

moved, moisture may enter the op-ening in the head and
freeze, preventing rea-sse1'nbly of the band, if the rocket
is -not used.
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When loading a rocket in launcher M20 or M20131, make-

sure that the yoke of the contactor latch is propmlY

engaged in the groove of the support ring, If the latch

is . engaged for' ard iof the fins, the rocket may }

	

Pre

vented from be i ng expelled from -the launcher and ink ury

to personnel and darnage to materiel may result.

() L,oc

	

ts M28,

	

. 8A , M 9AJ,

	

9A , T1 7E , and

	

0.

(a.

	

Since the racket may burn for a short time beyond

	

e

une-her, placing the operating personnel in the "back-

blast" areas

	

fig, 9), care -should be taker, to protect the

eyes at all temperatures.
M

	

t temperatures below fr

	

in , face and hand protec-

tion

	

.

are mandatory since burning Df the propeRant on-

Unues after the rocket has been projected from the

launcher.
At temperatures below freezing, it is important that the

safety band (fig . 14) not be r=oved until just before

firing and that the racket be kept dry. When the hand

is removed preparatory to loading the reset in the

launcher, the ejection pin moves outward to the locked

position leaving an opening around the pin permitting

moisture to errtor the fu cavity and freeze . lee or frost

within the fuze may prevent functioning of the fuze.

(d) When loading a rock-et in the launcher M20 or M 0B 1,

make sure that the yoke of the ontactor latch is prop-

erly engaged in the grove of the support ring . If the

latch is engaged forward -of the fins, the rocket may be

prevented from being expelled from the launcher and

injury

	

personnel and damage to materiel may result.

. preparation for Fi .

(

	

dockets

	

5, J1

	

-5A1, a

	

s

	

S .
Rernove from paging a-nd inspect for serviceability .

should it be considered -necessary to test for -continuity,

test with the circuit co ntinui tY xester (pay- . 14) .

(b) Before loading the rocket ire the launcher, remove the

shcrti iig -clip from the tail and safety band fturn the

head.
() Restore rockets prepared for firinz but not fired

	

th-eir

origixla l condition and -packing. Mark the packings of

serviceable rockets for prior use in -order that opened

packages

	

i11 be kept to a minimum.

() Rockets M28, V 8

	

,MAI, 7Vf.

	

A , T1 7

	

, ar

	

30F

(a) Remove from packing a-nd inspect for se ineabiltty.

Check for the prewn ce ofthe base detonating fuze.

AGO 88KE 39



Should it be considered 'necessary to tit for continuity,
test w itb the circuit co rntnui ty te

	

n (par . 14) .

(b

	

Before loading the rocket into the launcher, remove the
shorting clip from the

	

l and remove the safety band
from the fuze.

e) Test the ejection pin of the fuze to insure that it is free
fry binding. This is done in the case of the BIB fuze
M404A1, which = be identified by its square ejection
pin, by merely depressing the pin with the fingers and
releasing it . It is done in the case of the BD Fuze
-11404A2, which can be identified by its r .r ej"On
pin, by depressing the pin with the fingers, and then
twisting i t and releasing it. If the ejection pin binds
while being depressed or twisted, rei ect tbe -rocket and
report the condition to the Ordnance TeehnicXl Service
Personnel .
Caution : When loading the rocket into the launcher,

depress the election pin with the fingers until the pin
is in the bore of launcher. Failure to hold the eje-etion
pin depressed while loading the rocket

	

a

	

result i n
the ejection pin coming in contact with the breech end
of the launcher tube- and thereby becoming bent. This
procedu re giv es greater assu rarwe of proper funetion-
ing of the rocket.
If the rocket is prepared for firing and not fired, restore
the rocket to its original condition and packing. Mark
the packings of serviceable rockets for prier use in
-order that opened packages will be kept to a rn inimum .

j.

	

ubcalib r Rocket. The

	

7-m

	

su

	

aliber rocket is fired from

{5-inch rocket launchers

	

20, M 0 1,

	

20 1 I, 31 CE1,

	

1,

and

	

1B1 as practice ammunition in lieu of the

	

.5-inch rocket

for reasons of economy, The sub

	

libe r rc-ket i s fired utilizing the

3,5-inch rocket launcher firing mechanism with a subealibe r device
3.5insorted in the bone. The

	

7-mm su bcal ibex rockets matebXs

	

,

inch rockets 'N1305, D1

	

)x and M36 ballisticallv.,

)9 . Rocket, high-Explosive, 3 .5-Inch : Tr M28

The rocket is authorized for firing in launchers M20 and M 0B I

only . The rocket is siml .x' to that described in paragraph

	

0 except

for the faze, tail assembly, and trap and spac

	

assembly. Base

detonatin fuze M404 is used with this rocket. The tail ass bly

has short fin blades and a 360" grooved support ring forward of

the contact r'ng (fig . 13) . Rockets of early manufacture may have



song fin blades notched at the rear, a cast trap, and, squaire spacer

blades . See table I for data .

0. Rocket, High-Explosive, .5-Inch: T, M 8

This rocket (fig. 14

	

i intended for use against a=cred targets.

When Bred from lalunchcr M20 or M 0B1 live contact is made by

withdrawing the blue auxiliary lead

	

re coiled in the nozzle and

attaching it

	

th contact spring of the launcher . When fired from

launcher

	

0

	

1x M20A1131, M31, -or I DE 1, the blue auxiliary lead

ire is not used since the launcher makes live contact directly to

the contact ring of the rocket. . The rocket I

	

8

	

consists of the

ICE, T head 112SA2x BD fuze 1404A2

	

or M4Q4 1, and the older

motor assembly. The head contains a copper cone,

	

hoe apex is

to the rear, which acts to shape the high-explosive charge of 1 .90

pounds of composition F. The penetration effect is derived fr orn

the shaped charge. The tail assembly differs from earlier .5-inch

rocket models i

	

tat the support ring i s wider and has a 3600 latch-

ing groove l

	

fed to the rear of the contact ring (fig . 13) . See table

I for data .

1 . Rocket, High-Explcsi eX 3 .5-Inch: AT,

	

5 (T 0 E1)

This rocket (fig . 15) i intended for use against armored targets.

Since the modern launchers do not require the blue lead wire, it

has been eliminated from this round. '

	

cn fired from launcher

GROOVE
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0AL i oAIEI, X31, or M 1BIo the blue auxiliary lead wire is
.not. -necessary since the launcher firing mechanism makes live con-
tact directly to the contact ring of the rocket . The rocket 35 con-
ist the , T head 5 containing PIBD fuze M408 a-nd thes of HE
newer motor assembly (us-ed with rockets M3 and M26), Con-
tained in the head i S a COgper cone t ape

	

to the rear, which acts
shape the high-ieepBsive charge of 1 .60 pound of composition B.

The penetration effect 1s derived fro

	

the shaped charge, See table
I for data.

.

	

a ket

	

High-Explosive, 15-Inch :

	

T, M35AI (T 05M)22 R .,
This rocket is the same as Rocket -.A(par.

	

1) except that
the head contains a double angle core, The Rocket M 5"A1 uses
fXze

	

408E1 . See table I for data.

. Rocket., Practice, 15-Inch : M29AI

This racket is authorized for use in launchers DUO and IN1 0131
enlv. The rocket is similar to the practice rock-et described in Para-
graph 4, It d if'e rs in the head and i rap and spacer assembly. The
ogive is attached to the head body by four screws Staked to the

off' .ve. Some rock-eis -may have the east trap and square spacer
blades ., R kets of rnanufacturirig alternative are assernbled with
the E, AT head -metal parts inert loaded with plaster Df parts .
See table I for data.

4, Rocket, Practice, 3.5-Inch-

	

29

In external contour the rocket. (fig. I X is similar to the

	

,

	

.T
rocket IV1A2

	

(par. 20), except for a circumferential groove in
the head at the j uncture of the head body and ogive due to the
crimp by which the ogive and body are secured . The rocket is
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XQL'VE DRAB-
11CO ITACT RING AND
;Rr.

	

E UNPAINTED)

Figu7,e 16- Ro

	

et, prarticg, 3,-5-arch : ?129AZ

autbor ized for -firing in all

	

,;5-irnch

	

ket launchers in a

	

rmer .

-similar to the

	

E, AT rocket . The rocket conis of a hollow

head, dummy fuze

	

405, and the improved motor assembly. Rocket

9

	

of an early inanufactu rin g alternative is identical in contonr

with the rocket 11

	

A , except for the lack c)f crimping gr

	

ve in

the head, consiz{ing of the head metal parts of the rocket M 8A2

inert loaded with plaster of paris . See table i for data .

5+ Rocket, Practice?

	

.5-Inch:

	

J206H)

jn external contour th-e rocket (fig . 17) i s similar to the ICE,

	

T

rocket M

	

(par. 21) .

	

The r-ocket i s authorized for firing h, all

3.5-inch rDcke-t Launchers in a Tnanner similar to the

	

E, AT rocket.

The rocket consists crf a hell cast, iron head, which matches th-e

Xvcight of the head M35, and the new meter assembly . Ballisticall ,

this rocket matches HE, AT rocket M85. See table I for data.

rt-
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Rocket, -Smoke, .5-Inch :

	

P, T1 7E

This rocket is authorized for use in all .5-inch launchers. The
rocket is similar the sm-oke rocket described in paragraph 7
except for a slight difference i n the internal ccn:struction of the
head. See table I for data.

7 . Racket, Smoke, 3 .5-Inch : WP., 30 J1270)

his r

	

et,

	

hich i s authcrite d for fi ri ng from a11

	

.5-inch racket
launchers, is fired in the same sari-ner a

	

the- x-oc et M2

	

, It i s
intended for screening -syn-oke purposes. On impact the rocket bursts
to produce a spray of ph asphoru s particles which ignite on cc)nt ct

With aiT generating dens-e white rn-oke. The. smoke its

	

is harm-
iess but th-e burning particles produce painful burns. In external

contour the r

	

et (fib'. 18) is similar to the HE,

	

Trocket M28A2.
I t consists of the

	

P smoke head, the BD fuze M404

	

1 or M404A ,
and the service rotor assembly, The bead is internally threaded
at- the rear end and contairis a 2.33-pound charge of white phos-
ph-rnsr At the roar it has a union internally threaded to receive
the fuze, the b ors ter casing

	

S is press fitted into the union, and

the steel body is fitted. over it. The steel ogive and the internal steel

dome, which closes the for

	

and end of the filler cavity, are attached

to the

	

d7. Seetable I for da

	

.

28,

	

Rocket,

	

ubcaI i her{

	

7

	

i fl irneter-p Practice, T265

This rocket (fig. 19) is authorized as practice ammunition for
3.5-inch rocket. launchers adopted for tbi;s application by the in-

.44.44
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11
OLIVE DRAB

	

BLUE-
(EXCEPT FOR SONTACTS.

	

WARK I NG
(NOT SHOWN)

IN WHI7E)

- 8 . B8 1N . APR

	

-XX

CENTERING PIN

Figure 19, j'?(;rk0, sub cal i b OT, 2 7

	

V1t'M e t- } . . practice, TV&

RA PO 21305.4

s-ertion of

	

7-mm suf

	

liber rocket launcher T144 in th-e bore .

Firing this rocket simulates firing of the HE, AT rocket

	

5, sX

	

e

thi.s racket matches the racket -M35 hallisticall

	

and since the firing

Mechanism of the 3 .5-inch is u-neh-e r is used . This rocket i s used, for

econernv reasons to save wear on the
3.6-inch launcher and to expend

a cheaper rocket during practice. See table I for data.
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Section IC. 4.5-INCH ROCKETS (FOR MULTIPLE LAUNCHER)

a. General -Discussion. Them 4.5-inch rockets (fig . 0), which
are fired from multiple launcher

	

1 are characterized

	

spin
stab! lizatiort. The ro

	

ots are similar to artillery projectiles, having
z lirtdrical bodies, ogivul noses, and front and rear hou rrelets .
El Ar ieal contact to fire the rockets is made through conMet rings
in the base. The rocket is issued witb motor a-nd head assembled
but unfuzed- The fuze cavity i sealed with a plastic closure, - when

i ced.

Head . Dependent on the type of head these rockets are high-
explosive

	

(HE) , practice, gas, or drill .

	

The head i

	

externally
thread ed at the base end for asseinbly to assemble to the mo

	

r an d
internally threaded at the nee end to receive the fuze.

	

The bigh-

exp1o ive hends have dcep f uze cavities

	

ith a supplem-entar

	

charge

48

27,81 IN .

O L I

	

Xt DRAB [MARKING IN YELLOW)_,- .

?LATEC PORT1ON
STEEL_

	

CONTACT RING
E.ND viE

	

WITH -NOZZLE CLOSURE REMOVED
CENTRAL S'EN'T
IAN! T CR LEADS
INOZZLE-I NCLIN ED AT ANGLE TO AXIS OF ROCKET

30 .2 ;N .
OLIVE DRAB 0AARK I NG I INYELLOW-

`,1T ii e-I.XRRF :_ET ! .4 `1 t7 !N -

REAR
5 URRXLET

CONTACT RING

AMML;NITI-ON
OT NUMBER

IGNITED LEADS

NOZZLE-INCLINED AT ANG4E TO AXIS OF ROCKET

END VI=

	

WITH NOZZLE CLOSURE R7--MOVED

IAA PD 1676096

Figure 20 . 4 . .6-i-ne h rockets .

ROCKET
^ND F I LLER

DEEP CAV1TXr ROCKET
CONTAINING,
SUPPL EMENTARY
CHANGE



for the

	

int detonxtling fuZe .,

	

If a

	

fam is used, the suPple-
men

	

r

	

charge is rmoved.

c.

	

oter. The motor (fig.

	

1) is a cylindrical steel tube threaded
at one end for assembly to the head and at the other for assemb l v
of the nozzle plate-trap avXembl . It ewntair

	

the propelling charge
and the

	

iter. The -nozzle plate-trap assembly (for rack-eis

	

,
M33, and T164R 1) is a thick steel plug having nine equally spaced
nozzles and a trap attached to its forward surface, The nozzles are
inclined at an angle to impart spin as -Xvel l as forward thrust.

	

In
rockets of earlier manufacture (I416 series and

	

1'7 series) the
nozzle plate i s a plug having eight nozzles located near the outer
edge and a. control vent closed by a safety blowout plug designed
to h l Dw out when the motor pressure exceeds the safe j imit.
con tact ring is secured to the outer surface of the nozzle plate anti
insulated from the nozzle plate . Ore lead from the igniter is con-
need to the contact ring and the other lead is ca nected to nozzle
plate and thus to the motor- body. A copper shorting strip or clip
is taped to tie otiter surface of the motor conncting (shorting)
the contact ring and the motor body. disk-shaped plastic closure
cemented at the end of the nozzle plate seals the motor against
mei8tore .

	

The motor of the rockets M32, -1133, and T164R. 1 have
front and rear bourrel et

	

which serve as bearing surfaces for the
tra-,, el of the rocket through the launcher .

(1) Propelling

	

rge.

	

Two tip es of propelling charge are
used with these rockets.

(a) For 4.5-,inch rockets M16 (sen-es) and M17 (series) .
The propelling charge consists of 0 sticks of double
base extruded propellant rnounted on the wires of a
cage-like support. The support consists -of ten wires
attached, to a base ring and an annular plate which is
slotted to receive the top ends of the wires . The plate
rests on a seat formed by a shoulder ir4 the forward end
of the motor body .

(b

	

For

	

.5-i

	

h rockets -elf32,0M, and T16

	

1 . The pro-
pelling

	

charge

	

c=:sists

	

of

	

seven

	

single

	

perforated
cylindrical sticks of double bass extruded propellant
weighing 1 .78 pounds. The sucks are taped together
and positioned in the rnator against th-e trap with on-e
central stick and six sticks sumunding it. Seven plastic
propellent rods are positioned in the propel lent sticks
one in each perforation. See paragraph 95 .

(2) Ignite r. Two models of igniter are used .
r rockets 1 (series) a-nd 17 (serfs) . The

rockets MIC

	

(series)

	

and -'N11'7

	

(series)

	

use the sus-

ACO X XB

487576 0-U-4
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pcnded T iter

	

18 or M18A1 which is similar to the
ig niter

	

.

	

They differ principall-

	

In the type of
squib and weight of black poXvdsr charge .

M For rocketg A132,

	

r and T16-'I. The rockets HE
practice M33, and gas T1 4E1 use the igniter
a scaled plastle tube containing 25 .0 g-rams of

black powder and an electric squib.

d,

	

F=e.

	

The artillery-type point detonating nDS-e f

	

e

	

81 or
DUMrnYMS1AI is authorized for use with high-explosive r

	

kcts.
fuze M7 1 s authorized for use with the practice.and drill rockets.

VT fuze M402, M40 AI. t 140

	

X or M40

	

is approved for use

with HE rocket

	

S and

	

E rockets M1 (seri ) having deep

cavities. See paragraphs 41 through 55 for d e

	

il-ed fuze descr ipti n.

. fd

	

i cati

	

. Thcsc rockets are distinguished b

	

their shape,

similar to that of artillery projectiles .

	

They have ogival nose .

square base, and front and rear bcurrelets.

. pac ng and Shipping. These rockets are packed individually

in fiber cantai hers, either one fiber coxitainer per metal container

-or two fiber containers per wooden box, Packing and shipping dat-a

;appear in

	

-5-1340.

-eparati

	

for Firing, These rockets are prepared for firing

as follco

	

s
(1) Bern-Ove from packing aDd inspect for serviceability. Should

the plastic. closing disk he loose or damaged, and evidence

found of moisture corrosion which would adversely affect

the igniter or propellant, the racket should be disposed
of as uriservicenblc .
Note . Should it be considered -necessary to test the circuit co11-

tinui tyx test with the circuit continuity tester (par. 14),

(2) Remove nose plug and assemble fuze. Tighten with fuze

wrench. Some models may have a setser-e in the fuze
adapter . In thi:5 tee, the setscrew should be loosened
to remove the nose plug and tightened after assembly of

the fuze .
(3) Set fuze for desired actiDn (par . 45)

Remove the shorting strip - or clip from the base of the
rock of before 1o ailing it in to the 1auncher.

(5) If the rocket is prepared for firing and not fired, both
rocket and faze should be restored to their original con
dition and packings and marked fGr prior use in order
that opened packages b e kept t o a minim-urn .

30, Rocket, Inertf 4, -Inch : M24

This rocket is provided far training in handling and, operation .

Aco 249 ; 5



I t is made uP of the Metal parts of the M16 rocket modified fiar

training purposes . The modifation eonsiits of )oading the motor

with wooden sticks to simulate pro pellent powder sticks, filling the

head with inert material, and fitting it with dummy fuze M7
which simulates

	

the service fuzes of the M81 series. The total

weight is apprw imate ly the same a s the M16 complete round. The

igniter is omitted and, in order to simulate firing -cperations visibly,

an indicator light is installed in the nozzle plate at the rear of

the rocket . The li gb t g] o

	

s wherg the fz ring switch on the launcher

is -el ed, thus simulating the firing of t

	

rocket, and may '

	

seen

dough a plastic window which i s attached to the nozzle plate,

1 . Rocket, Gas, 4.5-Inch : Tl64Ei

'his is a spin stabilized gas rocket similar in ex t-ernal contour

to the high-explosive rocket M described in paragraph 4. Front

aDd rear bourrelets On the motor provide bearing surfaces for the

travel of the rocket through the launcher, It consists of the same

mot-or utilized ti

	

the high-explosive rocket '

	

and a head which

differs principally from the -rocket 3 i n having an axial bunter

extending the length of the c avity and seating in a support i n the

1e cavity.

32, Rocket, High-E pjosjveX 4.5-Inch : l1

This rocket is similar to the high-explosive rocket M 1

	

1 de-

scribed in paragraph 3 . it diff s principally from the rocket

M1 AI in its sh allow fuze cavity and in the pre -enee of a burst

tube of explosive extending from the base. of the head into the

motor. This ro-und i s loaded with .1 pounds of TNT and weighs

42 .5 pounds .

3. Rocket,

	

Hrgh-Ex pjosive} 4 .5-Inch: M1 6A1

a.X

	

e

	

al. This rocket i s composition B loaded (early manufac-

ture TIT) and has a deep fuze cavity with SUpp 1 ementar

	

charge

in place. With supplementary charge removed, this rocket is

adapted for use with VT fuze of the 'i40 series . With supple-

mentary charge in place, PD fuze 1-181A1 or M4 8A

	

with booster

M 1

	

1 i's fitted t o this rocket . This rocket differs principally from

the HE ra<XRet

	

(ftg . 0) in its shorter length, absence of front

and rear bourrele , and lesser weight of explosive . The rocket has

a steel plug in the base cof the head where the burster tube -was

removed in the modifi

	

tiDn c f the earlier rocket

	

16 .

b. Data,

Weigbt, f=ed

	

6,000 yd

A4-,-O 3897B



Velocity, MaXIMUM----------------------------------- 940 fps
Temperature

	

-20° F'+ to 120" IF .
Burning tire e

-20°

	

0.
120° F._________X-___,____ :X_X________

	

0.1D see
Burnout point aft from launehr

	

80 ft
Weight of HE filler (including suppl chg

	

4.0 lb
Weight of

	

4.81 lb

. Rocket, High-Explosive, 4. -Inch :
General . This rocket (fig. 1) provides greater maximum

range, improved accuracy, and greater lethality than the earlier
H E rockets of the. _M16 series .

	

The rocket i s spin stabilized and
h

	

a relatively thin-walled high-e=lo ive head designed for blast
effect.

	

Front and lea r bourrelets on the oylindrica I rocket Moto r
provide bearing surfaces for the travel of the roket through

	

e
launcher. This rocket i s issued unfuzed with a plastic nose plug in
lieu of fuze and with a supplementary charge in place. With supple-
mentary charge in place, the rocket is adapted for point detonating
fuze M81 or D1 1 I . With supplementary charge removed, the
rocket can accommodate

	

T fuze 11402, or I40 AL

b . Data .
Length (unfuz-ed) -----------------------------------
Weight (as fire
Range (at 45° elevation)
V-eIocitY�
Temperature lirnits______________-_ ..,_ _r_______,___,
Burning time

140¢ F------------------------------------------
W- eight of high-explosive filler______

ei ht of -propellant --------------------------- r------

30_22 in.
42.0 lh
9,10 0 yd
1,250 fps
-6511 F, to 140 11 F.

0,95 sec
015

7.78 ib

5 . Rocket, Practice { 4.46:

	

17
This inert-loaded . rocket iv,_ similar to the rocket described in

paragraph 6 . 1t differs principally in the presence of a hnrstXr
tube filled with inert rn a.terial attached to the base of the head and
extending into

	

the motor.

36. Rocket, Practice, 4.5-inch : M17AT
This rocket is similar in external contour to the high-ex-plosive

rocket M1BA1 described in paragraph 3S. It differs from the high-
explosive rocket ire the inert loaded hcad, the shallow fuze cavity,
and the durr y fuze M73. All ballistic and physical data for this

rocket matches that for the high-explmive rocket

	

16.1.

7, Rocket Practice, 4.5-Inch :
a.

	

ral. This rocket (fig .

	

) has tho same external contour

52 AGO M5B
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XF
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Figuye 21 . Racket, high--e XP losiv a4.5-tech; 32-

"CALIBER

L _ TYPE Of ROCK?
AND FI R

MODEL OF
ROCKET

DAT: LOADED

FRONT BOURRELfT -J

DEEP CAVITY ROCKET
HE

	

CONTAI MNC A-
SUPPLEMENTARY CHARGE

IONITER 1 AD5

hl04ZI_E INCLI

	

AT ANGLE TO AXIS OF ROCKET

ND VIE

	

WITH NOZZLE CLOSURE q DVW

PROPELLANT HEAD

SURPLLMEN"TARY
CHARGE
RA P0 21

	

68A

as the high-explosive rocket

	

2 (pax. 34) . It differs principallY

from the HE r k-et .t

	

in the :shallow fuze eavitY (n supple-
mentary charge) and -the inert filler which ma li

	

the weight of

the h igh-expae:5ive filler and suppl e

	

en

	

T eharge.

	

Inrt fu

	

7is fitted to the nose of this rocket .

bF Data .
Length, urdozed__

	

30.22 ill.
Weight, as

	

42.O lb
Range.. rr.aximurn (at 45 ° elevation

	

9,1100 yd
1,250 fps

'1' rrsp ratar

	

-6,5 4 p- to 140" F,

Burning time

53

-65 4 F._____ .._ 0 .95 sec
140° 0 .35 Set

Weight of 7 .79 11

AGO 88971E
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CAUBIR
TYPE V ROCKET
,MODEL OF

BURR ELET

	

FR N'T

	

IJ R RELEP

	

-ROCK:

NOMA

-OLIVE DRA 3

	

_
(MARK:N%-> IN YELLOW)

h072LE I NCJ MED AT ANGLE TO XXLS OF ROCKET

END viEw wFrH NO LZU CLOSURE R

	

O

MOTOR

	

HEAa

30.22 IN

2. Rocket, pra-cfce, 4.5 -iAch . M33.gure

oction III. 4t5-INCH ROC ET (FOR EXPENDABLE-TYPE
LAUNCHER)

?8. General
.

	

-

	

Dis=sip. These rockets of the M20 and M21 seri

are spin stabilized similar to the 4.6-inch rockets of the

	

16 and

A117 series described in paragrapha 9 through 37 except that they

are fixed from expendable racket launchers M12AI and -3412A2,

The principal external difference between the types of -rocket is

derived from the method of firing . In those for the maltiple-type

launchers described i n paragraphs 29 through 37, the i

	

its )

	

d

wires are connected to the contact rings at the base of the rocket

(figs. 5 and 0) ; th e for the expendable-tape launchers have the

igniter wines brought out through a nozzle (fig.

	

) and, connoted

to long exterior wires whicb are ivound around the rear spacer.

The Icr exterior lead sires are unwound to permit hri-ng the

rockets from a remote -poiTit.

. Packing wid

	

hi

	

ingX Whose rockets are packed and shipped

in the expendable launcher (fig.

	

3) . The fuze, in a separate fiber

cantaiu er, i s packed with the rocket in its l auneb

	

in a woolen

box. Packing and shipping data far the.se rocke

	

appear in

-1340.



41 . Genera

pzgure, 2g . 4,5-inch rocket

	

expendable launch-en

39. Rocket, High-Explosive, 4 .5-Inch .. M20 (in Launcher, Rock-etX
4,6.1nch: M1 2A1 or M1 2A2)

This rocket

	

slimilar to the C5-inch HE rocket

	

16 (par{

	

.
It is packed with PD fuze 21 or

	

48A2 with booster M 1

	

1 .

40. Rocket, Practice, 4.5-Inch :

	

1 (in Launcher, Rocket, 4.5-Inch :
M1 2A]

	

or

	

12

	

2)
is rocket is similar to the 4.5-inch practice roust I1 17 spar.

5} .

Section IV .

	

TIME AND IMPACT FUZES FOR

	

R

	

LJ I D-TYPE
ROCKETS

A fuze is a=ed when the various parts are in a position such
that detonation may he initiated. Yor safety in shipping and han-
dling,, fazes are kept unarmed . This -may be accomplished b

	

safety
pins or wires prey snt i ng the motion o f firing mechanism or by
arrangement of the components so that they cannot function until
roved into position by forces incident to firing. A fuze, in which
the detonator is held cut of line so that it innat explode the shell
until armed, i s detonator safe ; when this condition persists until
after the, round leaves the weapon, the fuze is horesafe+ Various
forces are employed for a ing rocket fuzes. Fuzes used, en fin-
stabilized rockets may be armed b s etb ac'k (inertia) , the air resist-
tanee operating a propeller, motor pressure, cessation of accelera-
tion, or a combination of these . Fuzes for spin-stabilized rockets
usually are armed b

	

ccntrifugal force.

	

For -char av.eristics, see
paragraph 9.
Cautwa 0- Fuzes contain the most sensitive explosives used for

military purposes. They are particularly susceptible to heat,

	

ois-

AG-0 X997}3
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tune, and shock, and shau ld be handled with d-ue care at all times .
Safety devices shon 1d be removed only in preparation for firing
and shoald be replaced in unused rounds before further handling.
Fuzes will not be disa ssembI

	

, except when specifically authorized
by the chief of the technical service concerned. A fuze

	

hieh is
sr pected of being armed should be handled as

	

-ough it were cer
tainly armed.

	

o at mpt will be made to disarm a fuze ; anY
attempt to reverse the stops in arming may ca'ase the fuze to
detonate .

42, Fuze,

	

Durnm e F

This is an inert fun of the same shape and weight as the fuzes
of the 81 series . It used with 4.5-inch practice rockets M17
(series), M21 (series), M, and gill rocket 124 . It. consists o
a hollow steel fuze body and a solid plug (simulatin the boor

Unlike the fuze

	

31A1 x this f

	

d

	

not provide for
{ superguick" -or delay" se-ttinga

43 . Fuzef PD:

	

AB

	

r

	

r 0 .05- e-c Delay.,

	

/Booster, M21AI

'fhi s f Lize, which i s similar to the fuze described in para

	

`aph 45,
is authorized for use with 4 .a-inch high-explosive r -ket and gas
rocket T164EI- It c-onsists of PD fur

	

A2 staked to the booster
M21-'Al .

Fuze,44,

	

PD : 81
This is sirei la.r W the fuze described i n paragraph 46 except that

it has PD fuze 'f48A as a component . It is fitted to the n of
4.5-inch high-explDlive mekets M16 (series), M32, and gas rocket
TX E1.

45 .

	

Fuze., PD : M81 A]

a. General . This fuze (fig,

	

4) is an artillery

	

-pe nose fine witb
booster assembled and is used with spin- abilized high-explasive
rockets M1

	

(series) . N121 (series), A132, and gas roe-ket T164EL
It i s selective superguick or delay type and

	

s by centrifugal
force . The fuze consists of the PD fuze

	

48 S,

	

, 0.05-second
delay t-aked to buster IM24 or A1 1AI .
Warning : The only conventional type (other than VT) fuzes

authorized for use with 4 -a'-inch rockets

	

16 (series),

	

0 (series),
M32, and T160EI are the

	

81A1, M81, and

	

48A

	

with booster
1A1.

	

To fuze boo atered with booster I

	

1A

	

or N

	

1

	

4

	

ill be

used in connection with the fuzing of 4.5-inch spin- stabilized rxkets

because the setback force developed when firing these rockets is

insufficient to arm the boosters.

5 6 AGO 3S57 B



SING SLEEVE SLOTTED
r SET FOR

r

AT RIGHT ANGLE
(PERPENDICULAR) 'TO
AXIS OF FUZE POR
DELAY ACT C0

b, Deecrip6m- The frame

	

a sta-ndard contour artillery f
with boaster assembled . The slot of the setting sleeve is parade]
to the

	

s of th-e fuze

	

when

	

et "sup erqui*7

	

d perpendicular
the

	

s when set for "'delay"' action. Booster Y.21AI differs from
the booster M24 illustrated, M that it has a safety cotter pin with

a pull ring which must be r=oved before assembling the fuze to

the rocket, and replaced if the rocket is u uzed . The ie--omponen

and functioning of this faze are similar to those of fu

	

s

	

51 series

described aiid illustra d in TIM

	

1901.

c. Fuzing. Remove the fuze from the pael g and inspect it .

InspBet. the f

	

e c.avi

	

of the rocket for the presene e of the, supple

me-.terry charge. Set the fuze for the desired

	

Lion and thread into

the adapter . Tighten the fuze a-ad adapter setscrew.

46E Fuze, P OM

	

40

	

J 0 0EA)
a.

	

meral.

	

This fuze (fig.

	

5

	

conisists of a nOse a

	

embly

crimped #o the forward end of the rocket head, and a base assembly

-c-onta iiied in to rear end of the rocket head, The fuze is design-ed

to function b -either impact or graze . The impact action of the

f

	

derived from the piezoei tric effect which is the t den

of certain c staig to generate a minute else current when

stressed .

	

The f

	

is hore

	

fe and arms after

	

0 to

	

5 feet of

Figiure .2-4 . F

	

et PD:

	

81A-1

t

lV

RA PD 652118
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F zgm v 5 . Froze, -PIED :41408 (TOO-3-O'4),

P-A PD 213046A

rocket travel . -

	

Pack-ed and shipped, the safety band

	

tting around
the rocket head prevent accidental functioning of the fuze, due
to a pin, attached t c the safe

	

band, passing through the cover
assembly.

b . Description. The nose assembly is connected to the base as-
sembly by an i ulaced wire passinct through a copper conduit in
the ro ot lead,

	

e rio e assembly consists essentially of an
aluminum cone coat ining a piezoelectric crystal. The front face
of the c 5 ta l i s grounded t o the body of the rocket through the
aluminum cone and the rear face i s connected to a detonator in
the base assembly . The bas-e assembly consist of a body containing
a delay arin irig mechanism, detcntor _1148, a tetr l lead, and a
graze Dring mechanism consisting essentially of a spring-loaded
firing pin, primer M26, and a lead ide relay,

c. Functioning. After the safety band has been removed, the fuze
is free to arm when subjected to setback forces equivalent to rocket
functioning. T'h-e delay arming mechanism holds the detonator out
of lin-e with respect to the totryl lead and booster. Setback force,
ineid ent to iring, actuatez the delay a rming mechani m hi alines
the detoaator after 0 to 5 feet of rock-et travel, Impact of the
target compresses the crystal, lin 1Lhe nose of the rocket, generating
the surge of electricity which detonate the detonator initiating the
hi gh-explo sive tra in cf the rocket. If impact is insu

	

cientto actuate
the crystal,

	

s in graze or when the rocket strikes a zoft target
such a s soft terrain, the graze mechanism functions to initiate the
fuze and fire the rocket . Deceleration {riggers the spring-loaded
firing pin which fires the primer initiating the lead azide relay
firing the detonator.

47. Fuze, PI
is fuze i.

	

a point i nitiati-ng, base detonating tXrpe for use with
.5-inch rocket M35A1 and function

	

in the same manner as fuze
40

	

(par. 46) .
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48. Fuze, Rocket e BD : 404

This fuze i s similar to the BD fuze M404A

	

descri }

	

d in para-

raph 50,

	

it differs Pr ineipallY ill minor design ehanges of the

functioning parts and the shape of the safety band.

A9 .

	

FLrze f

	

Rocket ., B
This fuze is similar to the 13D fuze

	

404A described in par-

agraph 50 . It differs principally in minor design changes of the

functioning parts and the shape of the safety band .

50 . Fuze, Rocket{ BD : 404

This fuze (figs.

	

6 and

	

7) consists c>f a body (J) which caa

	

iu-s

the functioning partsy a safety band (C), a detonator ( r ) p and a

booster poll-et M. Being externally threaded at the fe

	

ard end

and internally threaded at rear end, it sozves as a coupling between

the head and motor of 3.5-inch HE,

	

T and smoke rockets.

D escripti

	

.

	

The fuze i;g of the siTn p le ¬nerd a (setback arm-

ing)

	

p

	

which function with nondela

	

actien o'n impact.

	

e

fuze meohaaism (fig .

	

r) co nX ists of an activating plunger

a setback sprirg XF) , a setback sleeve (E) , a firing pin assembly

( ) , a detent (L), a det nt spring ( ) , an . ejection pin (D), and

an ea ectian spring (B) . The safetc, bare, restrains outward move=

rent of the spring-loaded ejection pity which -passes through

	

e

fuze body, preventing movernent of the internal parts and thus

p reverting aeciden

	

l functioning during shippi-ng and haMdlirl ,

The fuze body and safety band are olive drab . The fine nomencla-

ture, the 1 aader's lot number, and the month and year of loading are

stamp-ed into the metal.

Figure 26, Fvz o, rack e t, BD: ? 4194W-aX js

	

Xd x7Xd wfh ,54-94 &and Off-

5959



&--FJECTf0 SPRING .
C-SAFET BANC)
D_GJ E

	

I0r4 PIN

G--AC7[VATING PLUNGER,

Figure 27 . F=e, , ro-e-ket, BD +-

	

404X12----r

1K_DE1-E

	

1" SPR I NG

	

-
L-DETE T

	

-
#A.--F IF.IN1G PIN ASSEMBLY .X - "

	

" -

_RA tP

b,

	

F .

	

t

	

+

	

f

	

The ejection pin XD)

	

is held in the "s ofe}# posi-
tion by the safle

	

band (

	

) . When tEs is removed, -the ejection pin
i s moved about 3 8 -icech outward b

	

its

	

pring (B), in which pos itior
it i s held by th e se tback sleeve (E) . This is the "locked" position .-
The fuze cannot arm iv--Ith the ejection pin in either the "safe"
or "looked", position . When the rocket is leaded in the launcher,
Crie ejection pin is depressed until coming in contact with the bore

of the launcher. When the ejection pin i in contact with the

launcher it is midway between ",saie" and Iocked." In this inter-

mediate position of the ejection pin, the setback sleeve is free to

move backward pennittin the ejection pin to be ejected when the

fired rocket Mave s the launcher. houXd the rocket b e accidentally
dropped out o f the launcher before -firing, the ejection pirz would

move to the locked position in which the fuse cannot arm. Upon
firing the rocket, the setback sleeve rnov-es reward, the setback
force overcoming the tension of the setback spring (F), and is
locked i n place by a detent (L) . Yh ejn, upon emergence of the rocket
from the lacneher, the ejection pin is ejected clear of the fuze b

its spring, and the fuze becomes "armed ." The activating plunger
(G) is prevented from "creeping" forward in flight by the tension

AGO ;M971 9



of the firing pin spring which compress

	

before 'IMitiating th-e
flu nctioning of the firing pin assembly.

	

Upon impact, normal or
graze, the activating planger rno-ves forward, overcoming the initial
restraint of the firing pin spring and triggering the lever action of
the firing pin assembly (AT) . This drives the firing pin into the
detwiator (N), and explodes the rwket. Due to the shape of the
plunger and the spring and lever action -of the firing pin assembly,
the fur i s rapid in action and sensitive to low angle graze impacts.

P e ct tiams . See paragraph 18 for special fuze precautions
while preparing the racket far firing and while loading the rocket
in the 'Launcher .

1 . Fuze, Rocket, Dummy : X1405

The du=y fuze M,405 is ira an inert fine -similar in appearance
to the BD fuze X404

	

described in paragraph 50. It simulates
the handling and pin ejection of the BD

	

404

	

fuze with a double-
locking, bore-riding; round ejection pin and a safety hand which
is removed prior

	

firing . 1t i.s used with .5-hich practice rockets
M29A1 and '1129A2 .

	

During drill with the practice racket which
has th is fuz e, the same procedur a should b e follave d as in para

	

aph

Section V} VT FUZES FOR GROUND-TYPE ROCKETS

52 . General
For general description of

	

T fuzes, sec paragraph 9 .

53 . Fuze, Rocket, VT : 40
a .

	

e

	

+ The VT fuze __M40

	

(fig.

	

8) is a praximity fine for
ground-to-ground use in the spin-stabilised 4 . -inch rockets M16A1 a

1

	

. X AI

	

(T1 0E5) ? D1 O 1, and

	

OE . This fine is, in effect
an automa tically set time fin e. Withou t fi el d adJ us tment, it produces
an air burst at a height to eau-se greatest letbal fregmeut tion effect
against personnel without top cover such as men in foxholes . The
NIT fuze A140

	

can only he assernhled to rockets having a deep fuze
cavity (fig. 29) due to the fact that its added length t o the rear of
the fuze threads requires more space. Rockets with deep fine
cavity are provided -with a supplementary charge to adapt them
for use with conventional point detonating fuzes M81A1 or M81,
When using the VT fuze, the supplementary charge must he re-
moved . Forward of the fuze threads, the

	

T fu

	

preseras th e carne
contour a the PD fuze and, as a re-ult, rockets fuzed with VT or
PD fine have the same overall shape . Also, the

	

eight of the
T fuze is equai to the weight of FD fine and -supplementary
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Fl-gwre 28. FmEe, rock-et, VT . 04409.

Figure 9. Rocket, high-ex losXvc, 4.,5-iAch : M32 (TIMEM
,xith f ze rn--k vt VT= M40-1 .

charge, resulting in rockets with

	

T fuze matching rockets with
PD fuze hallistically .

b .

	

aracter

	

tics -of Faze.
(1) A

	

i g,

	

Arming of these fuzes i s delayed for at least 4 .0
seconds after being fir-ed . The. exact time of arming will
,gar* within the range of approximately 4.0 to 8.0 secoeds.
Arming i

	

delayed b

	

a series of safety devices wbich
depend on rocket rotation .

(2) Burst

	

ght .
(a) The height of burst varies with the angle of fire, thus

maintaining -nearly optimum burst 'height at all ranges
ever average level

	

round (fig. 30) . The height of burst
over a body of water will be approximately twice that
over land, and will be greater over et soil or soil con-
taiTiing -metal fragments than over dry soil.

W Burst height dispersion normally will not vary worn
the a -arage (fig . O by more than 50 p-e-cent. The dis-
persi, n in height of burst decreases as the time of flight
increases .

{ c

	

Light tree f c)li s.ge

	

and

	

ve--retation

	

do not Materially

affect the height of burst., but dense tree foliage and
thick vege tafioin

	

ill in-r,-rease the height of burst over
grounI

	

This effect is less at steeper angles of fires in
which ease,

	

ost bursts will occur slightly below tree
ton level .
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Figure 30 . Rurst height as compared with launr hey* elevation.

Close passage, or approach to crests, trees, streams,
towers, parked aircraft, mechanized eglaipment, etc.,
wiil eazise functions at heights greater than indicated in
fi

	

r-e 30 . This characteristic may

	

used to advantage,
in that fire power

	

ill tend to be concentrated on such
irregularities. When targets are beyond s-ach irregular-
ities, clearance of at least 250 feet should be allowed to
insure maximum effect over the target area (fig.

	

1) .
(

	

Danger to ai-rcraft.

	

Aircraft will cause armed fuzes to
function if the rocket passes within 0 f"t of the craft .

ADEQUATE CLEARANCE iS WEQUIRED TO
AVOJ D

	

WXST INS ROUND 5 ON GREAT_

Figure .91 . A

	

q

	

to clcmra

	

e .

WATER

f

BURSTS OVER

LAND

i
ii



lafini

	

rage.

	

The minimum ra-n e for ztse of these
fuzes

	

H ited bV the arming and burst height character-
istics to 2400 yards (1

	

dawnlauncher etevation) .
(5) Safety. Although these fuzes can withstand rough han-

dZing and dropping without danger of an explosion, they
should he handled carefully to prevent damage .

	

B ore
-9afety is derived from an electric. delay, a mercury u-n-
shortor which when closed shorts out the electric firing
squib, and a spin switch which at low values of spire makes
the firing circuit inoperative.

(6) iWatfunction-s . Apprcxirnately 80 permt of the fuz

	

will
function properly on approach te a target ; the rcaninder
-will be divided about evenly between those which function
u pa n iro pact and then e whic.h furic tion in midfli ht hetween
the point of awning an the end of the trajectory
below) .

(7) Rip

	

rig. Rockets with M40 fuze may be fired satis-
factorily from multiple-tube launchers at. n=al
sec) intervals .

	

slight increase in midflight function
may be abs rved when several multiple-tube launchers are
firing simultaneously. Launchers fired simultaneously
should be a± least 100 feet spar ,

Fuze 'Af402 1 is equipped with a non-
delay impact detonating device (fig . ) which will func-
tion i f an air hurt is -not produced. This reduces duds t o
less than 5 percent.

(9)

	

'h

	

atis offects.
Fuze M40

	

1 may be used i n day or night operations
with equal effect. . In light precipitation, the fuze will
operate -normally ; however, in heavy snow or rain there
may be an inc rease in the number of midfli ht functions .

(b) Full advantage should be taken of the sealed fuze con-
tainers in tropicaI and damp climates . 1n all but tropical
cl i mata s, fuzes should be used within

	

months after
removal from their original packing containers . In
tropical climates, the storage time of napa ked fuzes
should b e kept to a minimum . To insure the best per-
formance frorn

	

T fuzes, they should net. be removed
frGm the hermetically sealed con

	

iner any }oXoner than
is necess-ary. Exposure of unpacked fuzes to rain or
irramersi

	

in water

	

ill hasten deterioration but will
riot decrease fine safet .

(10) Te p ra4 .re . Optimum fuze performance will be ob-
tained when fired at temperatures between 0 and 120 11 F.

A,-r,e :8a13? ]B



SPRING LOADED
DETENT CAVETY

XNITP-CREEP
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4. Fuze, Rocket, VT . 140 I

SPRING

DT-TENT

Figure 39 . Impact 1fftQtbatTng -Clement.

DET0NATO R
RRIER
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Therefore, the fuzes should not be. used outside these tem-
perature limitss . As long as the fuzes themselves are be-
tween these limits at the time of firing, they will operate,
-even thou gh the atynospheric temperature is outside these
limits .

	

empormy exposure -of the fuzes to temperatures
oratsid-e of these limits

	

ill not permanently injure them .
Prolonged exposure to temperatures outside these limits
will result in increased midfli ht and impact fanetions,
but

	

ill not decrease fuse safety.

The VT fuze M402A1, developed since

	

World far 11, is water-
proofed at the time of manufacture and caii rernain outside its
hermetically sealed container at l ea4 t

	

years under no

	

a l condi-
tions without undergoing an

	

deterioration . To insure the best per
formance from

	

T fuzes, they should riot be re-mowed from the
hermetically sealed container any sooner than is necessary,

. Use and Care of VT Fuze

a. . Assembly to socket Jf16

	

I or

	

3 .

	

(TI OE)) .

(1) Loosen the set-screw and remove C"h nose plug from the
rocket with the. wr enh provi ded .

(2) Remove the 5 up p!ernentar charge,

65
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(g) lnspecX the fuze cavity of the rocket for chips or "u-st of
high-explosive filler . Remove -all loose matp.rial with
nojif-errea (brass, copper, wood, -etc .) tool to provide a
clean cavity .

	

Reject any rocket having bad I

	

damaged
thread

	

or cavity s i de

	

al lis .
Open the metal fuze container and remove the VT fuze .
Make certain that the booster i,s screwed in handtight .
D NOT STAKE THE BOOSTER.

'Oe. Boosters are screwed to the fuze with a left hand thread .

Screw the fuze into the rocket by hand to be certain that
the fuze fits properly. If binding occurs, inspect the fuze
cavity an

	

threads, and reject either the rocket or the fuze
whichever is at f ault .
Tighten the fuze with the special fuze wrench i

	

ced in
each hex of fuzes. Use only such force, as can b applied
by hared to the, fuze wrench handle. DO NOT HAMMER

THE WRENCH R U

	

A

	

EXTENSION HAN-
DLE . If the fuze cannot be tig"itencd 3o as to obtain a
good seat between the fuze and rocket, reject the item
w-hich is at fault. D

	

INOT STAKE FUZE T

	

ROCKET.
Tighten the sets crew -in the noX e of the rocket .

b . D

	

smb l Procedure,
(1)

	

T f

	

e

	

ivill no t b e disassembled under an-y circumstances
b v using ass or ord

	

e troops -

( )

	

T fazes may be removed from the rocket, as occasion re-
quires, by leoseTiing the sets-crew and unscrewing the fu2e
with the wrench provided with the fuzes.

c. Packing and 3far i g.
(1) Each fuze is packed in a h-errnetically

	

algid metal con
tainer (fig.

	

) equipped. with a tear strip and key for
opening. Twelve of these containers are packed in a CGr-

ruate d cantor with a special wrench for assembling the
fuze to the rocket shell .

	

The carton is enclosed i n a steel
fuze box (fig . 34), WeighL and dimensions of the fuze
and packing box are tabulated below

Fuze length, overall .--------------------------- x.43 i]] .
Fu

	

length, in cavity ---------------------------4,91 in.

Box dimensions -------------------------------_14'

	

x 14 1	-x 11-YL in,
B.Dx Weight wYfuzes and wrench _ --------------- q0-5 1h

Box volume --------------------- -------------- 1 .50 CU ft

() Each faze has the model o f the fuze, and the manufac-

.UrerXs lot number die rolled into its nose section. The

AGO Xn'B
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Figure 33. HeY

	

O ttra4 38 adOd -c

	

trt'ncT.

Figure ,34 .

	

Packing box Air VT f

	

es.

RA PD
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identifying symbol of its appiicati n, 4.51R, is stamped
(fig,

	

8) in the e llndrical section of the fuze.

d. forage.
(1) Fuzes . The normal facilities available for storage of am-

munition, both at the battery position and f n the ammuni-
tion d=ps are, in ge-n al, -suitable for

	

T fuzes . These
fuzes may be stored in their original unopened metal con-
tainers provided they r -eive -proper security and the same
care given all packed ar=uniti on, in addition keeping
tike storage temperature limits between -20 130 11 Fand .
Storage outside of these limits for any extended interval
will result in permanent damage . Fuzes, tether packed
or unpack &d, should be kept out of the direct rays of the
gun} wbich i

	

s source of heat sufficient to raise their

temperature,
(2) Mafu2ed rockets . Storage conditions will follow standard

practice, fn accordance with provisions of TM 9-1903.

(

	

F=ed rockets . Storage conditions will be the same as for

-other f

	

ed ammuni tion except that, so far as p ract X cable,

the fazed rockets should be protected against excessive

shock and exposure

	

high humidity and high temp a-
t s

ar ingf The same

	

,re should be given fuzes and fined

rockets

	

normally is given in handling mechamc-al time and impact

fuzes.

	

Exce

	

l ve r Dugh ]handling may inerase fuze malf=etlons

but will not decrease l

	

esafety.

f

	

raWarftt

	

.

(1)

	

occasion requires the movement of 1

	

fined rOCkets

over considerable. distances, it i s reco=end ed that the

fuzes be removed from the rockets, The fuzes should be

inserted into their corT

	

t1 T marked individual metal con-

Miners and sealed with tape, These fine containers then

should be packed in heir original cartons and steel boxes

prior

	

loading on an ammunition carrier .

Reinsert the sup pl

	

enta , charge (if any) and nee plug

in the rockets and replace in properly identified containers .
(3) If the abeve is not p ractica ble f Dr short mo vements of VT

fr. ed rockets, proceed as with methanical fu

	

d rock ets .

(a) Place several extra cardboard

	

pacors under the fuzed
rocket when inserting it in the fiber container . This

i11 tae up the l a

	

betweea the sell and the container,
.hlQs preventing PDSsihle darnage to the fine . This play
ordinarily is taken up by the horseshoe support which



9 .

a

	

a es the wrench slots of the mech ni cal fuzes . How
ever, the horseshoe support

	

ill not enter the wrench
slots of the

	

T fuzes .
b) Make sure that the designation cn the container in-

d i c at s th-e actual fuze

	

which is in the rocket.

DE.

	

o

	

of DudA

	

.

	

nit

	

om .
(1) General. Should it become necessary to recover or dispose

of rocket duds, a

	

T fuzed dud may be considered safe
for haMlin , as far as the

	

T f

	

e is concerned, I hour
_

	

ofter th p rcje ct.i1e i s fi red a The impact deton atin

	

lem

	

t
in this fuze presents approximately the same problem as

a base detonating fuze in that it operates

	

travel of

a detonator carrier, against an anticreep spring, into

the fixed firing pin,
(

	

Condition -of impact element i s dud.
(a

	

The impact detonating ele-rnnt (fig.

	

) consilt& of a

detonator carrier position

	

by two spring-lea deal de-

tents and an anticreep spring. O n rotation of the rocket,

the :spring-loaded detentsi move out of recesses in the

detonator carrier, freeing it so that orx impact, i-nertia

eau s es it to strikc the fixed

	

ring pin.
(b) In a dud, the detonator carrier may .'have moved forward

and the antlereep spring, which -normally is positsof ed
231 -a slot in th-e impac t u nit body, ca n no longer restrain

the detonator carr is r from striking th e firing pin, Th ere.

fore, in handling a dud, be sure that it i:s not subjected
a jolt because a jolt ma cause the impact -elernTit

to function and h re tar e exples iv'e train .
Caution : In the e- ent duds are recovered, they she-uld

-not bo moved and rnust not be approached closer than
50 feet for I hour, When e.ircumstances do not permit

destruct i c'n of the dud in place, it may be rnved with

extrern caution by authorized bomb disposal personnel .

It must. be c=stantly borne in rind that a dud must

not h e jolted even to a slight degree braus-e the fuze
centai ns a fully armed impact element which may be

fuyictioned b

	

a slight jar or jolt .

. _Demoht n. of V

	

PUZC f

	

echapter .
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* General

CHAPTER 3

AIRCRAFT ROCKETS

Section I . .0-ITCH ROCKETS

'The 2 .0-inch fin-stabilized aircraft rocket is a newly designed
rocket for forward -firing from an aircraft rocket launcher.

	

The
r

	

ket is fl tted with a high-explosive head and is stabilized in
flight by tour pivoted firs that are folded within the rocket during
packing and shipping . Electrical energy for firing the rocket is
derived from the electrical system of the aircraft . A rociket consists
of

	

dead, fuze, and motor .

7 .

	

Rocket, High-Exp f osiye,

	

.0-Inch : Aircraft{	4

	

(T 14E5)
This rocket is provided with high-explosive head

(T 0

	

EI) and fuzed with BDSD rocket fuze

	

409 (T 0

	

) .
The 2.0-Inch reset rnotor

	

1

	

(T20o 7F) consistz of the rotor
tube, composite propellant _M22 (T22), and igniter M46 (T36) .
Refer to chapter 4 fog- discuq,sion of composite propellants .

b . The rocket is identified by the folding firs. Painting and, mark-
ing for identification are iu accordance with the scheme prescribed
in T-1900 .

s packed, the folded fins are protected by the s'

	

e t

	

shorting
cup,

	

hich i s fitted over the aft end of the motor. The . afety shcry
i n

	

cup mu stbe removed before flr ing*

. Rocket, Practice, .0-Inch, Aircraft, tA (T 15E5)
Thi rocket is intended for use as practice ammunition . It is

identical to the rocket M48 (par .

	

7) except that it i s provided with
inert practice head M

	

(T203BE l) and dummy rocket faze M410
(T2062) instead of head A12 and fuze B1409 .

Section 11 . 2 .25-INCH ROCKETS

59. General
gal Discussion . The 2 .25-inch, fin-stabilized, subcal iber

aircraft rocket (fig. 5) is a Navy type used bar the United States
Air For for forward-firing from an aircraft rocket launcher.
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'I've rocket is used

	

practice ammunition in place of the 5 .O.1neh

rocket

	

R which it simulates ballisti

	

lly. The 2.25-inch rocket

is fired from the .0-inch rocket launcher

	

5 adapted for this

use by adapter 3XTk . Tlwc lug button attached

	

the motor body

of the rocket engage the adapter. Electrical energy to fire the

rxket is derived fr am the electrical s

	

t

	

Of the aircraft.

	

The

recket co-nsists of an insrt head and amWrF

b, Head. The head

	

k

	

Mod

	

and other 'Niods are hollow and

threaded externally at the rear

	

reeeiv-e the motor .

. motor. The rnfor Mk 11 Mod 0 -or 1,

	

k 1

	

Mod Oo Or I

	

1

,101 5 is i-nternall

	

threaded to engage the head. It eoiisi ts -of thf,

motor tube, front -closing disk, igniter, prupsllant,

	

id, rL

	

le,

nozzle c3osure electrical cable and i

	

iter plug, suspension bu

	

n

and

	

n assembly. The motor contains the ignit.er, propellant and

grid to positign the propellant, Assembled to the motor tube ar-e

theno

	

lex fix assembl

	

and suspens i on buttons,

(1) Fin asse

	

l . The fin assembly, which is welded

	

the

rear end of the motor, i s

	

sleeve with four equally spaced

rectangular fin extending eradialt f

(2) PropeUa t . The propellant is a single grain l

	

16 'Alvd 0

or I of bahistite, See chapter 4 for detailed inforinWon .

(8) lguit-e-r.

	

The igniter

	

k 112 and Mods i s a plastic

	

e

containing 14 grarns of FFF

	

black powder and an electric

squib, Two lead wires from the squib extend from the

i n ite r passing through the perforation i-n the pro

	

ll-ent

grainl to the nozfl e where they are corm-ected to the elec-

trical cable.
. The miter plug used with motors b

	

11

Mod 0 or I and k 15 '_Aod 0 is a a-vT

prun god) .

	

The b

	

iter plug used with motor Ilk 16 and

Nods i s an Arm

	

type (phonej aclk) .

IdeWi ea Lion . TX e -rocket i s identified b the two suspension

Xuttors on the motor (fig. 36), PaiDting and marling for identifi-

cation are in ace-ordance -with the scheme pr crib-ed in '1"

	

0-1000.

e, -Facki .g . The rockets are packed as complete. rockets 0

	

s

	

-

Ned or 1,, rLa s scrubled) , either eight WketZ to a wooden boxs four

rockets to a metal box, or two metal boxes eo-Atai nins four rockets

overpac ed i n a wooden box . Packing and shipping data appear in

. Prep-a-ratio

	

fOT Firing-

(1) As e -bledrocketi3.

emove

	

r

	

pa ckins and inspect for s rvice-abili

	

' .(a) R

AGO $071B 71
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() Should it be considered necessary to test for co-ntinui F,

test -with the circuit continuity tester (par. 14) ...

(2) UnassembZed rockets.
(a) Remove head and motor from packing and inspect for

serviceability .
(b) Remove shipping plus. Assemble mot-or and head

tightly .
() Should it be considered necessary to test for continuity,

test with the circuit continuity tester (par. 14) .
d . Restore rockets

prepared for firing but not fired to original condition aid

peek!-n . Nfark the package of serviceable rockets for

prier use in order that opened packages be kept to a

g. Precautions i Firing. General pre utions are given In para-

graphs 9 thr oU 91h 37 . I n addition p the fcllowing are applicable to

2.25-inch rockets'
(1) All firing circuits should be open at the time the racket

is i xistal l ed i n the aircraft . Before plugging irl the igniter

plug, tbc electric socket on the Launcher should be tested

to be certain th at the c i rcui t i s open,

() The sborting device

	

hould not be removed from the ig -nitex

plug until the plug is ready

	

he inserted in t1he firing

circuit of the aircraft.

60 . Rocket, Proctice f 2.25-inch :

	

k 1

	

Mod 0 SCAR

The rocket i s stored and issued, assembled.

	

It cqnsists of the 2,25-

inch rocket head Nl1X 3 11cds 0,

	

, S and the 2.25-inch rocket motor

xjX 11 Mod 0 or 1. This rn-otor has 18.50-inch spar,in

	

Of suspenio-n

buttons. Table III lists the complete round nomenclature, used by

the ravy, and data . The rocket hay the Navy-type igniter plug as

shown in figure'.

6.11 . Rocket, Practice, 2 .25-1nrh ;

	

k 4 Mod 0 SCAR

The rocket is stored and i s-2ued assembled or unassembled,niotor

and head in the same packing container . 1t consists of the 2.25-inch

rocket head

	

k

	

Mods 0 .

	

1

	

, and 2 .20-inch rocket motor Mk 15

Mods 0 or

	

. This motor has 6.0-inch spacing of suspension buttonLz-

Table III lists the cOmplete r Dund nomenclature, used, by the Navy,

and data. The rocky t has the
,r-my-type icyniter plug .

62, rocket, Pradios, 2.25-Encb : k -6 Mod 0 SCAR

The rocket is s ;m i l ar to that dcscr ibed in par.-;)-

	

raph 61 .

	

It diff ers

chiefly in having 2.25-inch -MDtor

	

k 16 Mods 4'	, Xma

	

and 18-50-

7373



inch spacing

	

su pensIon buttons.

	

Table III lists the COmPlete

round nomenclature} used by the

	

avyp and dam .

63 . General
a. General Discussion . The 2.75-inch tin-stabilized aircraft rocket

(8g.

	

6) is a Navy type used by the United States

	

it Force for

forward-firing from an aircraft rocket launcher .

	

2.75-inch HE,

T head has been provided by the Department of the Array for use

with the Navy motor. Stabilization in flight is accomplished b

fou r Pivoted ft ns fof ded within the c ross section of the rocket duriotg

packing and shipping.

	

e pressure of the p ropellent gases actuates

a piston aid crosshead which pushes against the heels of the fin-5

extending them at a 45' angle during flight. The rockets are fired

from a launcher consisting of multiple -nested tubes arranged in

various configurations, Electrical energy to fire the rocket is de-.

rived froTn the electricXal svstem of the aircraft. A rocket consists

of a nose fuze. bead, and motor.

. Head . D epeadent Upon the head, the rockets are high-explosive ;
high-explesive, antitank (AT) ; or practice (inert) . The bead M1,

lk 1 and Mods or Mk -5 mod 0 is a Steel casing internally threaded

at the nose to receive the fuze and externally threaded at the base

to engage the motor. A threaded cup-shaped cavity liner is see'eyed

in the nose .
c . Motor. The motors Ilk I and Mods, Nlk

	

and, I ods, or

	

k

and Moils are in tornail-T threaded to receive the head. They consist

essentially of an aluminum alloy xnotor tube mntwin lng propellant

and an i n i to r and haying a nozzle-fin assembly attached to the aft

end,
(1) Prope1ZanL The propellant is one inhibited grain of bal-

li,stit e,

	

Refer t o chapter 4 for detailed description.

(2) 1g niter . The igniter is a tin ease containing a mixture of

black powder and ma nesiurn powder and an electric squib

and is located in the fanvard end of the motor. Two lead

wires from. the squib extend from the igniter passing

through the perforation in the propellent grain to the

noz zie-fin assembly where one load wire is grounded to the

-nozzle plate . The other lead wire passes through a. nozzle

and is connected to the cont-act disk at the aft end of the

rocket as the live contact .

(3) Nozzic-ft- usse

	

bly, The nozzle-firs asmrrmly consists es-

sentially of a nozzle plate, four nozzle inserts, a fin-actu-

atilag mechanism, four fins, ii fin retainer and a contact

74
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disk, The a]urninum alloy fins are rectangular and pivoted.
on the rozzle pate. As packM and shipped, the firs are
within the 2.75-inch diameter of the rocket. When the
rocket i s fired, the propellant gas pressure acting on 'the
fin-actuating mechanism causes the fins to extend from the
motor at a 45 0 angle. The contact disk, which is insulated
from the rocket, serves as live dontact during ring .

d . Fuze. Fuzes used with the .75-inch rocket heads

	

k I and
,hods are point detonatirg (PD) type Alk 176 Nvith a delay element
and Nik 178 instantaneous, Heads Mk 5 use (PD) type

	

k 181
fuzes and the point initiating (FI) type M406. Practice and Inert
-rocket heads are fuzed with inert fuzes . See paragraphs 75 through
4 for fuze description .

n,

	

7h

	

rocket is identified by the folded fins and
contact disk at the aft end. Painting and marking for idenEfleation
are in accordance with the scheme prescribed in T

	

9-1900+

. Packing. As packed, the folded fins are protected and the
x- ocket shorted by a fin protecfor fitting over the oft e nd of th e motor.
The rc c lXet s are packed a s complete rockets

	

(assembled or unas
sembled) c)r with fuzed heads and riotors separate . Packing and
shipping data appear in

	

M9-5-1340 .

(1) complete re

	

f. Complete rockets (assembled or unas-
sernbled) are packed f our to a metal con

	

iner TA

	

1 Nlcd 0+
(2)

	

ea4,X . Rocket heads are packed e itbor one in a metal ran,
four cans to a wooden box or four to a complete round
metal container M-k1 Yod O.

21. ) Motors . Rocket motors are packed either four in a complete
round metal container Mk I Mod 0 or one per metal can
IN2h 1 , four cans per metal box

	

k 15.

7 6

Preparation for Firing .
(1) Assembled ro c et5.

a.) Remove from paclXi ng and inspect for serviceability .
b) Should it be cornsidored necessary to test for continuity,

sX with the circuit continuity tester (par. 14) .
(c) Remove the fin protector before loading the rocket in the

launcher .
Urassembled rockets .

a) Remove head and motor from packing and inspect for
serviceability.

() Remove sh ippirng plugs . Assemble motor and fuzed head
tightly .

(c) Should it be considered necessary to test for continuity,
test with the circuit continuity tester (par. 14) .



W Remove the fin protector before loading the rocket in the
launcher.

() Rockets prepared for firing bet not ,fired, Restore all rock-
ets prepared for firing but not fired t o original condition
and Packing. Mark the package of serviceable rockets for
prior use in order that -opened packages be kept to a
inin7-mum .

. tr e cau tjo?m

	

Firing .

	

-eneral precautions are given in para
graphs

	

through 1'7, In addition, the following ar-e applicable to

. -+,5-inch rockets
Do not remove the fuze cavity "liner .

(2) Rockets which have a gap between the bead and rotor
should not be used.
All firing c i reu i t s shoutd bc open at the time the rocket i
installed in the aircraft.

(4) The fin protector should -not be removed until immediately

bof ore leading in the launcher .

64, Rocket, High-Explosive, 2 .75-Inch , FF R (Motor , k 1 Mod

or 4)
The rocket is intended for air-to-air use. The delay elemeTl in

the : perm i the rocket to enter an aircraft structure, before

detonating, The rocket consists of the HB T1 loaded head k I

and ods fuzed with PD faze 1Ik 176 and the rntor Mk 1 Mod

or 4. -The rocket is packed and shipped with fuzed lead and motor

uns s emhl ed in the same packing or in separate packing. Table

III lists the complete round nomenclature, used by the Navy, and

data,.

. Rocket, Hi g h-Explosive, 2 .75-Inch : FF 9 (Motor k 2 and

ods)
The rocket i

	

l rnijar to that in paragraph 66 except for themo toy'

)ilk . and -;NWs .

66 .

	

Rocket, H igh-Explosive, 2.x`5-Ire-ch :

	

FF

	

Rf

	

T,

	

1

The rocket (fig. 36) is provided for air-to-ground use against

tanks and other armored vehicles . It consists of the Army 2 .75-Inch

head I f uzed with PI fuze M406 and the Navy motor, eftained

i n the head is a cop pex cone, apex to the rear, which acts to shape

the high-explosive charge of 0.89 pounds of co PDsition E . The

penetration effect is derived from the shaped charge, See table III

for data .

. Rocket, High--Explosive, 2 .75-Inch : FF R, T

The rocket is intended for use against armored targets, 1t Con-
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silts of the head Mk 5 Mod 0 fuzed with PD fuze Uk 181 . T
Penetration effect is derived hrorn the shaped charge of compas iti on
B. The rocket i s shipped and packed as are unassembled rocket, head
and motor either together or in separate packing containers . Table
III 1 i sts

	

e Navy complete round nomenclature and data.

Rocket., Practice, 2.75-1 f1 ch a FF

	

I

	

Mod

	

)
The rocket is intended for use a pra tic

	

am

	

unition . The rocket
consists of the inert loaded head Mk I and Mods with inert fuze
and the motor Mk 1 Mod

	

. The rocket is shippecl and packed as are
unassembled rocket, head and motor either together o r in 2eparate
packing containers . Table III lists the Navy complete round no-
menclature and data.

69. Rocker Practice, 2.75-Inch : FFAR (Motor

	

k

	

and Moils)
This rocket is similar to inat described in paragraph 68 except

for the motor Mk

	

and Moils.

70, Rocket, Practice, 2.75-Inch ; ,FAR (Motor

	

k

	

and Moils)

This rocket is similar to that described in paragraph 69 except
for motor Mk

	

and Mods.

71 . General
a. General Bi.s c sa . . The 5 .0-inch, fin--stabilized, aircr of t. rocket

.

	

7

	

is a Navy type 'used by the United Mates Air Force for
forward-firing from aircraft . The 5 .0-inch rcc-ket is fixed from

	

it
force retractable jettisoning launcher using suspension bards . Elec-
trical energy to j9re the rocket is derived from the electrical system
of the aircraft, -A rocket. consists of a fuzed head and a motor.

.

	

o

	

*te Ro-unil ., The Department of the Army stores 6,0-inch
base fuzed rQcket heads, nose fuzes, VT fuzes, and rocket motors
separately . The bare fuzed heads, nose or

	

T fuzes, and metorn are
assembled to make up various complete rounds whose Navy norrien-
clatuxe and data is given in table III .

7.8

Section IV. 5.0-ITCH ROCKETS

e. Fr parat2'wt for Firing.
I ) The 5 .0 -inch rock et i s prepared for firm g as fo l1owl ;
(a) Remove head fuze and motor f turn packin s and inspect

for sere, i-ceabi1ity .
(b) Remove shipping plugs. Assemble motor and head

tightly .
W Install nose or VT fine, if required .



b . Fuze. The 5.0-irch H AR head Ilk 6 Mods is permanently
fuzed, with base fuze

	

k 159 Mod 1 or Mk 164 and Mods. The heach
lk 6 and Mods and Mk 5 Mod I receive nose fuze XIk 149

	

1 0
or I after removal of the nose shipping cap . Head A

	

6

	

od 4 re-
ceives

	

T fuze N140

	

or M403E2 ( .'.'ilk 172 Mod 2) .

c . Id e ntifica on.

	

Painting and marking for ideTitifi catien are in
accordance with the scheme prescribed in TM 9-1900 .

d . Paekz'ng. The .0-inch H . R. head

	

6 axed Mods is packed
two per wooden box or 4 per pallet (except

	

6 Mod 4) . The
head 1_U 25 Moil is packed one per wooden box with two lug bands,

with or without a=ing -wire. Nose and

	

fuzes are packed 0
per wooden box,

	

T fuzes are packed one per metal can, nine cans
per wooden box. Packing and shipping data appear in

	

M94-1340 .

. 5.0-Inch Rocket Motors

Listed below are various similar 5.0-inch rocket motors which
are assembled gith ,5 .0-inch HVA heads to form co pletc rockets
as indicated in tables I I and III. The motor Ilk 10 differs from the
motor

	

k

	

principally in having

	

Array i ni r plug instead of
a Nal (haysn et- rpe) plug . The 55.0-inch motor i eternally

threaded at the forward end to engage the heal . It consists of the
rnofor tube, front closure disk, i

	

it. r, propellant, nozzle plate,

suspension lugs and fin assembly . The motor Contains the igniter,

prDp e l I ant and grid to position the propellant,

	

Assembled to the

motor tube are the nozzle, fin assembly and suspension lugs.

MOTOR, 5.0-I C.H ROCKET : Mk

	

Mod 3.

110TOR, 5.0-INCH ROCKET : N1k

	

filed 3 (

	

ba onet-

	

pe
connector plug) .

MOTOR, 5.0-INCH ROCKET : Xk 10'Iods 4 and 5.

MOTOR, 5.0-INCH ROCKET :

	

k 10 Mods 4 and, 5 (w elec-

trisal connec

	

?

	

k 11 A1od 5 or MS) .

5.0-INCH ROCKET : l

	

0 Mod

	

fin) .T I OTOR )
MOTOR, 5.0-INCH ROCKET, E IPTY ; Mk

	

Mod S .

"Ti`

	

, W. -INCH ROCKET, INERT : Ilk

	

Mod .

a . Fin Assembly . The fin as semb r, which is clamped to the rear

end of e- rnot or, is a sleeve with four equally spaced rectangular

fins extending radi ally.

. pr

	

e =t. The propellant is a X , ngle grain 'AIk 19 prod 0 of

1 allistite. Refer Iro chapter 4.

c,, I it r. The i niter is a mewl can -containing 55 grains of

black Pewder and are electric squ ib. Two lead wi res from the squib

extend fturn the Jgaiter passing through the per'oration in the pro-

4a7576 0-s8-- 6



pel lent grain to the nozzle where they are connected do the electrical
cable and i niter plug (connector) .

Identification . The motor is identified by the two suspension
lug (fig. 37) . Painti and marking for identification are i-n a-c-
cordance with the scheme for Navy rockets prescribed in TM 9-
1000 .

. Packing, inert or propellant loaded motors a r-e packed (with
or -without fins) one per -%veXoden box. Empty motors are paced
three per wooden box. Pack]-rig and shipping data appear in lei
9-5-1340 .

32

Figarx`e 19. Fix a9senobly kifr 5,0-t-it01 racket : M,?4 ( T3
h i h-v'clavfiX-q air-er(T0 vockef (NaVO .
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4. Fin

	

5sembl Kit, 5 .0-Inch Rocket :

	

4 J38) for 5.0-Inch High-
Velocity Air-craft Rocket (Navy)

a.

	

General D- c

	

i o

	

.

	

This kit (flga 38) i

	

used to modify the

5 .D-Xnc'h high-velocity aircraft rocket, (Navy) (fig . 7) for -use
with the retractable jett i

	

niD

	

launcher .

	

Modified

	

rockets are
s'ho n with the launcher schematically in figure 9, and installed in

an airplane in fi

	

res 40, 41, and 42.

	

The parts used for this

m

	

, ification corsist of fin M122, lag band M9, igniter wire assembly

with i

	

iter plug D13, shorting clip, connectors, and aluminum strip.

84

Flpu re 40,

	

5.0-inek hi get-v elocity a ircraf t rock L,e s

	

odi

	

ed b

	

n ass-cm b d:y
kit

	

o4, as -assem#W to rear launcher I}W-5 .



WIRE IN
bCUW $NEAR

'W'1RZ IN
SINGLE SHEAR

t

J?,}, F-D 116856

Figure 41 . .. -track high-velocity air-crait rockst& modified by fin assembly kit
M84, with front lug band asse

	

tled to f

	

f laurch-gr

	

oqt .

(1) The fin, fatri-cated from sheet aluminum, has four blades.
It is -made in two halves with flanges and bolts which
provide for clamping the fin gecurely to the rocket.
o rear outer corner of each blade is a.r_ electrical smoke t

XXXith protector cap. When the fn flanges are horizontal,
the two upper -sockets, after removal of the protector caM
are for -engagement with the roar launcher posts which
support the rear end of the rocket (figs . 39 and 40) . With
refere-ace to the "view looking forward" of figure 9, the
lower l-eft socket of the upper rocket i s for insertion of
the plug of the ignit

	

wire leading from

	

e upper rocket ;
the lover right. s

	

.ket o f the upper rocket is f or i ns erti on
of the pl ug of the ignito r iii re from the lower rocket . The
sockets at the rear of the outer edge of the blades of the
firs of the lower rocket play no part in the firing ; hence,
the protector caps are left on. At approximately the
middle of the leading aD d rear edges of each blade is a
slot . The slots in the rear edges of the uppermost blades
of the fin of the lower rocket engage the slots in the lead-
ing edges of the lower blad s -of the fin of the upper rocket.
Diametrically opposite paket are connected b a single
insulated wire which passes within the blades and through
a bead i n the body -of the fin, Each wire has a solderles :s
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connector splice at the flange. Small metal Clips are
attached to the rear edges of all blades for taming Up

the slack in ro

	

ot igaiter wires (fig . 38) . When rockets
are installed on the lauD cke.r a -ad the i n i

	

r plugs are
plugged into the appropriate sockets, the igni ter wires
indicated in figure fl are inserted under the clips on the
rear edge of fins and the Blips closed with pliers or fingers .
The surplus miter wire is gathered close to the nozzle of
the rocket and bind the folds, as shown, with the aluminum
stnip furniahed with the rock et kit.

(2) The 1 ug hand, which is d e s i greed to he clam pod to th e ro

	

ot
forward of the fin, has a lug and, diametrically op posits,
a socket . The lug fits into a mating hole in the front
launcher post for suspension of the front of the rocket . The
socket of the lug band receives the lug an the lug band of a
second rocket. which may be suspended from the rock-et
installed dir

	

tly on the launcher. Thus, two rockets may
he installed on one launcher

	

the upper one directly on the
launcher, the lower one suspended from the upper. To
secure the rocket on the launcher, a shear wire is inserted
through a hole in the protruding end o f the lug, This shear

AGO S997B

FagUTC 4-3, lgnttepr wire as:smbX,y

	

1th plug Nserted i-n'rockat

filq ct-nd Oa c k taken up_

57



8 8

wire is furnished with the lug band, the btnt en being
lightly soldered or welded to the lug to prevent its loss. It
should be noted that the rear face of the front launcher
post, adjacent to the hale in the past, i flat ; whereas, that
of the socket on he lug band i relieved on one side . Hence,
the shear wire in the lug of recXet which is installed di-
rec,-tly in the launch-er (upper rocket) will be in "double
rhear,"

	

bile the shear

	

ire in the lug of the lower rocket
ill h e in "single shear" (fig . 41) . Thus, the lower racket

may be fire, without carrying the upper rocket with it,
since the force required to shear a wire in single shear is
half of that required to -hear the upper wire, which i

	

in
double shear .
The i gni tar wire assembly ccXnsi sis 4 a n Army-type plug
which consists o¬ a head, a tapered shank with insulated
tip, and lead wir-e . The tap-ered shank is for ground con-
tact- and the insulated tip is for live contact.

-

	

.XTigh-Velocity

	

Aircraft

	

-Rocket
(Navy),

b, Modv-fication of 5 .0Inch

(1) General . The modification of a .5 .0-inch high-velocity air-
craft rocket (Navy typo) with racket. kit. M 4 involves the
use of tool kit M

	

J39) . Complete inMtrucXtiens for ase
of the tool kit

	

5 are contained on the instruction sheet
furnished with each tool lit. The tool kit ',R-135 comprises
the equipment required to install the modification kit M34
on 5,0-inch H fkR and contair) a positioning jig which is
a te!e cGping assembly utilized to measure the distance on
the aircraft from the front to the rear posts o¬ the flush
type launcher, After the setting is obtained, the position-
ing jib` Is used to set the

	

n and lug band on the rocket to
match the posts on the ai rcraft . The jig pogo ti n the front
lug band in -respect to the firs and also al i nes the fin of the
front lug band with the fins. The positioning jig is used
sim larly f or assembly of the lug ban on the lover rocket

-ill hang properly suspended fromthat the Lower rocked
the upper rocket. Tools are supplied in the tool kit .05
for installing the n and lug band an to attach the i niter
plug . One circuit continuity tester assembly Js 'Included 'in
the tool kit. .

o iiicatia procedure.
Remove Na-vy-type fin an lug band from the 5.0-Inch
high-velocity aircraft rocket (Navy) to be modified.

N Moose n the bolts of fin M122 (fig. 38) .
Slip the firs (M122) ewer the rear end of the -rocket an

ACO :X



assemble so that the rear face of the fin

	

sernbly hears
on the front face of the shroud ring which surrounds
the nozzle end of the rocket motor. The shroud ring
provides longitudinal support for the firs during firing,
and prevents the type of malfQn ion that would re-
sult if th-e fin should slip off. Tighten the six nuts on
-the fin to an approximate torque of 25-pound-foot
which will bend the flanges and cause them to contact
each other . Use ratchet handles .arid IA-Inch sockets .

Note. If practicable, 3

	

the bolts may be removed b .Dre
slipping . the fin assembly o-ver the shroud ring :%t rear of rocket,
and ten the bolts reassembled .

Assemble the lug band loosely on the rocket at appro i-
Mately its correct position .

(e) Set positioning jig (figs . 44 and 45

	

to the launcher post
spacing as follows;

1. Examine finger holder "D'# to see if it strikes any ob-
str tiOn On the airplane. If fang-er holder "D" strikes

AGO SK?B

XRCNT LAUICHII NG PQXT

	

LEFT REAR LAUNCH INCr POST

'.FINGER HOLDER D

	

+$SING- COLL&R h

AIMANE WING
OUTBO ' PQSMON

,8, I1IPLAM E

	

1PJG
.N BOARD POSITION

THv&i X SCI

	

B
THUMPI BREW C

	

R,kPV 11 .945?.+.

Figurer

	

+ Tood kit JM5 739), for use

	

ieh 7-0ek-et kit

	

S4

	

8-itioting
jig in ou tboa-rd and

	

boa-rd pogitio

	

.
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an obstructs bn remove se

	

crew `E" and rotate finger

hi:)1der " .*D" 90 0 to the rear. Reinsert se cre "E"
throggh taped hole "F."

	

(The sett ixi

	

fin er shou ld

reset to its original position after jig is set to launcher

post spaci n

	

.)

	

r
. To set the jig for the outboard la uriche r, loosen thumb

screw "C" and place -the jig in the outboard launcher

posts as if installing a rocket, INTake sure that the bush-

ings of the jig bear on the shoulders of the rear launcher

posts and front face of the front launcher post ; also,

that collars "A" and "B" do not bear o n the spider

holder during this setting operation .

-Sa Tighten thumb screw "C ."

4 .

	

l a de collar "'

	

" to touch the end of the s pider h olde r ;

. then tighten thumb screw 41A
."

r5 .

	

heck th i s

	

ettirig of the j ig b

	

observirig p roper contact

at the front and rear launcher posts.

6 . To set the jig for the inboard p0Sition, loosen thumb

screw " rX and place jig in the inboard launcher, Thls

operation is similar to that described above f'-or the out-

board launcher except that, in this case, collar "$" should

he slid to touch the end of the -spider holder and u b

Ser-ew "B" then should be tigh X1ed.

. Thu X the jig iz set for the outboard launcher when the

skider holder is moved to the left to contact the wllar
"A" and the tb urnb screw "C"} tightened, or for the in-

board launcher -Then the spider holder is moved

	

the
A.

	

4CP

right

	

to

	

contac .

	

collar

	

"B"

	

and,

	

thumb

	

scre

	

(

	

a

tightened .

S. It cu ld be not-ed, in comparing fgur 44 and 45, that

for the Parts of the jig which mate with the launcher

then are corespcrlding but op-posite parts which corre

spond to launcher connections each displayed a wed
distance to the left- also, that after setting the jig for

the particular '.aurich er, the spider holder is rotated 1880

before placing the jig un the. rocket to locate the lug

and properly. It should be noted further that the

counterpart of the lug that f into the front launcher

post i displaced to the right a distance equal to the

length of the sin. Thus the lng band of the lower racket

ma-i be lc c ated from the or iginl settin of the iif .

Note. If nee-essary the above settings may be cban d to the

average ep-acirig$ Of all 1a-mchers in a squadron.

ASSEMMY Yoke tc positioning jig (fig. 45) as -shown in



view for upper r-ocket or lower racket

	

applicable, So
-cure with thumb screw that fits into threaded hole indi-
cated by "IA-TAP" in figure 45.

P
(g) Remove rocket caps from racket fin, and assemble the

astio ning jig Xo the rocket as shown in view for upper
or lover rocket a applicable . Move stn clamp to the
right

	

bear against the leading edges of the two upper
most blades of

	

w

	

and secure by tightening the
fn clamp thumb screw, which is an the fin clamp.
Be s ar e that the face of the ltag ( (a) m fig. 45

	

'ears on
the face of the positioning jig bushin ass shown in views
of both upper an lower rocket positions. Tighten the
leg band ba it to 33 pound-fo rt torque to hold the lug band
sector ely to the rocket.

oGen the fin -clamp and remove the positio-ning jig. The
asinement of the lug band must be such that the position-
ing jib` can be freely removed from the socket with the
yoke in place as shown. Replace the sockets caps .

(j) Remove the shipping cover from the nozzle of the 5A-
inch Navy rocket (H

	

R) being modified . Cut the
rocket i niter wire

	

inches from the nozzle plate (A,
fig. 46) with the hand to D1 furnished With tool kit

	

5
Using the No. 10 shinner position on the hand

tool, remove 1 inch of the outer rubber coversng of the
rocket ignitcr wire . Do not cut the inaulation of the
leads .

	

'sing the

	

o. 20/No. 22 Rshinner position of the
hand tool, remove i-Psaladon from 46 inch of the end of
each i

	

iter lead (B, fig . 46) . Be careful not to cut'v;qre.s
in this operation .

(k) Connect one -of thcX,e igniter leads (G, fig. 46) to one
lead of an i n iter plug assembly JQrnished with the
rocket kit MW as follows : Open the crimping tool
(furnished with tool kit

	

5 (T39)) and insert closed-
end cunner-tor (furnished with rocket ldt 3134) until it
bottoms on the stop . Close the crimping tool slightly
w that it ju st h olds the conneato rX I ns ert the two w1res
to be connected, making sure that each wire bol,'Wms in
the connector. Close the crimping tool the remainder
of the way, completing the crimping operation.

Note. The crimping tool is equipped with an automatic ratchet

so that the tool mugt be closed complet-el y before i t can be

rg_,open$d .

connect the othertwo wires in the same manner.
(m) Test each connection by applying a pull of approximately

10 pounds,
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Note . One spare connector is furnished with each roAet kit
1,134, Additional spare, connectors and igniter plug assemblies

are furnishid with tool kit M35 XVg ) .

n) Remove the shorting clip from the plug and check the

rocket' electrical circuit using circuit cOntinui tester

(Par. 14) .
0) After testing the circuit, be sure that the shorting clip

is replaced on the igniter plug. Coil the i

	

iter plug as

sernbl

	

and plate it inside the nozzle ring of the rocket.

Replace the shipping cover.

(p) Ordinarily, rockets will be modified in quantities just

sufcien-_X to meet i

	

ediate requirements . In any event,

r

	

ket modified in ac

	

rdanee with th-e above instruc-

tions 'should be clearly marked to show the nature of the

modification . Such marking should in-cluck: type of air.

plan-e for which modified ; p ar lt.- i cular launcher for which

rncXd i ed r such as inboard or outboard as applicable - lo-

cation of r

	

et on launcher, such as UPPER if for in-

stallation directly on launcher, LO

	

ER if for suspension

from the underside of upper rocket in launcher ; date

and designation of unit or agency accomplishing the

modification . Rockets modified and not used irn-rnedi-

ately should be repacked and the package marked to

show clearly the contents, including all essential infor-

rnation as to the rnodificatiou .

() 17Mer

	

, prose du re . Im rrr ed late 1y after i

	

tallation of th c

M34 -modification kit on the 5,0-inch HV

	

, the following

in-speetion will be made ,

The igniter plug splice will be tested for proper as e

	

hly

by execing an approximate pull of 10 pounds .

(b) The electrical continuity of rocket squib circuits

	

ill he

checked by using the circuit continuity tester (par . 14) .

(r,) The fins will be inspected for distortion or alinement.

The nut. and bolt of the front lug will be examined to

insure that they are in the same plane as the nuts and

bolts of the fizz,
() The electrical sockets

	

ill he examined to insure that

the spring loaded e1ectri

	

l contacts are in operating con-

dition by inserting a screwdriver or other imp;ernent

and pushing the electrical contact back .

Care will be taken in replacing the Shipping cap over the

=5,Xzle to ; r:sure that the electric

	

ire i s not damaged.

(4) Intermediate connector. The intermediate connector (f Z.

_AG0 5M73
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FXgUtLe 47 . L5.o-inch*' hiph-veloc ty a'i'-craft roeketX modified by fin assembly

47) is a safety device required for all double hung rockets .

Its funtio-n is to short circuit the upper rocket until the

to Ter r ket 1 s ti red, thus V revent irl th e up per rocket frare

being fired until after the lower" rocket has been fired .

In tali intermediate connector into the left hard lower

socket of the upper rocket

	

n in the same manner

	

an
igniter plug (fig . 47) .

	

The recd line on the connector is

lined up with upper "J"

	

lot on the rocket fln socket, and

then rc

	

ted cl eck

	

ise s cp that the red Iine beeemes alined
with the fir-

(b)

	

emove plactic cap on the loft. hard lower socket of the

lower rocket.

(c) Place the wire leap of the connector into the notch on the

fin adjacent to the left hand lower socket of the lower

95



reset (fig, 47) . Reinstall plastic cap, turning tightly,
being careful not to let the wire i o-op slip between the
overhanging lip of the nGte h and the flange on the socket
cap . The ire loop is b this means effectively attached
to the lower rocket (fig, 47) .
Plug I*n the rocket igni ter plugs in the normal fashion
except that the upper rocket igniter plug will be plugged
into the intermediate connector.
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Section V. TIME AND IMPACT FUZES FOR AIRCRAFT 7 PE
ROCKETS

General
See paragraph 9 for general i nfo rraation on fuzes .

6. Fuze, Rocket : Base r k 159 and Mod l

a. The ilk 159 faze is for u-se in the high-vel

	

fy Xfln-stabilized
rocket with

	

--inch bead, and 5-itch motor . The fuze Mk 159 Mod 1
(fig . 4) has a flange head diameter of . inches, a length

	

5.813
itches, and a projectile-.type gas check .

. Just prior to assembly of a round on aircraft, a nose fuze

	

k
149 usually is installed in the head . The Mk 149 can be set "nstan
tareousI' or "safe."'

	

Thus, the round ¬s provided at the time of
firing v:ith instantaneous or 0.015-second delay action, The fuze
Mk 149 Y

	

I usually is used with rockets which are fired against
light foxttfication . tanks, locomotives, and silmilar targets*

c+ The explosive components are-
Delay detonator-housod in shutter .

() Lead-in-housed in lead-in disk .
'Booster ---- approximately 1 grams (0 .42 oz) tetr l
housed in magazine,

. The fuze bead screws into the base of the rocket head, The
projectile-type gas check and a rubber gasket make a gasti ht seal

FigUTO 48 . Fuze, yoc.X-et : base, Alk 159 Mad I .
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in the body between the rocket motor and the interior of the rocket
head . The re ar eud of the fuze (the tericr surf ace o the plug) is
exposed to the frornt e nd of the reset motor . The f uze body extends
into the cavity in the fuze seat liner in the interior of the rocket
head .

This f

	

e is armed by gas pressure f rom the motor at the t

	

o
of firing .

	

The head of the fuze contairrs a

	

as pressure chamber
located between the diaphragm and the closing plug . The fu

	

arms
in two stages

	

follo S 7 s f

1) Through a small orifice in the inlet -screw, gay

	

from the
rocket motor slowly enter the pressure -chamber in the head
.0f the fnze, Debris from the rocket rrlo for i

	

filtered out by
the inlet washer. Whem the pressure M the chamber has
reached between 325 and

	

75 psi, which is delayed by the
small orifice in the inlet screw until half the burning time
is consum-ed, the diaphragm collapses, forcing the arming
plunger dDwn and .shearing the khear wire which holds the
plunger in place.

	

Mo-T

	

cri t of the plunger releases the
l making ball wMeh, in the unarmed condition, locks the
-firing pin body bi place, and allows the latter to move
toward the rear under the force of the firing pin spring
and the inertia of the wing pi--ft body flue to a

	

ex

	

atkon .
The firing pin, attached to the firing pin b6d

	

a lock
ire, thin is

	

ithdra -n from the delay-detonator .5hut r
-which it normally looks in the safe position.

() When the rocket accelerates, the inertia of the shutter
fcrces it hack against. the firbag pin guide, compre,%sing the
shutter spring and engaging the shutter locking pin iXQ a
hole in the firing pin guide. About midway during ac.-
celeratiou, the firing pin is withdrawn from the shutter,
but the shutter, held by the shutter locking pin, remains
1 ked in the safe position. When acceleration is over,
the sh utter spring for ce s the shutter forward against the
l-ead-in disk, disengaging the shutter locking -pin from
the hole in iii-e Bring pin guide . The shutter spring then
swings the shutter into the armed position (delay detona-
tor in line with the firing pin and the lead-'in), where
it i s locked by the detent..

. The fuze fires by inertia of the firing pin body driving the fixing
pin forward against the delay detonator on impact. After striking
the prliner 1111 the delay detonator, the firing pin teleseopes back iito
the fryng pin body, shearing the I ink

	

ire. The fuze has a fL%ed
delay of 0.015 second, in addition to which there LS a slight delay in
firing, inherent iu the forward motion of the firing pin body and
Bring pig on irn pa ct. The delay detonator initiates the tetr l lead-in
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and tctr l booster. This action dir ectly detonates the a
boor

	

path the fuze and the main Uer of the rocket.

The safct- features of the fuze are-

(1) This fuze is detoina r safe . In the unarmed position, the
detonator is out of alinement with the explosive train.
Should the detonator f11ntion prematurely, the, force of the
detonator will be dissipated upward through a hole in the
firing pin guide and away from the

	

PIcsire components,

(

	

Duo to the d clay in ad misslo n of gas from the ro eel motor
to the pressure eharnb er} the first stage in arming does not
occur instantaneously after ignition of the motor . Total
arming is not accomplished until acceleration has ceased .
The burning disXn c e* and therefore the arznin difftance a
will vary with the temperature .

() The. lightweight alumillum arming plunger and the hear
ire make the fuze in a full weight projectile safe from

arming her ac.cadental dropping from heights up to at least
40 feet.

The fuze is shipped installed in the base of the 5-inch rocket

head.

	

To safety vXrire is needed and no preparations are required
ready the fuze for use. In this resp

	

tp this fuze is camparable to a

prej ectije base f uze . rhe shipping cover over the base of the head

protects the orsed end of the fuze. This cover should be kept in

place until the round is to he assembled, and she ui d be replaced

promptly if the round is disassembled . Before. asses+biin

	

e rocket

motor ontc) the rocket head, check that the fine is tight in place in

the bas-e of the head, and that the fuze inlet screen has not become

dirty so as to clog the orifiee.

In disposal of the find a in case of a motor failare o r firing which

d s not result in a detonation, extreme care should be exercised .

The fuze should be removed from an unexploded head only b anali-

fi ed bomb disposal p e rso anel. There is no way to determine by ex-
amination whether or not the fine is armed, If it. is armed the fuze

will fire if the head is dropped on its rose or jarred so as

	

permit

The fof l p

	

ing servicing precautions should be observed :

(1) No lubricants or preservative of any kind may he used on

this fuze .
No dis asscrnbl

	

of this fuze is authorized .
Reports of malfunotion i ng or any difficulties encountered

itb this fuze should, be reported to the chief of the tech-
nical service concerned. The report should X,-on

	

f the to t

AGO 1897 B

the firing pi xi strike the primer in the delaydetonator.
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num

	

r and the other markings of the fuze, as well as the
corrtpletAX detailed history of its failure to function (par. 2) .

Fuzes will be shipped assembled with the rocket heads and
Protected by a shipping cover which is secured to the adapter ring b
machine screws . The fuze is stamped with mark (Mk), modification
(Mod), tot number, ti he date of loading, and the loaders name or
initials .

. Fuze, Rocket: Base, Mk 164 and ods

his fuze (fig. 4) is essentially the warn as the -ANR 1,59 Mod 1
(par. 7) except certain internal modi fi tions. This faze (fig, 49)
has provision for proi ectfle4X-P-e ga s checking. The gap between the
detenat-or and lead-in i s reduced from 0.058 incb to 0.025 inch for
greater assurance of high order functioning. The 11

	

164 Mod 0
has a mesh

	

lter covered by a plain Lat washer . It is used in 5.0-
015inch aircraft rockets. T o provide for either instantaneous .

	

r

	

.

	

-
second delay action, Mk X49 nose fuze

	

which can be fired "1nstantane-
ouc°' or j " safe" is assembled in the -nose of the rocket head . The rounr]
which uses the Mk 16 4 Alod 0 fuz e i s use d again t tanks, locomoti,X,os,
and gun emplacernents. Functioning, arming, and performance on
impact are the same as those of the detonator-sa fe 31k 163 Mod 0.

10 .6

Figure 49. Fafzcr ro-cket : base' ,

	

k I-6X Mod 0 .
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78 . Fuze, Rocket : Bcse, k 765 Mod 0

This fuze (g. 50) i used in the 5 .0-fch aircraft rocket. It ean-

Tains the irnproved shutter and lead-in, and sb utt r lock aX sembly as

in the M

	

16

	

Mod 0. The fuze head and fuze-to-motor adapter are

in on piece to improve the seal hetvv n the reset motor

	

dzmade
interior of the roexat head. The 5 .0 -i nh ai r craft r ocket

	

hich no r-

rn lly is fired with a I-Tk 149 nose fuze in the head to permit either

instantaneous or 0 .02-second delay action, or with the NrT fuze . The

round is used against personnel and 1iKbt targe

	

.

	

=ing} function-

ing are impact, ,,Lnd deterator-safety of the

	

k 165 jNjod 0 are the

same a5 the IIk 164 Mod 0.

79, Fuze, Rocket: Baser k 181 and Moots

nhe fuze is used -with the

	

.75-j neh hi h-

	

losive, anthank rocket

head k :5,

90 . Fuze,

	

Racket:

	

BD D,

	

409

Thi-s fuze i-i a base de tonatiDg} shell de-stro ing th used with 2-

inch folding fin aircraft rocket M48 .

1 . Fuze, Rocket. Durnm , 410

This is an inert -steel fule u d with the -inch aircraft practice

ro6ket Y4-9 .

AGO 38978
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82 . Fuze} Rocket : Nose k 149 Mod 0
. al. This is an air-arming, impact-operated fuze for for-

nrd-frring aircraft rocke

	

. It. is detonator safe and functions with
811perqu ick action on impact with ground, water, -or plate. I t require
the use of an arming wire,

. This faze (fig. 51) is streamlined and has a
spring-loaded protective cap which protects the propeller and seals
the fuze againA the weather . The cap is held in position by a split
olamp- which, in then, is held together by a collar and pin through
which the safety

	

ire and arming wire are assembled. The mechan-
is

	

of the fuze is similar to that of other AIR fuzes described above
except. that the detonator shutter is held in the safe p

	

ition by a
locking pin controlled by a setback pellet. Thus the datona t or

	

ia nof
move to the armed, position until acceleration stops, even if the firing
pin has been retracted by propeller action. Awning distance in the
5 .0-inch rocket (H' AR), varies from 650 to 1,100 feet.

108

c. F i g .
(1) Remove fine from packing and inspect tAX insure that i t

is froe fr om s eriou s cormsion or denis and tha t the threads
are clean, If slight corrosion is present, work clamp back
and forth

	

o that it slides freer on fine body and car, If
the fuze i s more than 5lightl

	

corroded, di:sca rd it.
() Remove shi pping p l ig from rocket and inspect fuze seat to

insure that threads are clean, the auxiliary booster (Mk 3
Mod 1 is in place, and that there is no fr)reign matter pres-
ent or other evidence of unse rviceaia ili +
Screw fuz e into seat an d ti ghten -securely.

(4) After rocket i

	

placed in laun&ex, turn clamp so that the
safes wire i5 alined with launch-,r arming mechanism .

5 ) Thread arming wire through second hole in clamp pin and
collar.

(6) Attach arming wire to launcher arming mechanism . Pull
wire through clamp pin as to take up all slack but not
to place any strain on the wire .
Place one Fahnestock clip an the wire against the collar.
Cut off excess wire and remove all kinks and burs .
Remove oafety wire from c Iamp pin .

d.

	

f

	

g . If the reeket is not used, frst replace the safety wire
in the clamp pin ; then the arming wire may be removed. The rocket
may be removed from the launcher and unf ed. All components
should b returned to their original condition and packiu s.
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83 . Fuze, Rocket : PD, k 176 and Moils
a. moral, The fuze is a delay, d o rator- e, -externally

threaded at the b;aqe to engage the

	

,7 -in-ch high-explosive rocket
head

	

k 1. The fuze consists of a cone-shaped steeI body containing
the firing me anism, arming

	

echanism, primer, delay element,
detonator, and booster.
b. Arming

	

ec

	

. 1xi the unarmed candition, the rotor of the
arming mechanism is positioned and loeke d so that the primer and
detonator are out of alinement with the firing pin and booster !ead-
in respectively .

	

Forces incident to firing an

	

flight (setback and
centrifugal force) unlink and tiurn the rotor to arm the rocket.

. Fuze, Rocket: PI { 40

The f uze, which is eternally threaded at the base to engage the
2_75-inch rocket head MI. is an electric type utilizing a piezoelectric
crystal . The functioning of this fuze is similar to that of PIED fuz-o
M408 described in paragraph 46 .

Section I . T FUZE FOR AIRCRAFT TYPE ROCKET

85, General
For general description of VT fuzes, see paragraph 9.

86, Fuze, Rocket: VT, 40
.

	

e .eral. Th e VT fuz e M40

	

(Army) or

	

17

	

Mod 0 (Navy)
(fig . 5) are proximity fuzes used for sir-to -groupd firing of the 5.0-
inch HV R rocket5. This fuze is, in effect, an autc-matically set
time fuze . Without any field adjustment, it functions automatically
on approach to the target, rather 'than by impact or time action,
thereby causing an air 'durst to occur at a height determined by the
fuze mechanism. Normally, functioning occurs at distances between
10 and 40 feet from the. target, causing greatest lethal fragmenta-
tion against personnel without top cover, such aX rnen in foxholes,
and slit trenches, and n crews on shipboard . This fuze requires a
special de-ep cavitized r ket head, as available in the 5.0-finch Ilk

?hod 4 rocket head, for use with the 5.0-inch hi h-veloeity aircraft
rocket .

. Characteristics. The VT fine M40 may be used either day or
night and is not affected by elcuds, fog, snow, or light rain . NorrnaI
fuze operation may be expected over the entire temperature range
specified for the ro&e *

(1

	

'afetV d

	

. g arming .

	

Both mechanical and electrical
safety measures (fig. 54) are embodied in the

	

T fine
40 .

	

Safety is provided by-
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(a)

	

n interrupted explosive train, which is safe against
dropping and rough handling after the arming wire has
been withdrA

	

n, and unt i I th s train is a,li ned th rough the
-camhine d offect of ait t rave1 and comp letion of acc eler a-
tion .

(b) An electrical delay system, initiated upon

	

mpletion o f
acc s I-eration an d closure of fuze firiug circu i t,

	

rhich pr o-
vides detonator safety for an additional period (nor-
rnalk 0 .

	

to 1,

	

seconds) .
(c) A setback weight in the gear mechanism, ape-ration of

which requires approximately 300 feet of air travel
under a minimu-m acceleration of 10g. The s-e
weight, actuated under proper acceleration, allows the
awning shaft to rotate . If the air travel occurs without
the required ace-eleration, safety is not impaired but the
f-aze will become a d-ad .

'

	

ible i

	

icaffolas of

	

echant'cal -sa!e t .

	

Various visible
indications which attest to the mechanical safety of the VT
fuze -Y40 are--

(a)

	

e presence of a car -seal installed at the Xoading plant,
to insure that the arming vane has not been rotated or
tampered with subsequent tD leading and prior to use.

Figure 51S . Rvv-Ft height over a-verage terrain .
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(b)

	

vane locking pin held in place by the arming wire until
the rnornent of firing .

(c)

	

safety pin inserted alongs id-e the booster cup which
in-dica tes safe POsifon of the detonator rotDr (fig . 54) .
XTho pin extends through the tetryl lead plate and into
the rotor, Since a failure of the arming shaft re-strain-
ing devices would allow the spring-lo d-ed shaft to t-urn
into the armed position, the safety pin should he re-
moved and, reinserted and removed again, as instriac
tien on the safety pixy tag indicate. If safety pin can-
n ot he reinserted easilyx rejcot the fuze.

5
(3) Burst height . The burst height of the

	

T fuze 1A403 in the
5+O-inch rocket varies with dive angle and terrain oI ar-

ri

,4 X
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r various dive angIes,

. E gh ty-five percent of these fuzeF> 'nay reason-
ably b e expected to function -effeiti vely -,t the target..

(8) Malfunctions .

	

Fifteen percent rnalfun cti-ons may be ex-
pected to or-cur in the use of this fuze due to "early" func-
tion and duds, "Early" function is defined as detonation
after arming has been completed but prior to approach to
th target or other object. Duds, which are a failure to
function, are partially compensated for b operation of the
bame f e in the rocket hea I

(9) Minimum r le

	

e range . An electrical delay is incorporated
in thiz fuze, of such value that the -earliest possible "early"
function (as defined above),

	

ill occur with enough sepa-
ration between the rocket and airplane to present no haz-
ard to the airplane -or pilot. ',Min iru um release range i
defined s the minimum distance, between airplane and
ground target at the instant of rocket releaser required to
inure that overall (mechanical and electrical) arming is
completed before arrival -of the rocket at the target (fig .

. The ruinimlam release range will vary with airplane
speed and rocket ternperature . The minimum release range
when ring VT fa zed .0- inch HVA should never be less
than approximately 1,000 yards .

i

a
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BURST
Figu r6 5s, MXXnimum relects e raizg e-re.9 iou of arming.

7 . Fuze, Rocket: VT, 40 E

The

	

T fuze M40

	

is similar to the

	

40

	

(par .

	

6) except that
it function

	

ithout de lay acti on .

88 . Use and Care of T Fuzes M403 and M403E2

a. Assembly of

	

TF=e to Rocket+
1) Remove the fuze from its container anal inspe-et for broken

sea] or defeetz, such as bent arming vane, loose parts,
dentsa etc.

Inspect the rocket assembly. See that the fuze well i s free
of dirt, rest, or other foreign material, See that the head,
xnc)tor, and fins are tight. Do not uae rockets with bent or
damaged fins .

Remove the rear safety pin from the booster pup (refer to
znstructio n tag), and cheek to see that the pin is not bent
o r sheared, Reinsert the safety pin to check the unarmed
position of the interrupter rotor. If tho- safety pin does

not insert easily, reject the fine . Remove the safety pin

again and retain it, since in case the round is to he dis-

assern led, the p i-a will lcXe required.



Ft.9ure .5,

	

re n-ch, fi t ze : T

(4) Install the faze wrench-tight in the rose cavity of the

rocket head, using the T4 fuze wrench T4 (fig. 9) packed

in each box of fuzes .

(5) Remove the seal wire from the vane locking pint . If it is

nece

	

r

	

reline the vane l-ackin

	

p iTi to insert the

arming

	

ire properly with respect to the launcher,

	

.remove

the cotter pin from the vane locking pin and install the

locking gin in an ore of four holes on the nose ring of the

fuze ,
(6) Install the arming wire through the hole from which th-e

seal wire was removed (he hole inside, nearest the arming

vano t fig. 60) . Pull the arming wire through the hole until

it extends

	

to 4 inches hewnd the fuze . Then remove the

cotter pin from the vane l-ocking pin, allowing wire

	

hold

the vane locking pin in place.
aUIEEOU: Do nGt use Fahnestock clips with these fuzes .

b. Dis

	

se

	

bly Procedure . if use of the fuzed rocket is not hkelY

for 4

	

hours, the fuze should he removed as follows :

(1) Replace the cotter pin in the hole nearest the head of the

vane 1 king pin. If necessary, pr-ess in on the head of the

vane looking pin to expose the hole. Remove the awning

wire.
Remove the fuze from the rocket head, using the faze

-wrench T4 . n anacmed fuze cannot fire and is entirely

safe to handle and remove from rocket .

(3) Replace the safety pin in the booster cup. If the pin can-

net be inserted easily, discard the fuze.

(4) Repla ce the fuze i rY its ship pin g can and seal the lid of the

can with friction tape.



0.0

Figuro 6'0 . Fure, rocket, t .

	

a

	

laokl?zg Pin, seal WiTe With car sea4 ar d
cottp,r pin, in place as shtpp-ed in XXtt Xaz r .

c . Storage and

	

a .dlin_q,
1) Packaged fuzes. Fuzes

	

y be stor-ed fDr extended periods
of time and are net affected adversely by temperatures be-
tween 40 and 14V F. when in the original containers and
if unopened .
u p

	

ged fuzes. Exposure to high humidity atme-sphere
tends to deteriorate unpackaged fuzes. Fuzes should be
unpacked only in quantity sufficient te rn eet the immediate
ne-ed, Fuzes which are not to be used within 48 hours
should be returned to storage, repacke d in their orienal
containers with the lids taped securely . Such fums 8bould

he used first, before opening sealed containers .

(3) Hand li g . VT. f

	

es, as ori i really p asked, rn ay be subje cted
the same handling as other fuzes . Dropping nDrmally

will net damage a packaged fuze, but dropping rr y dam
age an u-npackaged fuze. Rough or a bu s i ve hand] i n

	

of the
fuzes -nay tend to increase malfunctions but will not de-
crease the safety of the fuze, Damaged fuzes should

	

set
aside for destruction.

a, Demolition of VT Fuzes. See paragraph 99 .



. Llud Disposal.
(1

	

The AFT fuze

	

ill -not f re unless the vane is turning rapidly
(, 00 0 rprn or more) , everl though the fuze i s armad. An
armed

	

T fuze which has been damaged while the vane
was turning at high speed is dangerous and should not be
handled uni l at l east 60 rnintes have -e1 apled yr i t h t he vary e
at rest.. Before

	

e expiration of 60 minutes, the fuze may
be sensitive to shock, jar, or approach .

12-6

	

I IMP

KEY FOR

CONTAINER

Figure 61 _ FiXze, VT,

	

4 3-With conta incr arrd irtcrior confCr b)er ?? t0+i-44z-ftvs .
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f . Packing a

	

g ar

	

nq. VT fuze

	

are packed i n he

	

et i callY
sealed cans . Nine such cans are packed per

	

oocle-n bDx. A special
fuze wrench i

	

packed i=n each box to b e used in assembly and dis
as

	

rnbl

	

of the fuze to the rocket head .
(1) Packing data,

AGO 389?5

() Dud disposal

	

heuld be acc ompl i sb-ed by authorized bomb
Jisposal personnel. It should never be attempted by un-
authorized personnel.

Ftize weight ---------------------------------4,5 lb
Overall -diameter of

	

in .

Length of fine extend i ng beyond fuze well

	

_.5 .0 ire .
urnbXex of fuzes in box--__

Weight of

	

lb
Dimens-ions o

	

x 15H x 15

	

in .
V.fl=ume of

	

CU ft

Fi.gwre 62. P

	

king box for

	

T fuze

	

403.

iD 587.66'b



(2) Packaging. Fuzes are supported within thek respective
metal containers (fig. 1) by rubber, pla-stic, and metal
mauntin . These Tnountings should b removed from the

fu before assembling it to a ro-eket projectile.

(3) Marking .
(a) Each packing box (fig.

	

) i s stenciled with nomencla-
ture, quantity, lot number, date loaded, weight, cu gef
Federal stock numbers, and shipping data.

(b) Each fuze arid container is 8tarnped or stenciled with
nomenclature, IGt number, date of loading, and Federal
stock numbers. If the item or container is too small to

a er nedate the complete number, the Department of

Defense Identification Code (a 4-place number consist-
ing of a letter a ud three numbers) is used. Instruction

tags are attached to the vane locking eater pin, the
sealing

	

re, and the safety pin throngh the booster cup.

A4X,& 28978
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CHAPTER 4

SOLID ROCKET PROPELLANTS

General

	

cussiXw, In order t o apply the r

	

ket principle de-
scribed in paragraph 4, it is necessary t o provide a potentially pDwer-
fu l compact substance in the ro-X,et motor whicb, when ignited, will
provide a source of gas at high pressure for a stated period of time,
Such substance is the rocket propellant. Rocket pi opellant may be
liquid or solid, Liquid propellant may consist of a fuel component
such as alcohol or hydrazine and an oxidizer such as liquid oxygen
or red fuming nitric aid, The rockets described ire this manual are
of the ordinary military type and use either double-base or compos-
ite solid propellant . Double-bas-e solid propellant consists essen-
tially of a physical mixture of nitrocellulose and nitroglycerin ex-
truded or cm t :Jrn to a single propellent element called a rsin. The
nitroglycerin and nitrocellulose embody both fuel and widizer,
Composite propellant, contain neither nitrocellulose nor nitroglycer-
iny cDrr isting generally of a ph si cal mi

	

,re-of a n organic fuel such
as amponi rim picrate, are inorganic oxidizing agent such as p ot

	

-
shim -nitrate, and an organic. binding agent. When 'Ignited by the
propellant explosive train described in paragraph 7, the solid pro-
pellant burns using the self-contained oxygen and i:s transformed
lnto gas . The rate of gas formation depends on the burning rate
which is controlled b the composition of the propellant an the
shape of the grain. See T

	

9-1910 for detailed discussion of pro-
pellants,

b . Double-Base Pr e

	

mposi io , Double-base solid racket

propellants used -with military rockets described in this manual
clams ified as to their composition as ":solvenf

	

s" or "solvent." Both
types consist of nrtr ellulc gelatinized b nitroglycerin and sol-
vents or by nitroglycerin alone to form a tough homogenous sub-
stance similar

	

plastic.
(1)

	

olt1mtXessf The prop'ellent composition M13, MY

	

(T6),
and JP

	

balli:Aite (Navy propellen t grains) are of the
+4sulventle " type . These propellants cDnist essentially
of nitrocellulose and nitroglycerin .

	

lventless propella-pt
i finished into grain b

	

extruding rolls (carpet rolls) of
sheet propellant through dies. See table TAT and

F
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(2) Solvent . The pro pe l lent composition M7 is of the solvent
type . It differs from she "solve ntless" type chiefly in the
use of volatile

	

lven

	

in the manufacturing process . Sol
vent propellant is produced b extruding blocks of the
propellant through dies and then drying to remove the
volatile solvent. The solvent propellent manufacturing
process i s used only

	

hen making graiiis of small web
(thickness) due

	

the difficulty encountered in removing
the solvent from grains having a large web. See table IV
and TM 9-1910 .

y ApproxarrmiL .

c . Composte Propellant

	

crm ositions. Composite propellant are
uneolloided, heterogeneous mixtures.

	

representative type eemposi-
tion consists of acornoniu

	

pierate, pG

	

ss ium n itra

	

, ether1 cellulose,
chlorinated Fax, and calc iunq steaxate. These compositions are
mwnufa tured by a simple mixing operation and moulded in the de-
sired farm by pressing .

Prope a-nt

	

rai

	

.

	

Propellant grains (fig . 63) are classified
according to their shape as cruCiferm 2 single perforated, and single
perforated (ribbed), The rocket propelling charge consists of one
large propellant

	

rain or as mairy as

	

0 smaller grains .

1) . I o eX number.

	

Propellant

	

rains of Navy manufacture
are provided with model -lumbers (Hk axed pods) ; Army
propellant grai-ns, have no model number but may be
identified by the propellant omp ition e .g., M7 or TNf16

(2) Web. The critical dimension of the gain is the "'web"'

thickness, -which is the minimum diatance between any two

AGO 59978

Table IV, Propell f ampo&itions

CorXXtituXnX

Solve n-t I

M7 `c} I113 (%)

$olven

M11X X

t I eas

dPN
XailXstit
(%)

54 .6 5'x.3 55 .5 59*
Nitroglycerin______,__wt____r______ .35_5 40.0 2'x .5 ' 41*
PDtas:Xiurrz perch lorat-a 7-8
Potassium Sulfate------------------ -------- 2.5 1 .5
Cart-on black '----------------- ----- 1 .2 0.05 Ub
Dinitrotoluene ._____-__,r--r_______ I -------- 10,5
Lead stearate--------------------- _w______ _____T-_ 0 .5
Dipbenylamine__--________________ -------- 0.2
Ethyl eentralite .------------------- 0,9 1 .0 4 .0
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Figure 63 . Rocket prop e

	

t

	

ai .

.SINGLE RfA I TED
M8901

1

	

PD 212

	

A

adjacent surfaces of the grain (fig, 63) . In cruciform
airs the web is the thicknesq of each arm, In single per-

forate, grains, it is the difference between the inner and
outer radius.

(3) Inhibitors.

	

Inhibitors, s ometi irnes called deterrents

	

(fig .
are slow burning materials, such as cellulose acetate,

covering the surface of propellant grains to decrease the
rate of burning on that surfa

	

. See e () below.

e . Int

	

rBallistics.
(1) Gene-rat, The thrust develop

	

b

	

e burning of the pro-
pellant 1 s one of the fa ctors ions idar ed by interior ballistics
which relates to the phenomena associated with imparting
naDtion to projectiles (rockets) . The t1irust de'veloped by
the propellant is effected by the burning characteristics,
grain desigm,

	

factor, and specific impulse .

Burning c

	

pact er

	

a. Double-base propellant i

	

suited
particularly for use as a -rocket propellant because of its
chemical composition and surface burning Property, when
ignited, burning takes place ever its exposed surface and
progresses in a direction perpendiealar -	thesesurfaces
ore layer at a time. The burning time depends upon the
cornposition of the propellant, the shape of the propellant,
the initial temperature, and pressure within the motor .
Burning

	

rate increases witb the inreasXe of pressure and
temperature. For example, with an initial propellant tem-
perature of 700 F., the burning rate may vary from 0.20-
inch per second at atmospheric pressure (14 .7 ps i) to 1 .20
inches per second when eonaned in a rocket motor at a
pressure of 1,000 psi }
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() Grain design. Since the bang rate

of the prop lant is

a surface phenomenon,

	

e

pressure developed within the

motor

may	

controlled

by the design of the	

a

ias of

propellant,

For example, it a single perforates grain (B)

were

coated on the outside with a very slow burning sum

stance

(G) and the inside were igited, the burning Sur-

face

wo uld iner	

se

as b urn i ng pro	

e

se

d,

so that pressure

would

increase at an accelerated rate

.

This is known as

progressive

burning

.

If, on the other hand, the inside

surface

of the gain were coated (A) and the ou ide

s

ra rfac e ignited, the outside surface	

puld

decrease

burning

progressed, o that pressure would increase at a

decelerating

rates Thi

;X

is known as degr	

ive

bmnin

.

neitber

the inside nor the outside were coated (B) the de-

crease

in burnir) g area on the outside would be offset b	

the

increase

in burning area on the inside, and the burnizig

area

would be constant

.

Thus, b	

grain

design and by the

use

of coatings, called inhibitors or deterrents, it i s	

g-

s

ible to control the burning surface of the grains	

obtaim

the

desired burning time for the propellant charge

.

Cellu-

lose

acetate, in a thin layer, generally is used to coat pro-

p-ellit

surfaces and restrict burning

.

The

(4) K factor

.

	

ratio

of the propellant

.

burning surface to

the

area of the reset nozzle i s known as the	

factor.

In

order

to assure proper propulsive action, it is important

that

this fair be controlled

.

If	

e

I factor should in-

crease

appreciably Xas the resuIt of voids or fissures in the

propellant

grains, gain cracking, or blocking of the mo=le,

sufficient

excess pressure might develop in the motor to

burst

it

.

?Note .

The key 1etter3 shown hXlow ill parenth ez reler to fV

64,

pe

ci c impulse

.

Impulse is the product o f the thrust (1b)

and

the tune (sec) over which the thrust acts

.

The unit is

Pound-second.

Specific, impulse iz the impulse per unit

weighty

of propellant

.

The specific impulse may be con

side

red as the pounds Df thrust developed per pound of

propellant

consumed per second and can he used for com-

parison

of rocket com	

sltions .

It is also 1n

.o

	

as

the p r-

f

orm

.a-nce

index

.

	

s

the spate in a rocket motor available

for

propellant is l united, the der situ of the propellant is

important

and specific impulse may b e calculates on both

a

unit weight and unit volume basis

.

The solvent

.

propellant

7

has a sp

.ffic

-

.Impulse

of	

7

pound-seconds per pou-nd
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'o

	

parestive bumin g of s ingX 0, Pet'for-&toil prop event graim.

f. Prop e11a t T estrop, Ro

	

et propellants are tes ted to insure

	

eir
stability i n storage and uniformity and quality of performance.

(1)

	

' orvdance test,

	

X5'

	

.

	

This test is U check stability .
A sample of prop-el lant in a glass stoppered bottle is sulb
j ected to a temperature at 65.5 0

	

. arid sh

	

ed daily for
dangerous decomposition as indicated by the appearance
of red frames. If a sample decomposes in 0 days or lps ,
the pr op el lent lot is considered hazardous and the propel-
]a-nt destroy-ed.

Propellant(2) Heat test& .

	

is also tested at a temperature of
12 0 2,

	

. for stability .

	

The i nitia l d ecornN si tion of the p rc
pella-nt is indi

	

ct by the appearance of a salmon pink
calor on normal methyl violet test paper . 'Vesting at 120"

is continued after the salmon pink color appears until
the appearance of red fumes and ultimately until the pro-
pellantbu rsis into flame .

tests .

	

Propellant, performance is test in static
tests wherein a sample of prope 11ant is fi red in a test rotor
secured i n place to prevent movement.

	

Burning time,

INHIBITED

	

L NOT INIHIMI-TEDk

	

C- INMIOMD
ON INSIDE

	

OR GUM

IN Fis1B170R

	

XX

	

INHIBI'0P,

0 25 5D 75 m 0 2.5 so 75 100

PERC FNT OF GRA1 N COMSUMED

of propellant and the solventless propellant M13 a specific
impulse o f 242.

727



thrust, and chamber pressure are measured during the
static tats .

(4) Flight tests.

	

Rocket grope; l anta are also tested in flight
tests wherein the Propellant is loaded into a rocket and
fired L o determine velocity, range, and urniformit- r of per-
formance.

0 . Propellant far .0-Inch locket
Propellant for the .0-inch aircraft rocket is of the composite

type M

	

.

1 . Propellant for 2 .25-Inch Rocket
Propellant for the 2 .25-inch subcaliber rocket is of olventIess ex-

truded JP bahistite. It is ire the. form of a single, c lindxi l Single
perforated (ribbed) grain Mk 1 Mod 1 with radial holes extending
frDm the axial perforation to the outer surface. The grain is
nezAral burning with inhibitor disks cernnted both ends to core--
trol burning. See table for data,,

. Propellant for 2.75-inch Pocket
Propellant for the F75-inch rocket is of solventl-ess extruded

ba l lis tite . e propellant is i n the form of a n internal (p es sive )
burning single perforated grain inhibited on the -outer surface. See
table , for data.

. Propellant far .5-Inch Racket
Rockets

	

f

	

x MsMz, and '

	

" . Propellant for these

	

.5-inch
rockets is -of the solvent extruded type M7, It is in the form of 19
single perforated, -cylindrical grain supported on suspension screw
in the head end of the motor and by a cushioning r'irrg rear the

	

1
end . T'he propellant, of the -neutral burning type, burns in relatively
short t imm and IS c DMpl etely consumed at all operating temperatures,
whil-e the rocket as In the launcher . See table V, paragraph 9 for
data .

Rockets M28, 3,1294 . X A .

	

Aly M29A2, Ti :rE2 . and M80 .
PropeIlant for these 3.5-Mch rock-ets i of the solvent extruded type
7.

	

It is in the form of 1

	

single perforated, cylindrical grains,
positioned three in each of the four compartment into which the
spacer divides the, root-or . The propellant, of the neutral burning
type, burns i n relatively short time i n order

	

be consumed before
e rocket leaves the launcher . Sec table V for data .

. Propellant for 4+5-inch Racket Expendable Launcher)
Propellant far the 4 .5-in-ch rocket (expandable launcher) is of

the sabrentless extruded type M13. It consists of

	

0 neutral burn-

T28
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+8,576 0-58-5

Propellant for 5,0-Inch Rockcet 4H

Figure 66 . PrOpdla-Af fOT 4.5-isch vockef (expe

	

br-e

	

unck

	

arrangement.

rng, single perforated cylitdrical grains supported Dn the wires of
tho- traP azse

	

bly (fig . 605) .

	

ee table V for

	

a a.

95 . Propellant for 4 .5-Inch Rocket (Mulltiple Lnun6sr } p°)
The propellant f r the 4 .5)-inch rocket (multiple laur:cneY-) X32,

M-33, and T1 4 I, is of the 8olvert]ess extru -X-; d -ype

	

I ('-' ),
It is in tX e foray of sever neutral hurnhn , sirnrk- pX.rfrX ra

	

ul Lyl nr

dri; ai grains which are taped together v fore loading '-T:

	

r; OX

Propellant for she 4.5-inch rackets ,116 k -3 ri

	

,

	

and t ;1 I

	

c; ie f
is similar to that described in paragraph 94 . See table V

	

-r eata.

The prop ehart f,-r the 5,0-.rich rocket (HVA

	

) _

	

of VXl e Xles
e

	

ti ruded JPN bail isti te*

	

It ;s in the forim of
grain Mk IS 1w1od D . -Sect.-able V for data .
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a . Demolition of r

	

kets d

	

erited herein, when subi

	

tto capture
or abandonment in the combat zone will undertaken by the using
arrn only

	

here, in the judgment o f the uilit corm am der concerned,
such action is necessary in accordance with orders of, or policy
established by, the army commander.

97 . General

If demolition of rockets i s directed, due consideration should
be iven t(>-

(i) A .amphohment of the demolition in such a manner as
to cause the greatest obstruction to enciny -movement and
also prevent hazard to friendly troops from fragments or
uncontrolled flight of rockets.

() Observance e f appropriate safety precautions.

98. Meth ods

CHAPTER 5
DEM L"Z

	

T PREVENT ENEMY

b . The information which follows is for

	

xidanre only . The con-
ditions under which demolitiDn will be effected are command der.i-
sion s a-ad -may vary in each'case dep-en dent upon a number of factors
such as the tactical situation, security classification of the rockets
(AR 980-5 and F 205-1), quxnti and l tion of the rockets,
facilitics for ac coupli h ing d erno 1 ition, a nd time. In general, demoli-
tion of r kets can he accomplished most effectively bar burning or
detonation, or a combination of these. Selection of the particular
method of -demolition requires imagination and resourcefulness in
utilization of the facilities at hard under the existing circur

	

ta-noes.
Time is usually critical .

c . If demolition to prevent enemy use i :s resorted to, rackets and
their -components must be so badly damaged that they can-not

restored to a usable condition in the combat zone either by repair
or cannibalization . However, -hers lack of time and personnel
prevent demolition of all ecmponen , priority is liven to the
demolition of those components most difficult to replace . Equally
important, the same essential parts on all rocket.9 -must be destroyed

that the enerny cannot construct on c ompl etc rocket from
several partly darnaged rockets.

Resets, rocket heads, and rocket motors can

	

most quiclkl



destroyed by detonation or burning. In planning and accomplishing

the

	

e

	

o11t Lo of r kets x rocket heads, a-Dd rocket Mob3rsr d, ,

ecnsideratiOn should b

	

given to t

X'+'hlc r

	

en i gnited,motor

	

will PrcX ect the rocket in the d it eetzo n

-
ntXed . XulesX restrained at the tire of i nitzXrX a rackets

that it is XXX
are projected in Unpredictable flight. Suitable cover i !MPor ntp

-not only to protect frcin fragments but also from the rocket itself,

o minirni

	

or prevent u6d "RPredictable, (figh t	cRetsto be

ted toward the enerny, or

	

mted d1own
destrGy

	

should b

	

poir

ward-preferably in a trench or depression. Unss ernbXled rocket

heads are not propulsive . The following methods, in order of pre-

ference,
the 'most sati fa cte . for demolitioxi of

ferenoea are Xc

rockets, racket heads, and rocket motors to Prevent enemy a,,-e,

a. Method No . 1-By Dot

	

t

	

-

ral. Paced and unpacked rockets, reset heads, and

rock o rs Mad' be destroyed by lacing th cm in Piles

and detonating them with TNT, comp siti u r other

explosive of

	

invaden t POtentia 1.

Method of d WHti

	

.
(a) 'More complete demolition will be ac o phshed if th-e

rmet heads,. and rxRet motors are remove

frame their a in98 and piled--preferably in a trench

or dipr sion. One hur&ed pounds Of packed rockets,

rechet heads, or r .ket motors r

	

uize I pound of

	

.

Ve to insure complete. detention . -Unpacked rockets
X

require

	

approximately one+half pound of TNT -per 100

pomids of rockets .

(b) -Prepare the charge of EXPLOSIVE, TNT (using 1-lb

or 1/2-1b ')lam or equivalent together with the necessary

ng cord to make up each charge) and place the
dXtXn 4X

charge on the pile to be dotmated .

(c) Provide for dual priming

	

raini;nize the possibility of

misfire, For prim'

	

, either a nanel

	

trie blasting cap

erid to at least 5 feet of safety fuse or tirn hlastMg

fuse

	

(safety fine bur

	

at the rats of I foot m ap-

Proximately 40 s nonds and time blasting fuse burns at

the rate o- 1 fit in 0 to 45 seconds ; test before using)

or an electric hlaating cap and firing wire a be us-ed .

afe f use and tirne blasting f u, se both of which contain

black pwde-rt and blasting caps must be protested f ram

mwst at all tunes, Safety fuse and ti-me blasting

fuse may be ignited by a fuse lighter or an ordinary

rnatch ; the electric 'btin oaf requ Yres a blX.sting mat

chine or equivalent source of electricity,

132
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cria ti,on : Blasting cap-s, detonating cord, safety fuse,
and time blasting fuse must be kept separated from the
charges vntil required for tape .
YolcX

	

For the successful execution (>f method of dersoti Lion

incplving the use of dervalit ion materials, all p-Orse snE

	

ncX-rne-d
-will be thoroughly familiar with the provisions of FX 625.
Training and careful planning art essentiaY .

Burning,

(1) GencraX. This -method is limited to rock-et heads packed
without the rocket motor. Demolition of complete rockets
and rocket mafors by binin

	

is not practicable since the
first rocket or rocket motor taking off will disrupt the
pile and u the remaining units tc) take off in alt direc-
tions.

(2) Method of demolit

	

.

(a) tack the rocket heads, either packed or unpacked, in
piles . Place combusuibl e -material arc uia d and on top
of the pile.

(b) Pear gasoline and oil over the entire pile .

(c) Ignite the pile by -means of a paper or excelsior train
and take -cover .

Caution: Cover must be taken without delay since an
early explosion of the rocket heads

	

ay be caused by
the fire .

	

Due earlsideration shculd be given to th e highly

flammable nature of gasolirle and its vapor. Careless-
ness in its -use may reguIt in painful burn .

99+ Demolition of T Fuzes

In the event that lit becomes necessary to destroy classified
T fuzes to prevent enemy capture, they

	

ill bo given as high a

pr ioribF in order of demolition as pass i blep for security reasons.

I f possible, their d ern of i tier should be so complete that the

	

would

be no residue of any fuze parts or pertinent literature that would
he of and., value to all exnerny .

b . Unserviceable fees should be destroyed by one of the m-ethods;

gi-,en below in older of pref erence.

(1) Remove cover from steel shipping box of fuzes, Take out

one of the fines rear the center of the box and insert a

1-pound block of TNT or nitros rch and 5 feet of safe

fuze with nonlec trio blasting cap attadhed.

	

Replace the

fuze removed and detonate the explosive block, Electric

.e4r-,nation also may be used, in which case all boxes of

f-azea s1hould be prepared and detonated simultaneously,

Suitable precaution must b e taken to prevent injury

13 3



personnel. Bangalore torpedo

	

I, shaped charge M2A3,
or other suitable demolition equipment, can be used to
advantage for destroying fuzes .

(

	

Individual cam of fuzes may

	

disposed of by dropping
them in p maneat b i

	

of water at lotion where wad
is over 1 0 fathoms deep and at lcagt 10 mil

	

from shore .
Before disposal in this manner, all can containing fuzes
mint be punctured .

c_ All instruction cards, pamphlets, manuals, bulletins, a=uni-
ciAn data cards, and similar material . shoal d be torn into pieces,
soaked in gasoline, and burned.
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Shipping Document .

. Firing Tabl eas and Range Tables
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h

	

ocketsX

	

'xpe

	

able La

	

cker.

	

raphi ca t Firin

	

Tables
M89 and N'15 I,

Note_

	

USAF o;eraLions analysts and gunnery officers may obtain aircraft
gun fLring to b1 e:s and azrcraft rocket firing tables by spa bm iszi c)-n of requisition
to the Commanding General, Aberdeen Proving Ground,

	

d ., ATT T : Ballistic
Res-2a rch Laboratory .
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Ider of i-cation

9. Fuze

Changes in force . C 4 and

	

.5

TECHNICAL MANUAL

ROCKETS

Tll 9-1950, 7 February 1958, is changed as follows :

TM 9-1950

-HEADQUARTERS,
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

CHANGE

	

0 . ,5

	

WAsxINGTaN . I .

	

., I Odober J963

f

	

*

	

t

.

	

rXr . try _ An.:.> n1ti n i n s Brie *

	

the rocket rnetor . In some
Y

case$ temperature limils are shown on the launcher and/or ship.
ping coma*pnerig.

d, '."As changed by C, 1, 11 'Mar 39) The PIBD fuze " " * with the
Larger_ One type of PIBD fuze used on rockets consists of a nose

asseYnbly and a base assembly connected by a wire passing through a
c,cn(Nit Yin the reeket head .

	

The pressure + * * flinetlons the fuze .

1 1 f

	

Launchers

{ . (Superseded' Expendable, Launchers,
(1) 66-mm

	

Launcher X'

	

72_ The rocket launcher is a tubular x
. tel-escaping, smooth bore, single-shot, expendable weapon . The

aaunch r serves as the earrv ing Paso, provides the injtial flight
direction, and fires the rocket, Th-e launcher consists of an
a lisinirum inner (rear) tube, a plastic IMpregrated glass outev
f fion 0 tube, a slung a5sernbl_ , and eentrols and sighting -equip-
ment, In order to fire the weapon it is necessary to remove the
Irng assembly, extend the launcher, pull aut the safety in,

-unlock the trigger, and squeeze the trigger spring boot . For
1ajore information pertainirgX to this launcher refer to TNT
9-1340--214-10 .

(2) 4_54nch Rocket Launches M12-series . The 4.5-inch rocket
lai)mher -NI-1

	

series consists of a plastic or -rietal alle,v tube

This change supersedes C 2. 31 Nav*rnber 146rO, -and C 3, 2 Marrh 19-61 .

TAO"10 62=_1B



in which the rocket and fuze are Xhipped, and a light adjustable

tripGd mount. Sights and inou ating clamps are assembled to

the launcher as shipped, and accessories such as spades, bat

teries, and reels of wire, are packed in the launcher. In

	

ing

th i

	

launcher, the covers are removed and the rocket is fuzed .

The tripod is then set up and adjusted and the launcher

mounted and armed_ The lead wires ire unreeled to reach a

safe firing p idon and the rocket fired by means of a battery

or ma griew-type firing device .

12 . Inspection of Rockets Prior to Use
(As superseded by

	

, 1

	

ev

	

)

With rockets unpacked, perform the following intipeXtions prior to use

a_

	

-lake certain that safety devices, such as safety wires p safety pins,

short-circuit devi-ces (shorting strips or e hpX, and the like) are in place,

b . kll 3 .5-MrL

	

E -' rockets M-series, WP smoke rockets T1 7E ,

and WP mekc rockets

	

0 (T1 I ) should be examined for loose

heads_ wasp the fuze with one hand and attempt to twisn the rocket

dead with the other_ Examine for a discernible 360 1 gap between the

Bead and t h X, fuze .

	

.

Warning : Any

	

und in -which the head moves with respect to

the fuze or has a discernable

	

0' gap

	

t een the head and the

fuze is not to

	

fired .

	

DY ro-cket evidencing either of the move

conditions will h-e returned to segregated. ammunition storage irr a

properly marked container indicatiiLg the eandition .

Examine motors for sezriaus dents or deforwatien and cheep

straightness o f fins .

	

.
d. Check that Xnotor sealing disks and caps are securely in place.

Loose disks should be replaced and the rocket used if it can be ascer

tained that inoistu re or other foreign inatter has not entered the rotor.

e . Examine components for (errosicn, dirt, grease, or other foreign

Inateryal l With particular attention to electrical contacts (fig, 5), threads,

an fuze seas .

. Ascertain that the temperature range, mark-ed on the rocket or

lwuncher, is noc being exceeded at the time of uze.

g _

	

heck for exud ati on ; high explosive heads may be cleaned and used .

Warning .- Rackets with leaking chemical heads or exuding tutors

will no l

	

fired but will he returned to segregated ammunition

storage in a properly marked container indic.ati ng the co ndttion.

15 . Precoutions in Storage, Handling and Use

fir_

	

andtiXrg w id UXe,



_ X :

	

lX n ed I)v

	

2, 2 I%.1ar i FreezM9 W=eather Use, Rc>ckets

w, 11 funXtian

	

limits marked thereon, Observe the l OMlu9 eon-

1

tained in b. (+') above relative to face and hand protection at tem-

peratureiX below 700F , Proc au ti o r

	

( (2), X3), ,and f4) below) should

*

	

within the motor, f

16 . Misfires, Hnngfiresr

	

k-OfK and Duds

d_ EX711o-ailing an Unfired

	

awn&

su erseded by

	

2,21 No,

	

) Bejor-e removal of the round,

Definite intervals, for waiting a rter a failure to fire and after

additional attempts to fire, have been established on the basis

0 -f experience and eh sra eteristies of the launcher and argmunl -

tion a ;X foltew:s :

Warning No. 1= After a failure to firms, actuate the firing

awlt-ch two $(idltional times in attempts to fire. If the

rocket launch or still fails to f re., wait 1

	

seconds from the

last attexrr

	

to fire, th-en eb s

	

tore electrical circuit for

The d;!mger area

	

* YXX

	

teri l r eferg fX rizX

	

.

FXrxkXngF (page I of

	

; superseded , Eye protection in

the form of 9o9gles with aafety glass lenseo is mandatory

for operating personnel at ternp eratu rea of 700F. and

a

	

ve when firing 3.5-inch rockets* Al temperatures below

& VF. . 3.5-inch rockets of

	

8 (HEAT) and 15129 (P A

TICE) series and rockets T1 7E2 and ?M3 0 (SMOKE) may

be expected t o px-oduee blo back o fi prop ellarkt particlcs

after pro jectiori f turn the launcher. Therefore, at temper-

atures below 700 F., face and hand protection is mandatory

for all operating personnel. Field protective ma$k )119A I

will be used for face protection ; other types of face pro-

t tlon are not authorized. All field protective
masks

M9A1 used for these rocket

	

rings miist

	

di stine vely

identified b attaching DA Form 1&-197 or comparable

blank tag to the head }t$mess. One side *f tlXe tag

	

iLl

marked in pen with the stock numb and nomenclature

of the xnaek while the reverse side will 1

	

marked Kn pen

with the following : "Used in rocket launcher firing .; prior

to

	

SR uo , inspect in accordance with B 3-30-10 ana

rc air as necesaary.%% The

	

identification tag will be re-

moved at the time of inspection, o nlY if the mask is accept-

ahle for

	

R

	

use. Serviceability of rn aXks, wb

	

oaed for

rocket frings, ghould be bas

	

solely on considerations of

viBion and faciai . protection afforded and sanitation.



breaks, shorts, and poor contacts before another attempt

to fire. 1f it is neceawry to rotate 15-inch rnekets M

series, "1 ' E ,

	

r lXrl

	

T'1 TE ) within the launcher

tube to insure electrical contact, rotate in a cl A ise direc-

tion only, viewed fcorn the re2 r of the launcher. to ehmi-

nate the p-o-gslbility of unscrewing the knead of the rocket

from the -fuze. After making any necessary adju i5 tm

	

ta#

again actuate the firing switch three tim

	

. If the launcher

SIM11 fails to fire-, wait 15 *econds

	

fore remo-vin g the

round, which is to

	

considered at fault unle8s subsequent

examination reveals a defect in electrical circuits not

previously detected .

Warn ing XNo.

	

. If a slight noise is heard ant, -a :srnall

,Pnff of smoke is ern itted from the rear of the launcher

during an attempt to fire} this indicates that the i

	

iter

hae functioned but hao faile(l to initiate the propellant . If

this is the ease, i t is -mandatory to keep the launcher trained

on the target and to ohserve all the precautions for fir* tag

for a 2 minute interval. At the end of tbis

	

minute inter-

val, remove the rocket and return it to segregated am-

rnunititan storage i n a p ra perly marked container ind leat-

irx the condition .

. I

	

(Added) D

	

pMl of are XX 7L Ted 66-mm Light _Antitank

	

cap

	

.

?Xole, The following pr-oce du re will be followed under traYning -cond iticns O n 1V ,

-'n.der carnbat c-unditiOns di

	

9al will be made oi the weapon %fter on-L& failure to

fire,
After failure to fire, due to the poXsibillty of a mis re or a hangfire a

th

	

fo11.OX{,ring warning will be -observed until disposal is made of th-e

weapon

Warning., After a failure to fire, allow a precautionary waiting

1p eriod o f at lea 8t 1 minute Yore attemp ting to ruck the weapon*

During thiB interval the weapon wilf be dept t trained n tl e targetF

After 1 minuteq returxr the trigger safety bandle to the safe posiLion.

Replace the safety pin in the firing pin houring, squeeze the detent

boot, push the inner Xrear

	

to

	

forward, and clo

	

the weapon

at leant ore inch .

	

Pull the reco cki ng latch rod handle forward

until i t stops and release it . Grasp the bail handle and re-extend

the rocket launcher to the extended lo-cked) position . Withdraw

the safety pin.

	

During all (bis time the weapon must rernai n as

near the ors-target position ag posdble. Next the weapon mue 1

reaimed and the trigger Safety handle pulled forward to the re-

leased position{ Again squeeze the trigger boot. If the weapon still

does not fire. i t rnust- be kept trained on the target far at learnt I



Minute-- At the

	

,,a of this oae minute mtervsly relurim the trigger

f ty handle to the Safe P"itiOn, replace safety pin in the firirxg

in houaingg and place the WeaPOn &gate. i n a

	

negated location

for diaF'o:5ity on by

	

rdaanee Ammunition PersonUel i rx accordanc

with the greviXiiaps of

	

9-1903-t

17.. Packing
round rockets are

	

in -wooden 'boxes. Exceptions are th

min recket 3172 and 4.5-in-ch rockets N1

	

and N121-w

	

which are

asked in their expendable launcher. Aircraft rockets

	

Depart-

ment o f the krmy Supply Nl anu al 9-5-1340.

General
These r

	

1) of

	

and rotor assemblY.

.

	

r

	

s

	

XTi

	

. General firing precautions

	

. '

	

# to
h P6

	

'n FVg
izieh rockets -

f

a (superseded) Since the rOcket rteaV l urn for a tXrr e ten

pro,ec ti o n from t h-e launcher thereby Placing the operatYUg

personnel in the "ba ckb l ast" areas (fig_ 9), eye p mtection in

the iorrn ox goggles with safety glass lenses is mandatory at

temperatures al' 70 ('F- and above-

(b)

	

(As superseded by C 3,2 I-Mar 61) At temperarnr

	

below

700F,, these rockets may be expe ted to produce blowback
launcher .

of propellant particles after projection from the

Ffl}erefom, at temperaWres below 70 1 -' .x face and band pro-

tection is mandatory for all operati ag personnel- field pro-

tective mask NMI will be used for face protectioa , other

typ-e of face protection are not authorized. All field prot" -

tive rnaskX M9k1 used for the£e rocket firings must be dis-

tinctively identified by attaching DX Form 10-197 or -oern

pparable blank tag to the head harness .

	

n Lsid of the tag

will be marked Xn per with the teek number and nomen-

claX-sre o f the rn"I-L- while the reverse side will b e marked in

pen w;th the following :':Used in rocket launcher firing, prior

to BR use, inspect in accordance -with B -30-x.0 and

repair as rye-c-ezsary ." The identification tag wrll h re-

rnoved at the time of inspection, only if the mask is accept-

able for CBS. we . Serviceability of ranasks, when used for

roclcet firixl gs, should he based solely on considerations of

vision and iaexal preteetion afforded and sanitatiori .

fi. Preporation for Firin-9 .



1,

1 29A x T127E21 and M30

(As

superseded b , 21 Nov ) Remove from packing

and

inspect far serviceability as indicated in paragraph 1

as

applicable

.

Should it be neessary to test for continuity

test

with the circuit continuity tester

.

Section

I

.I .

66-	

ROCKETS

(FOIL SELF

.-

MAINED

EXPENDABLE

LAUNCHER)

28.1

General

,q .

	

e-a

ral DI

.Scussian.

	

The

66-inrn rocket	

(fig.

	

I

m)	

of

the fin

sta

b i l i%ed type, i s fired from either shoulder in a standing, kne-eling,

pitting,

'or prone pesi0arI with the expendable launcher L172 (fig

.

191),

The

rocket burns completely within the launcher at all operating tem-

peratures.

The high-exposi ve rocket A17 is used against armored targets

.

The

complete weapon system consists of the 'lai=eher, warhead, fuze,

and

rocket motor which contain

:

the propellant, primer, igniter, and fins

.

b,

WaThead- Ire external contour, the warhead'M18 is cylindrical with

tapered

forws

.rd

and rear portions

.

A closure is soldered to the -ear por-

tio

n o X the warhead and the iorwa rd portion	

hi

h tapers t	

a

bt, n

portion,

cent ai nX three evenly spaced det nts arcand the eircumferen e

.

These

detentX engage the three lugs of the nose -cap for securing the cap

to

the -warhead

.

The closure, which contains the

.

fuze i_ internally

threaded

at the rear for assembly o f the rocket	

otDr.

_

Fuz-e, The PIBD fuze

:V-1412,

a point-initiating base-detonating

type,

is electrically initiated, incorporating a graze functioning

.

element

.

Electrical

energy required to initiate -the fuze is developed by a piezo

electric

clement ("Iucky") located in the warhead nose

.

Up-on contact-

ing

the target the "lucky" generates an electrical current which is -car-

ried

by two leads to the electric detonator in the fine_ See paragraphs 41

through .51

for fine description_

V

	

A

	

7n

b	

.

The rnot or assembly M54 consi sts of a	

y

l andr it a1

aluminum

tube with external threads at the forward end for assembly

to

the closure and formed into a cone-shaped

nozzle.

a

t

the rear -end

.

Six

equally-spaced spring-actuated fins are located at the nozzle end of

the

motor body_ The motor ass-embly contains the charge assembly

(propellant)

and rocket motor integral iamiUr

.

The primer block with

p

r

.Xu

ssion primer i s assembled in a cavity at the car of the rear tube

.

X

Charge assembly (propellonX)

.

The charge assemb)y (pro-

s

	

pel

laut) consists o f 19 iron operforatod cylindrical extruded

grains

o i solvent propellant I47,	

'The

propellant grains -are

asXembled

lerigth w

:se

in a stud plate which is located at the

{0o

M El
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forward end .

	

Each grain is 5.78 inches iong , axed 0_23 inch

diameter-
(2) Rocket moto-r'integral Xgnitert The rocket motor integral igniter

M56 consists Of a one-piece polyethyieu plastic melded igniter

body containing 1 .6 grams Grade

	

4 Mac

	

powder, a fi.ash tube

inches long and 0_1? .0' inch M diameter containing

i ,rXitio tran rtXis ion line of black powder impregtated cotton,

and a primer black Containing the percussion primer AI

which contains 60 milligrams -of Grade

	

5 black powder,

.

	

i

	

. The rockets are idexat-ified by their lung tapered

ogives and spring-a cwa ted fins. The warheads are painted black with

rn arklBgs i n yellow and the rnotors and -closures are painted browa,

f, P-reparation for Firing- The rockets require no preparation for

firing. For firing instructions on the launeher, refer T 9-1340-

214-10.
_ Packing ond

	

hzP

	

nq . Five rocket lawncher assemblies are packed

l n a fiberboard container with three (fifteen rocket launcher assemblies)

containers .per wirXbound wooden box,

28.2 Rocket, High-Explosive, 6&rrrm ;

	

T,

	

72

rx . This rocket (fig . 19,1) is intended for use s. a inst armored targets-

The rocket _17 consists -of the HE. AT warhead M18 CentAining a

PIED fuze

	

X41 -s-eries within the closure and a rocket motor IN-154 . The,

-arhc d corXtairrs

	

cXpp r corYer whose apex is to the rear, which acts

to shape the :nigh-explosive charge of 0,666 pound of OAol (70%

	

M

and 30(7c TNT), The penetration effect is derived from the shaped

CXLY8.rge .

b, Dnta-
Length (compl-ete roundX

	

(fym closed)

	

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19 .9K ireehes

Weight (complete rolaud)

	

. . . . . . . . . .

	

. . . . . . . . _ ._23 xb (approx .)

Length (warhead w! fuse)

	

. . . . . . . . . . . . .--- . . . . . . . . . , . .11-5 inches
eight (warhead wliuze

	

. . . . ., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . � . . . .+X ._1 .

	

lb
Rala (rna-xiruum .

	

. . . . . . . . .
llzf e

	

vela{nty

	

($t

	

VF_

	

. , , _ _ . . . . _ . _

	

, . _ .

	

. . , . , . .

	

. . .

	

.470

	

fps

47 .1 Fine, PIED :

	

412-series
Ad ud )

. Funeral. This fu2e (fig, 25,1) Gonei5ts of a no

	

cap assembly

crimped to the foz 'ard end of the warhead, awl a base assembly con-

tained in the closure at the scar end oY the warhead, The fuze is deigned

to function by either impact or graze . The impact action of the fuze is

derived from the pie7,oclccti- ic, element which is contained in the nose

cap a5 enihly_ When the piezoelectric element 15 crushed, a very soiall

am unt of electrical energy is developed and transmitted thrcug'i tire

lead wire to the fuze . For graze functXionmg of the fuze, a spr-2ag-loaded

-r_]LoO a2 -B
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firing pin is released by the d-ecalerating force of graze impact . The fuze
is drop-w and boresaf e'anti arms after approximately 0 feet of rocket
tra- e1.

b . Des c-r ipLion. Th e nose cap assem lily is connected to the base assem-
bly (fuze) b aD i nsu is ted wire . pasling through a brass conduit in the
warhead . The nose eap -assembly cortsi sts of an aluminum cone contain
ing the "lucky" (piezoelectric) element. The front face of the element
is grounded to the body o f the warhead through the aluminum cone and
the :ear face is connected to -a detonator in the base assembly. The base
assembly (fuze) consists -o f a body eontain in g a rotor assembly, an
escapement. assembly a spring-loaded firing spin, a stab primer T96, an
e I e ctrl c d ctor)ator M48 J and a tetryi-loadeel booster cup.

c. Fzz'nctioAing. The f-uze is free -to arm when acteleration force aceGm-
panying the firing of the ro kct hm acted on the fuze. This force causes
release of the e s eapernent leaves and allows the rotGr assembly to rotate
into the ar7nod p osi tiDn .

	

The minimum arming distance is approxi-
mately 30 feet of roel,-et travel . The ,wring-loaded firing pin which is
re I e asod by the decelerating iorce of impact allows for graze fuwtienin g
of the fuze . The fizcing pin fires the stab primer which initiates the
electric detonator which i rr turn, fires the blaster charge.

LEAD Vn

number in oolumX

	

, line 6, from MK1 to ICI .

$4 . fuze, Rocket : P1 f M40
(As superseded by

	

1, 11 Mar 59)

Ftgn-re 25.1,

	

(Added)

	

Fuze, paint'1-nitiating base-&4

	

tf

	

. X412-series.

Pope }. Table II, (As changed by

	

1, 11 afar 59) change the model

The fuze, which is externally threaded at the base

	

engage the .75-
rrich rocket X head Ml, is a mechanical F1 type . The fuze is a fast acting,
point inii iat-ed, spit back d-ev i c e with detonat ar safety and delayed
arming feature_

TACO =_S



ga . i

	

Propellant for 66-mm R

	

ket
(Added)

Propellant for the 66-mm rocket is of the soliXent extruded type 17 .
I t is in the form of 1

	

single perforated cylindrical grains supported in
a stud plate at the head

	

d of the motor . The propellant, uf the neutral
burning type, burns in relatively short time and is completely consumed
at all operating temperatures, while the rocket is i n the launcher . See
t-able V for data .

TACO 6Z2;X-s
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Official

D is try Eau bi0h

TA00 622-7 -13

By Or(J eT of the

	

ecretaiw of the Army

J -

	

t

Major (7'e n r-a l, United States Army,
The Adjutant General,

Active ,Army=

U-6A A (2
D{7SLO

	

(1)

of ngrz
COIT (1)
USA CD Agey (2)

R (a7)

U-SAMC (2)
r

T- ANlUC0]'vT (2)
USAMICOM (2)
U-SASMCOM (2)
LTS ACDC t2)
ARADCO-M (2)
A RADCOM Rgn (2)
O M11i omd (2)
except U AREUR

OE; Raze Comd (2)
LOGCOINID (2)

T

Arm 1e5 (3)
'Corps (2)
-USA Cores (2)

Di-v (2

O rd O

NG- Mate AG (3) - uni' .X;Xamc
tv each unit,.

AR -

	

one-
For e-xplauation of abbreviations

aE active A : :.qy except ;Lllowanci,_ 3-3 Doe CODY

used. see AR 320-

450-EARLS .
WHEELER,

General, UTXi ted States Army,

Chief of &a

	

_

Ord Rn (2)
Ord CXn (2)

Instl (2)

vrt C&l!egm (2)
Br ve eh (2)
Arm} D-ep (2)
GENDEP (OS) (2)
Ord Se-c,

	

F DEF (5)
Drd Dep (OS) (5)
PC M
Ord Arsenals (2)
Proc Dist (3) except
Chicago (Notke)

USA Arnmo Proc

	

Sup
Agcy (1)

Fld Gourd, DA A (2)
T;.SA T:nl Camel (2)
POE (2)
U AOSA (2)

L DLit Ord UZ7it5 (1)
Mil Msm (1)
MAA (2)
JRUSMC (2)
Vaits org -under iiof TOE

SBBJ ,-
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FA FIfNGrTON, D. .

ROCKETS

Vil 9-1 5O, T Feb ru 2.

	

' 1

	

.58, is c11aF1 ged a S f 0110`v

	

:

Pav 18.

13 . Testing Circuit Continuity of Rackats
'Superseded)

Igm i tion Circuit Tester-

	

All

	

$n

	

lastrutne3lt CO ., Inc., Dl-o del 101_

5BF)

	

(492,1-712--OM) or (

	

impFon Meetric Go ., Model ITS) (4X2",-T1 2-420:5 )

i ., ^eeernui ended for t h iS tvztX

lT t .
Ti 6

The lk-ey X .urnbers s17oWnn N1

	

ita parenth-eX;es refer to f re .

'r X

	

t

	

tZn

	

area nX

	

st be f re e fray a I I sources of el

	

tr ic rt

whicli might igit

	

the racket, except that from the test

aiprnent.
thp, r

	

ket behind b :).rr :caries able to withstand the

full thrust of the r kct motor, a nd a, clamp-no- device

cap- b1

	

f pr

	

r

	

ine its flight iTn the event of i

	

it ion,

	

X

III eXln

	

f dissipai ing hot ffas8e.s from i he test }gay m?ugt ;I.i

provide,,
:X U111jer no c-0rtdition should the tester leads be cannectvd to

the, tester bi nd i np' posts until the coin-n c tlon to the r-ock-X,t

is cornpletcd and the barricaded area c1eaied of personn-el,

rg7i r r ;on of Allegan $gvition Tr ait tester 3iodel 101-

0

	

Cot,11 ect the

	

- iin-i re ist

	

`

	

1 to tlie tester bin cli11 X posts

ct 1X _dial (10) at zerio key means of the sqXro adjust

scX`eX (2) .
Set tl1.e `' 014 HIS XXIJ)- ki)ob (5) grid the"ONNf XS" counter

(D) to zero.
'd) Depress the kev (5), adjust tire `{011 I l` cou37ter to zero,

and release the key . if are ¬ ` HMS" counter md1rig other

than 1 X0 .04 ohms Is obtained, the tester must be repaired

0r repiaeedbefore proceeding w1tli the i"nitiou test .

*This ehCIMXe svPeragdes C +5. 26 14gvemb,& 196 3,



t

TXe tut$ leads are provides with the

	

Ltinsoll 1ahit.Pv Tlxtit[`r
Mo(1e1 MS5.

((t) -kuX-Lch the pin end of the one lead (5) to the tester's left-

hand bindin post (1) and the, pinrend to the. other lead (5)

to the tiester's right-hand binding post (1) and short the

r eir .rin in

	

free e» d

	

by el ipping their al hrratcr clips to

each other.

Depress rh-a 'Xey (8) . rind adjust the ohms controls X01)

until die meter pointer (9) is -entered (at the null point) .

Release the kev and read the. res ist an X e d i c tl v from the

setti11grs f the ohms controls.

ic11 p the Gwo leads from each otIYer and remove tIxe Ieads

(5) from the tester biTAIng posts (1 .

IqA-it2-Gn re-Fa tdnc te:3t.

(rt') Connection of tester to rocket . Refer to a(4) (a) above.

Igni.ter cone inu i gy t qt,

J . Check to Maxke Sure that the bn-rricaded area is clear of

. Check to see teat tire meter pointer () is at its mall-point

or cen X.er before any measurements are made with the

test set .

	

If the pointer is not centered tom the nn etcr

adjustment screw (7) located on tha :peter iaril tIYI
condition is obta fined .

J . Depress the }patter

	

test button (4) to ch

	

k the, condit so] 7

()f t1je iTYternal battery

	

(3) .

	

I f the pointer noes not

deflect into the battery 0,K. xecrion of the male, the

b,Xtter-v mu t be replaced 1mmedI Xt lX" .

Warning : Do not attempt to make measurements
with a weak battery.

. . onneu dig igniter circuit under test to the input of

the test set--e ither the b indirng posts (1) or the rc pt ;pole

( :) mayhe tiled.

5, se, tale ohms controls '6) to the zXppvoximite msi.Xtalic,
exp-e ked.

6 . Depress the hey (S) a11d ad .jusa the ohms controls uliti1 ; lie

pointer is centered, end the re-sistance direXctly froan

the settincrs of tbs ohms oontrols. The controls (from

left to right) are gradkiated q folIows ;

1st-0 to 30ofirnX, -L;A eps of 10 011Ms.

`2-l-0 t o 9 ohms, StXPS of 1011ms
3d-0 to . ohms}sters of .1 olims.

4t11-0 to _09 011Ms . sreps of . 1 chins.

-7. When, 1lie ;-i 1 PuL is -kWie(l to the birr i11X l>osts through

test leads (5)), the, resist-,ince of the leads must be sub-

tracted from the value obtained in (6) .
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vutc- In the calve where a very low value of reNistanee is
hei Lt- 217 emjai r ed, the i li yin ter i-%-W rew:t skw- l y I)eeaun of the low

khotttiri; (if the 11Ljotgr.

	

Wlien

	

this Oeeurs, ftfrproli
rXX ; t

	

!

	

1 .i

	

eXu

	

1

	

should be allowed for the pointer to reach its
its final E ,s?:4itir)-L aftek , the ohtijs eoLltrr}l, b--eve be-en -adjuNt ,-

'a;5iun . Do not make measurements with the taster
in any circuit where voltage is present. This voltage
could result in a reading error or damage to the
tester.

'. P(i+inXssLble ranl4-re for "j,-5-inch r kpts i 0-7-1+7-5 ohrnsi
for '2 . 7 .5-i ii ch rockets, .7-1 .5 Am. Reject any rocket
IVIIich twlc-e iitsthis test.

. Disconnect the test leads from the rocket and rep?aoe the
shorting device . :(Be sure to disconnect the test leads
from the tester binding posts before entering the
barricaded area .)
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Metu7 adjl.tgtment ser-m
hail t eLy (calajFNI X

	

hey
I;atrery t

	

ir igitCian
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Meter pointer
T'1-'f II':141"
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SVC CQ1a

	

-es (2)
Fir SviX S- ;h (2)

P.MS

	

Di Ord Unit (1)

3ENDEP (2)
C)rd

	

GE DEP W
Ord D-ep ff F} )

I'G ( 1)
Arsenals (4) except
Picatinny (51)

T FrcXc, D is t (3) except
iliea;o (none)

Flcl Comd, DASA (1)
U &Tsnl Oomd (2)

I?

	

&C

	

S (1() X
UniNd or-ganizero und-er

TDF- , ' :s .

anit-camp, aq act'v-iirmy except allovance

see A
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v Order of the Secretary of the Army

HAROLD K. JOEN-SO.N.-I
-enel'al . United Seorte& .zlrmy,

official : Chief of StalT.
,

MaJor 4 United eat s Army,
TA -e A djutant ,.rener-a1.

.'strlbution
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Instl (2)
DC'2LOG 1) A I}ep (2) e-xcejFt
CN it (1 :1 VAT)(i)
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A14 .XDC
S M,,ij 1'-omd (2) excelit

1'0E (2)
Nlil Mr-n (1)
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